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Theoretical aspects of structure, bonding and r e a c t i v i t y of a 
number of i n t e r e s t i n g unsaturated organic systems have been 
investigated w i t h i n the Hartree-Fock formalism and a number of 
most useful i n t e r p r e t a t i v e techniques developed. Studies of a 
number of three-membered-rings are highlighted by the t h i i r e n e s 
where the thermodynamic s t a b i l i t y i s increased by the out-of-plane 
s u b s t i t u t i o n at the heteroatom. The s i m i l a r i t y i n electronic 
structure of these thii r e n e s and t h e i r ring-opened dimethyl analogues 
i s also discussed. Extensive studies however on the 6a-
thiathiophthenes indicate the requirement f o r a delocalised 
description of the bonding and the use of ESCA, but not UPS, is : 
indicated as a valuable t o o l i n these investigations. The t h e o r e t i c a l 
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of these spectroscopic techniques i s f u r t h e r 
investigated i n pyridine, phosphabenzene and arsabenzene together 
w i t h the ground state properties of these molecules. The e f f e c t of 
change i n size and electronegativity of the heteroatom i s seen to 
account f o r the v a r i a t i o n i n electronic structure but the necessity 
f o r inclusion of electronic relaxation energy considerations 
concomitant with core i o n i z a t i o n i s shown i n making assignments from 
UPS from Koopman's Theorem. 
Extensive (semi-empirical) and r e s t r i c t i v e (non-empirical) 
studies of prototype r a d i c a l - o l e f i n reactions i n the gas phase show 
that though the T/s occurs early on the PE surface, models based on 
both reactant and product electronic structure can account f o r the 
propensity f o r the reaction. A r a t i o n a l i s a t i o n based on the UHP 
procedure i s advocated and i s shown, even i n i t s simplest form, to 
account f o r the vast majority of experimental observations. 
ABBREVIATIONS 
Atomic Orbital 
A t t r a c t i v e 
Binding Energy 
Electron Spectroscopy f o r Chemical Application 
(also known as X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy XPS) 
Electron v o l t 
Planck's constant 
Planck's constant divided by 27t 
Highest Occupied 
Ioni z a t i o n Potential 
Kinetic Energy 
Kinetic 
Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals 
Lowest Unoccupied 
Molecular Orbital 
P a r t i t i o n Bond Overlap 
Potential Energy 
Repulsive 
Spin Restricted Hartree-Pock 
Self Consistent Field 
Single Occupied 
Single Unoccupied 
Spin Unrestricted Hartree-Pock 
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Simple ^man met a n man . . . . 
Sai d that ^ man to that n man . . . 
(Traditional) 
CHAPTER I . 
The Wave Function - A General Introduction 
1. 
Introduction 
Organic Chemistry i s an experimental science. Theoretical Organic 
Chemistry i s concerned with the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , r a t i o n a l i s a t i o n and 
extrapolation of data a r i s i n g from such investigations. This may be 
approached i n two d i s t i n c t ways depending i n general i f the analysis i s 
performed by the experimentalist or the theoretician. 
The experimentalist would i n general consider the electronic 
structure of a molecule i n terms of a localised framework of bonds 
w i t h , as needed, a delocalised ST electron system and lone pairs. 
Nonconjugated functions are considered as t h e i r separate parts and the 
o r b i t a l s so derived confer on that group i t s characteristic chemical and 
physical properties. I n t u i t i v e ideas derived from previous experimental 
work are then employed and the f a m i l i a r 'curly arrow' technique r e s u l t s . 
There are two main disadvantages of t h i s approach. F i r s t l y the 
non-quantitative aspects render: r a t i o n a l i s a t i o n s susceptible to a 
cer t a i n degree of doubt. Secondly the inference of electronic 
s t r u c t u r a l information from experimental data i s not always straightforward 
and can be misleading. Reference need only to be made to the r e l a t i v e 
a c i d i t i e s of acetic and fluoracetic acids and the b a s i c i t i e s of the 
methylated amines where the previously accepted arguments based on 
inductive effects have proved to be incorrect. 
The alternative approach has i t s origins i n the development of 
Quantum Theory. A mathematical description of the electrons and the 
nuclei i n the molecule generates a delocalised series of o r b i t a l s . These 
are usually produced by the molecular o r b i t a l (MO) and valence bond (VB) 
methods. I n MO theory the electrons occupy molecular o r b i t a l s ; i n VB 
theory they occupy atomic o r b i t a l s with spins coupled i n such a way as to 
2. 
describe localised electron pairs. High speed computers and e f f i c i e n t 
programming has now placed the second, more quantitative methods at the 
disposal of the chemist. Though gross properties of a molecule may be 
rea d i l y obtained (e.g. the t o t a l energy of a p a r t i c u l a r conformer) i t i s 
the bonding and r e a c t i v i t y which are usually of i n t e r e s t . Methods and 
^ techniques which provide a more chemical and/or more readily understandable 
description w i l l be discussed i n the next chapter along w i t h a discussion 
ot some fundamental concepts and ideas which apply to t h i s work. I n t h i s 
chapter though i s outlined the MO theory which has been used i n t h i s work 
together w i t h the p r a c t i c a l i t i e s of the approach. 
1) The Schrodinger Equation and i t s Solution. 
a) Quantum Mechanical Background. 
Any given system may be described by a suitable mathematical 
expression. A composite of nuclei and electrons can be represented by a 
function which only depends upon the time, the s p a t i a l and spin 
co-ordinate of these p a r t i c l e s . Such a function, which describes the 
electronic structure of an atom, ion or molecule, i s known as the 
wavefunction. 
Any measurable property of t h i s system may be symbolised by a 
dynamic operator (A). I f t h i s operates upon a wavefunction such that 
the resultant i s simply a multiple of the o r i g i n a l function: 
A$ = A* (1) 
then $ i s termed an eigenfunction of A with eigenvalue A. The case of 
p a r t i c u l a r interest i s where A i s the operator which represents the 
formalisation of the energy of the system. This leads to the Schrodinger 
3. 
equation^ 
= Etf (2) 
where H i s the Hamiltonian ( t o t a l energy operator) of the system and £ i s 
the eigenvalue corresponding to the t o t a l energy. As timeindependent 
equations w i l l only be of concern i n t h i s work i s taken as describing 
the s p a t i a l and spin co-ordinates only. The wavefunction i s taken to be 
normalised: 
J W i q ^ dq 3N = 1 
and time independent. The physical i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the N p a r t i c l e s of 
the system i s that , they have a p r o b a b i l i t y of being i n volume 
elements i n space with coordinates q^, q2» • " ^ u t o ^1 + ^ ^ 1 ' •••• W N I C N 
are independent of time. Further f o r observable A, whose operator 'A 
commutes wi t h H: 
A = f **A*1T ( 3 ) 
I n the p a r t i c u l a r case where "2 i s H 
E = ]VH&IT (4) 
which i s an alternative form of ( 2 ) . I n order to obtain ^ and hence 
E then the solution to equation (2) i s required. 
The Hamiltonian (H) possessesthe Hermitian property i . e . i n matrix 
form i t s transpose i s i t s conjugate. 
E* = H + and ( H + ) * » H ( 5 ) 
* + 
when H i s the conjugate and H the transpose of H. 
For a system of nuclei (u.,v ••••) and electrons ( i , j .... ) 
with coordinates and masses (Q, M) and (q, m) respectively the t o t a l spin 
free n o n - r e l a t i v i s t i c Hamiltonian operator i s given by 
+ V n e(Q,q) + V n n(Q) + V e e ( q ) 
If. 
The. f i r s t two terms account for the kinetic energy of the system. 
The potential energy is given by the last three terns where 
Z e 2 Z Z 2 
V ( Q , q ) = E E J i — V ( Q ) = L (q) = E f - (7) ne . r nn ^ r ee r. . 
The t o t a l wavefunction i s assumed to be separable into i t s 
electronic and nuclear parts according to the Born-Oppenheimer 
approximation.^ 
*(Q,q) = * n(Q)*,(Q,q) (8) 
The electronic wavefunction i s then defined by 
He(Qfq)^(Q,q.) =. Ee(Q)*e(Q,q) (9) 
where 
HeCQ.O-HCQ.OT^yJ-.V^ < l 0> 
v. 
and the nuclear wavefunction by 4 
[Hn(Q) + E e(Q)]* n(Q) = E*n(Q) 
with Hn defined analogously to He. 
(Q) may be further separated into the translational, vibrational 
n 
and rotational components). 
The electronic wavefunction i s solved for fixed positions of the 
nuclei using equation (9) and generates the total electronic energy of 
the system. The total energy i s then given by:-
(11) 
E = E (Q) + E e n 
(12) 
where E' = V.' + contributions from translation, vibration and rotation, n nn ' 
This w i l l include the zero point energies of the system which are 
usually small however compared with E^  (Q) and V^ .. 
The approximation i s valid provided that the electronic energy i s 
a slowly varying function of the nuclear co-ordinates. This i s j u s t i f i e d 
by examination of the expansion of equation (2) with the approximation.' 
[He(Q,q) + Hn(Q) ]«/>n(Q)<l>e(Q,q) = E^CQ,q)^(Q) (13) 
Expanding the Hamiltonian i n i t s two parts 
He(Q,q)jJ)n(Q)l/>e<Q,q) = Ji>n(Q)Ee(Q)j|>e(Q,q) (14) 
2 J2 
Hh(Q)*n(Q)*e(Qfq) = - S | ^ ^ n ( Q ^ e ( Q , q ) = - I ^(Q^^CQ.q) 
+ «/j <.Q,qW2*l> (Q) + 2\7 J/J 0 (15) e . n |x n e 
substituting for He in (13) 
[Ee(Q) • Hn(Q)]«|)n(Q)j/)e(Q,q) = ElMQ, qX/^ CQ) (16) 
This w i l l produce (11) i f , and only i f , the terns i n v" «/> (Q,q) 
\x e 
and v (Q,q) from (15) can be neglected. 
The electronic wavefunction (4) as defined by (9) has been taken 
to be real. A further fundamental property i s that eigenfunctions 
corresponding to different eigenvalues of the same Hamiltonian are 
orthogonal i.e. 
. Jp.cpjdT = e.j (17) 
6.. = O i f i ^ j 6.. = 1 i j l i 
The electronic Hamiltonian may be written as 
5 z 
H e = Z - i v f - L L J i + £ — (18) i 2 1 ^ i V i i < j r i J 
where for convenience the expression i s i n atomic units. This system 
of units leads to a considerable simplification i n the form of the 
equations, viz: 
Length:- The Bohr radius of the hydrogen atom as 
a Q = h /k me = O.529167 x 10 cm. 
O.529167 A. 
Mass:- The mass of an electron 
m = 9.0191 x 10~ 1 8 gm. 
Energy:- Often referred to i n Hartree3 i s the energy of interaction 
E - e 2/a 0 = 27.2107 eV. 
6. 
of two unit charges separated by one Bohr radius 
b) Solution for Atoms and Molecules. 
The Schrodinger equation may be solved for the simplest of a l l 
atoms, the hydrogen atom. The method employs separation of the three 
co-ordinate variables of the electron, represented i n spherical polar 
co-ordinates, i n both the wavefunction and Hamiltonian with solution 
of the resultant equations 
</>(r,9,0) = R(r)T(0)S(0) (19) 
k i ^ i £ i _ M2R(r? . UH = E R ( r ) ( 2 Q ) dr br 2mr2 r ^ * 
where M i s given by 
M2 
line h s i n 6 ifl T(*>s<0> + i f e e T(fl)sofl) = M 2T(e) S(0) (21) 
and by 
s< 0> = MzS(0) _ ( 2 2 ) 
Ylmce,0) = T(e)s(cf) ( 2 3 ) 
This separation i s obtained by employing operators which commute 
with the Hamiltonian and with each other. These operators reduce i n 
classical mechanics to the constants of the motion. As a rule there 
are only five such variables, the three translational modes and the 
tota l and one component of the angular momentum. These five constants 
of the motion enable therefore only an analytical solution for at most 
two particles. 
Solution of the three eigenvalue equations leads to the introduction 
of three constants, respectively the principal (n> :1 ), azimuthal(0<l<n) 
and the magnetic (-l-$m^l) quantum numbers. 
Tha 1 & m quantum numbers describe the angular features of the 
quantum shell n and are absorbed i n the spherical harmonic function ^m(^»i 
There i s also a fourth quantum number (m = +• ) which i s an eigenvalue 
of one component of the spin angular momenta and describes the spin 
property of the electron. Since a one electron Harailtonian contains 
2 
only spatial co-ordinates i t must commute with the spin operators- S and 
S t i t follows then that the spin orbital may be represented as the z 
product of a spin function bt (m = +g- ) or /g (m = ) and a spatial 
S / 8 
o r b i t a l . The resultant i s known as a spin orbital .0. 
JB.(I-) = (D.CDa or ^ ( D p (24) 
with 
SaBda = 0 (25) 
£aada = fppda = 1 
For each spatial orbital two spin orbitals are constructed. 
The application of quantum theory to chemical problems requires.an 
alternative procedure. This was developed i n i t i a l l y by Hartree^ i n the 
late 1920's and modified shortly after by Fock^. (Hartree-Fock Method) and 
splits many electron problems- into a series of one electron equations. 
The electronic Hamiltonian for a system of nuclei and electrons may be 
written. „ 
v? z , H = E % - £ I — - Z — (26) ^ . r . r. • 1 1 m im i"Sj i J 
The third term, which represents the electron - electron interaction) i s 
replaced i n the Hartree scheme by an average of the repulsion between 
electrons i and the other electrons i n the atom. A series of one. 
electron Hamiltonians may therefore be set up 
2 z 1 
H i = ' Z T~ + S(^-)av. over j (27) m im j i j 
where ^ = E H - S p - L ) l V i o v e r 4 a n Q } ( 2 8 ) 
1 X^J r i j 
The problem i s then reduced to a set of independent equations,. 
Each commutes with each other and the total Hartree Hamiltonian H^  . 
8. 
The total vavefunction may therefore he separated i n terms of one electron 
functions which are then expanded as i n the two particle case and Bolved 
analytically 
i 
0. = Y, (9,0)R(r) 1 lm ' 
(29) 
(30) 
There are two inherent drawbacks to this approach. Firstly the 
probability of finding electron i i n a region of space dT. ( 
i s independent of the instantaneous position of the other electrons. The 
energy associated with this correlation i s neglected. The second 
problem l i e s i n the fact that energies produced by this equation are too 
low. The cause of this i s that the wavefunction as defined by equations 
27 - 29 i s not antisymmetrical as required by the Fauli Principle. 
Exchange of any.two. electrons i s required to change the sign of the 
expression. This i s readily produced by replacing, equations (29) by a 
matrix formalism. 
0 ^ 1 ) 0 / 2 ) 0 j ( n ) 
0 2(1)0 2(2) . . . 0 2 ( n ) 
0 (1)0 (2)., n n 0 n ( n ) 
(31) 
where N/j^T * s a normalising constant, or 
* = 10.(1)0,(2) 0 ( n ) l (32) i d n 
as a shortened form of (31) with only the diagonal terms represented 
e x p l i c i t l y ^ . The inherent properties of a matrix concerning exchange 
of rows w i l l account for the Pauli exclusion principle. The solution 
employing equation (31) was f i r s t introduced by Pock and the treatment i s 
therefore referred to as the Hartree-Pock method. 
9. 
c). Hartree-Fock Method. 
The Hamiltonian operator is written as the sum of one electron ( ) 
and two electron terms ( 1/r. ) 
H = LH. + I L 7 - (33) 
1 i < j r i j 
and the energy evaluated from equation (i t ) . I f the one electron term i s 
considered f i r s t , IL i B a function of the co-ordinates of electron i only. 
Thus for an orthogonalised wavefunction an. integral of the form:-
j f . . 0 (1)0 (2)««» H. •••0. (n)0.(n)'*« dT • • -dT 
w i l l give only diagonal terms involving the orbital associated with 
electron i from a consideration of the orthogonality of 0 . Thus 
/f<pA.)(pdTda = NIL E (34) 
J J 1 1 m 
m E = fcp (i)H.(p (i)dT. (35) m •» m 1 m 1 
The two electron term involving electrons--i and j i n the expansion 
w i l l be non-vanishing again unless a l l the spin orbitals' excluding those 
involving- electrons i and j are identical. Two types of terms then remain. 
a) Electron i associated with spin o r b i t a l d i n both determinants 
m 
and similarly electron j with 0 • This represents a coulomb repulsion 
n 
between electron/, i and j 
J = (T<p2(i) — <p 2(j)dT.dT. (.36) mn J J Ym r. . n 1 j 
where the spin part has been factored out. 
b) Electron i associated with spin orbital 0 i n one determinant 
in 
and 0 i n the other with the converse for electron j. This represents an n 
exchange interaction of the two electrons. 
K = ffp (i)cp ( i ) - ^ (j)<p (j)dT.dT. (37) mn Jw^ m *n r. . m ^n 1 1 
i j 
With consideration of the spin property as shown 
ff<p — «jdT = N:(Z £ J - i i K ) (38) JJ r. . mn _ mn I J m n m n 
10. 
and hence 
t * E = E E + E E J - E E K (39) m _^ mn mn ' m nr-n nwi 
This energy differs from the Hartree energy i n the last term. 
This i s a direct consequence of the Pauli principal i n that repulsion 
between electron i , j of the same spin w i l l be reduced by an amount K. . 
because of the reduced probability of these electrons .ever being very 
close together. Further as the form of K. . involves overlap of orbitals 
some allowance for correlation (exchange correlation) i s made. The 
mutual coulomb repulsion of a l l pairs of electrons (coulomb correlation) 
is however s t i l l neglected. 
The energy e of an orbital is given by 
C = E + E J - E K (40) m tn mn mn n n 
and the one electron Hamiltonian w i l l be of the form 
- z 
H. = -IV? _ E m / r . + V. (41) 
lm l 
where i s a common potential function for a l l the electrons, including 
i. The set of 1 electron Schrodinger equations may be solved for atoms 
with the assumption that the overall electron distribution i s spherically 
symmetrical and the eigenfunctions are generated i n numerical form -as 
opposed to analytical functions of the co-ordinates. Though approximate 
analytical wavefunctions have been employed for atoms i n extending to 
molecular systems further c r i t e r i a are required. 
11. 
<j) The.Variation Theorem and Roothaan's Method 
The perfect single . determinental wavefunction for the closed shell 
molecule i n i t s ground state gives an expectation value for the energy 
corresponding to the Hartree-Fbck l i m i t . I t i s apparent however that 
some criterion i s required i n order to gauge the accuracy of the Slater 
determinant and how close to physical re a l i t y i s the description of the 
system. Such a criterion is provided by the variation principle.. 
The variation theorem states that given any approximate wavefunction 
which satisfies the boundary conditions of the problem, the expectation 
value for the energy calculated from this function w i l l always be higher 
than the true ground state energy £ Q of the normalised wavefunction (p Q. 
f. <pH<p = E > E q (42) 
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The wavefunction i n Roothaan's proceedure i s expanded as the 
Slater ..determinant of one electron molecular orbitals which are then i n 
turn expanded as a linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO). A l l 
the electrons of the molecule are then represented by LCAO NO'S as given by 
<P. = E C . * (43) 
i W T = SPQ ( 4 4 ) 
The c i p ' s are taken as the variational coefficients to be determined 
to produce the minimum energy. 
The orthogonality constant on the wavefunction i s given by 
equation (17) and the variational constraint i s then 
J(&p!)<p.dT + Jspyp*dT = O (45) 
Roothaan applied this variational criterionto the solution of 
equation (^^). He-writing equation (39) * n "the more convenient matrix 
form 
E = 2tr.RH + tr.RG[R] (46) 
where 
R =SC. C. (47) ab 1a lb 1 
H . = fx*H/fc dT (48) ab J a l b 
G[R] = 2J[R]-K[R] (49) 
Jab = c ^ R c d : t a ( 1 ^ b C l ) 1 / r l 2 *c<2> V 2 ) dV T2 (5°> K a b = S c d ff R c dX a<l>X cCl> V r 1 2 X b C 2 ) ^ ( 2 ) d y T 2 (51) 
and M i s the matriz of the elements,M , with M. the column vector ,ZM., — • ab -n k l k 
The problem of minimising £ i n equation (z+6) may then be solved by 
the method of La,..grangian Multipliers. When each MO <Pi is varied by an 
infinitesimal amount Sp^  the variation of the energy becomes 
6E = 2J5H. + ?.(26J. . - 6K..) (52) i i i j i J i j 
Expansion of (52) and u t i l i s i n g the hermitian properties of 
J i , Ki, Hi where 
J.(l)(p(l) = (f<p 2(2) 1/r 1 2dT 2) (p(l) . (53) 
K.Cl)p(l) = ^<p.(2) (p(2) 1/r 1 2d<p 2)<p i(l) (54) 
H. = /(p*Htp.dT (55) 
gives:-
6E = 2E(6c*)fFc. + 2l(6c!)F*c? (56) . — i — l — l 1 l l 
with J£ defined i n an analooas manner to (49) 
F = H + S(2J. - K.) (57) j J J 
With the-lagrangian multipliers i n conjunction with (l+5) a*id 
combining with (56) and (1+4) 
6E* = O = 2S(6c!) f(Fc. - L Sc.c ..) 
+ 2E(6c. + )(F*c? - ZS% *€ . .) (58) i I — 1 . J U 
whence 
Fc. = ESc.e.. F*c.*= E S*c.*c. . (59) — 1 j " J J- " 1 j ~ "J u 
The matrix of lagrangian multipliers i s thus Hermitian and the two 
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equations are equivalent* 
F i s termed the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian operator though equation 
59 i s now generally known as the Hoothaan equation. These are cubic i n 
the coefficients; the F matrix i s i t s e l f a quadratic function of the e , 
and the equation has to be solved by an iterative'process. 
F.. = H.. + G. .[R] (60) I J I J i j L J 
Since the matrix of e .- i s hermitian there w i l l be a unitary transform 
which w i l l convert 39 into a diagonal matrix with real diagonal elements 
Ei. Then 
Fc2 = c 1Sc 1 (61) 
IF - eSjc = O (62) 
The Boothaan procedure i s an extension, using LCAO MO's, of the 
original approach of Fock. By an analogous procedure the molecular basis 
may be retained and equations 6l and 37 may be re-written. 
Fp = <pe_ (63) 
Rp = a.Jp, (64) 
j J J 
The solutions to equation 63 w i l l be numerous. Since they can be 
transformed from one into another by appropriate unitary transformation 
there isaoloss in. generality i f a particular form is chosen. There are 
two unitary transformations which are of importance i n interpreting the 
wavefunction. F i r s t l y the production of the diagonal matrix of the 
lagiaigian multipliers gives the so called 'best1 MO'S which satisfy the 
equation 
SPi = €i(Pi (65) 
or i n the LCAO approximation equation ( 6 l ) . 
Each molecular orbital ( i ) i s then delocalised over a l l the atomic 
orbitalo. Further the eigenvalue as w i l l be shown later relates 
to the energy of a particular o r b i t a l . This i s of considerable 
importance i n photoelectron spectroscopy where ionization occurs of a 
8 9 core (ESCA) or valence (UPS)"^  electron, the energy required being 
approximated as the negative of the orbital energy via Koopmans 1 
10. 
theorem 
This diagonal matrix produces a delocalised description of the 
bonding of each molecular orbital. I t i s often useful however to 
generate by means of a unitary transformation a set of localised SCF 
orbitals i.e. produce a set of orbitals which relates to chemical ideas 
concerning electron pair bonds etc. This may be achieved by 
minimising the sum of the exchange integrals K. . where i and j go over 
the occupied SCF orbitals. In the l i m i t , i f a unitary transform 
could be found which made a l l these integrals zero, then the antisymmetric 
wavefunction would reduce to a single product. Edmiston & ttuedenberg 
provided a simple prescription for minimising the sum of K. . by performing 
rotations of each pair of SCF orbitals i and j . The integrals are now, 
however, over a molecular basis and for large basis sets the construction 
of SCF orbitals i s quite time consuming. An alternative proposed by 
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Boys maximises the product of the distances between the centroids of 
charge of the various orbitals and require only the one electron dipole 
moment operator. Though not so fundamental, the l a t t e r approach 
approximates the f i r s t quite adequately for the valance shell orbitals 
e). Wavefunctions for Open Shells. 
I t i s not possible in general to express the Hartree-Fock wavefunction 
for an open shell atom or molecule as a single determinant. Symmetry 
determined linear combination of determinants may be taken and the orbitals 
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vaxied to produce the lowest energy. This procedure developed by 
Nesbet1' has proved i n general very effective. The concern i n this 
thesis w i l l be with half-closed shell species, i.e. the open shell 
consists of one single occupied molecular orbital. Roothaans1 equation 
may then be extended i n an analogae manner to that outlined for closed 
shell wavefunctions with incorporation via coupling operators of the 
diagonal elements involving the open shell o r b i t a l ^ . 
The solutions to Roothaans1 equations do give occasional problems 
with the relative ordering i n energies of the highest occupied closed 
shell orbitals and the open shell o r b i t a l , particularly i f an aufbau 
technique i s employed. An interesting and alternative technique, which 
embodies Roothaans1 method and has been employed i n this thesis, was 
proposed by H i l l i e r and Saunders . They considered the conditions for 
a stationary energy. A general Hamilton!an over a molecular basis with 
m1 doubly o c c u p i e d , s i n g l e occupied and m^virtual MO'S i s written as 
= T \ + H J I \ , T 4 + H „ T „ l T,Vl t u T nn t u nr • m t» 13 
(66) 
1 "D 1 * 1 3 2, *1 " *3 
T2 H 3 T 1 ' T2 H5 T2 ' T2 H2 T3 
T 3 + H 1 T 1 ' T3 + H2 T2 ! T3 + HV T3 where T^ , Tg, T^  arenxm^ jnxm^ nxm^ matrices of the molecular 
orbital coefficients. 
t 1 V = S (67) 
i 
Hx = F + 2J[R X] + J[R 2] - K[Rj1 - "/2 K[R2J (68) 
The value n is varied to give half integral changes i n the matrices 
Hx,x = 1, 5 and Hd, Hs, Hv are particular matrices for the doubly and 
singly occupied and vi r t u a l orbitals Hamiltonian Hx. The necessary 
condition for a stationary state is then given by 
T 1 tH 1T 3 = 0; T 2 +H 2T 3 = 0; T+Hfo = O (69) 
coupled with the orthogonality of the orbitals. The solution to the 
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variational problem w i l l not always give the required configuration. 
Iterating with this more general procedure does give more control over 
the form of the generated wavefunction as w i l l be discussed later. 
The major difference between these two methods i s when the state 
studied isdegenerate (F^Pwith the configuration 1s2,2s2,2p 2,2p 2 ,2p 1 ) 
x y z 
The procedure of Roothaan w i l l describe the set of degenerate total 
wavefunctions (*jiyj»z indistinguishable) while the method of H i l l i e r & 
Saunders gives just one component of this energy. An alternative 
(the OCBSE method), as proposed by Hunt, Dunning and Goddard1^ has also 
been employed quite widely and derives essentially from Roothaan's 
procedure* 
The single determinantal restricted HF procedure cannot account 
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however for spin densities. In the unrestricted HF method determinants 
constructed from the <* and p spin density matrices are separately 
diagonalised. The F matrices are now of the form 
F° = H + J[R A] + J[R P] + K [ R A ] ; = H * j [ R A ] + J[RP] + K[RP] (70) 
Unfortunately the wavefunction derived from TJ6 is not generally an 
eigenfunction of the total spin operator S , 
S2<p = s(s+l)ftp (71) 
contaminants from excited doublets, quartets, octets etc., being 
18 
mixed into the ground state doublet . Normally however this mixing i s 
small and values close to «75*» are obtained as the eigenvalue of a doublet 
state 1^. 
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2) Practical Considerations. 
The formulation of the theory of Hartree, Fock and Hoothaan as 
outlined above, i n theory enables quite detailed studies to be made of 
systems of chemical interest. The implementation has however only been 
possible quite recently. This i s due to the considerable computing 
power required for their solutions. The problem then becomes not one of 
chemistry or quantum theory but more of computer technology i n both 
programming (softwear) and machines (hardwear). 
This section considers the practicalities of the basic theory, i n 
general within the LCAO approach, and indicates some of the problems which 
are encountered with their solutions, 
a) Basis Functions and Basis Sets. 
Within the LCAO approach 
O. = S C . . * . <72) 
1 J i J J 
the atomic o r b i t a l s * have i n particular been represented either by one or 
j —Zr 
more (X. . ) Slater type functions (e~ )or ganssian type functions 
OCT e 
Slater Type Orbital1" Gaussian Type Oroital 
Figure 1.1. 
i ) Slater junction. 
% . . ( r , f l , 0 ) = Nr n _ 1e" Z rY l m(e,lB) ( 7 3 ) 
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Where N i s a normalising factor, n i s the principal quantum number and Z 
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the orbital exponent. Together Slater and Zener produced optimised 
values of Z representing the potential of an electron i n that particular 
o r b i t a l . The functions are not orthogonal for different U but this 
defficiency may be accounted for by taking appropriate linear combinations. 
They have been employed quite widely i n empirical work as they represent to 
a good approximation the H. P. atomic orbitals. In non-empirical work they 
have been generally superseded by the gaussian expansion due to d i f f i c u l t i e s 
associated with the evaluation of the large number of three and four centre 
two electron integrals, though research i s s t i l l being channelled into them 
and has proved useful i n linear systems. They are also employed i n cases 
where larger numbers of these integrals are not required to be computed i.e. 
for atoms and i n semi-empirical work. i 
i i ) Saussian Function. 
The use of gaussian functions was f i r s t suggested by Boys. They 
2 
have the form * = Nx Py qz se~ a r 
i j 2 
* i j = N Yi.«.«« P«" a r (74) 
depending on the representation of the angular dependence. Their use 
considerably simplifies the solution of the multicentre integrals since 
the product of two gaussians sited at different centres is another gaussian 
function positioned on the line joining the two original centres. Thus 
for example, Integrals of the form 
^ i / s V i j ^ ^ V ^ c V ' V * ( 7 5 ) 
with X. .(g) a gaussian type function centred on a are simplified to the i j a 
form 
/f^gXe / r l 2 ) f 2 ( g ) f d T (76) 
where f (g) i s another gaussian. The equations of Boys and co-workers 
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have been accompanied by that of Shavitt ^ who has given a general 
description on the properties and use of gaussian function and integrals 
involving them. Their main practical disadvantage i s that as r •> 0 
(the cusp region) the function has the wrong properties ( F i g . l ) . 
i i i ) Basis Size 
Each atomic orbital may be expressed either singly or as a sum of 
the above two classes of function. Further a decision has to be made 
'a p r i o r i * as to which atomic orbitals w i l l contribute to the electronic 
structure . A range from a minimal basis with a single function for 
each occupied atomic orbital to an extended basis with more than one 
function for each occupied atomic orbital and additions from other 
atomic orbitals may be considered. As a rule of thumb the time required 
for solution of the Hartree-Fock equations varies as i.e. doubling 
the size of the basis w i l l increase the time required for solution by a 
factor of 10. For this reason a suitable choice must be made of functions 
to provide a sufficiently accurate wave function with a minimal basis size. 
There i s a second consideration i n that a balanced basis set should 
be chosen, with . each atom i n the molecule having i t s atomic orbital 
represented to a similar accuracy. Further, this i 3 linked closely with 
the number of electrons i n the valence shell as has been shown by Jansen 
2L 
and Ross . (For a calculation then onLiF a considerably larger basis 
w i l l be required for the F ao's as opposed to those of F ). 
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iv ) Minimal BasiB Sets. 
With this basis each atomic orbital which is considered to be 
occupied i s represented by a single function, usually a Slater function 
with a suitable choice of exponent. Though the Slater-Zener exponents 
are i n general sufficient, more quantitive values are now available from 
atomic set calculations by Clementi and Raimondi. These 'best atom 
exponents' are then used for the basis functions i n a molecular environment. 
There are two inherent drawbacks with a minimal Slater basis 
notwithstanding their inherent approximate form. Firstly the molecular 
environment w i l l often be drastically different from that of the free 
atom. In general this i s neglected: optimisation of the exponent i n the 
molecular environment i s not usually computationally feasible For 
hydrogen however the f i e l d of the other nuclei w i l l cause a contraction of 
the unshielded 1s orbital and the exponent i s generally increased from 
/ B 1,0 to /= 1.2 . Secondly the integral evaluation is d i f f i c u l t . 
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The l a t t e r problem ha3 been resolved by the work of Foster & Boys 
and Pople and co-workers, the l a t t e r expanding each Slater type orbital 
27 
as a sum of gaussians ( STO-nG ) The coefficients and exponents of 
the gaussians are optimised and fixed for a unit Slater exponent. The 
Slater exponent i s then chosen and the gaussian exponents scaled 
accordingly. Stewart has also considered expansions of the Hartree-Fock 
28 
functions themselves i n terms of a sum of a gaussian . These procedures 
have proved to be conceptually simple and computationally easy to apply 
and are one of the major lines of approach taken i n ab i n i t i o studies. 
The wavefunction produced i s i n the majority of molecules quite adequate 
though the energies are some way from the Hartree-^ock l i m i t due to the 
poor description of the cusp region. 
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v) . Split Valence BasiB Sets. 
The descriptive power of the wavefunction i s considerably enhanced 
by employing two sets of functions for each valence atonic o r b i t a l . The 
choice of exponent i s then l e B S c r i t i c a l as radial relaxation of the 
orbitals to the molecular environment may occur. The STO-nG basis has 
been extended to great effect to give a STO-n1Gbasis, the valence atomic 
orbitals being described by a variable combination of n and 1 gaussians. 
29 
The ST04-31G basis has been shown to be for hydrocarbon studies of 
sufficient accuracy to account for the majority of topics of interest for 
these species. 
v i ) Double Zeta Basis Sets. 
Following from the above the core orbitals are now described as a 
variable combination of two functions. There is l i t t l e variation i n the 
overall electron distribution i n this step but a considerable improvement 
i n the t o t a l energy results. Atomic H.F. calculations with optimal 
exponents give with this basis near H.F. total energies as has been shown 
by Clementi^**"^. I t is important though to distinguish the fact that here 
the improvement i n energy i s due to an improved description of the actual 
cusp region: there i s no appreciable change i n optimised core exponent i n 
the atomic or molecular situation. 
v i i ) Contracted Basis Sets. 
The STO-nG basis i s one example of a contracted basis. There has 
been considerable effort employed i n producing basis sets via the 
alternative route; from optimised contracted combinations of gaussian 
functions . Regions i n space (the cusp, core and valence atomic 
regions) are then distinguished by observation of the exponents and the 
gaussians accordingly grouped. Within each group the optimised 
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coefficients axe then renormalised and taken as the weighting factors for 
each gaussian. 
The major advantage occurring from such a procedure is i n the SCP 
stage of the calculation. Cycling times vary approximately as the 
fourth power of the basis set size. Any reduction i n this w i l l thus 
produce much faster processing with a similar reduction i n required 
hacking store. Though contraction reduces the f l e x i b i l i t y of the basis 
iteration time with only slight loss i n accuracy. The objective i s 
then to retain maximum f l e x i b i l i t y i n the valence region but only allow any 
function to vary freely i f i t contributes strongly to more than one 
atomic orbital i n the atom. 
The LCAO approach i s an approximation. One of i t s major failings 
i s i n describing the electronic structure i n situations where bond cycles 
are much less than 90 i.e. combinations from two orthogonal P hybrids 
cannot provide a good description i n the region between them. Inclusion 
of. d and i n some cases f type functions w i l l provide a better description 
with their different angular dependencies and produce polarisation of the 
electronic distribution to these regions^'^. A secondary factor as 
outlined by Nesbet is that they also provide an added f l e x i b i l i t y to the 
chosen basis, 
i x ) Hon L.C.A.0. Basis SetB 
There i s no inherent reason why the basis set should comprise 
functions centred on the constituent atoms i n the molecule. Frost**1 and 
l a t t e r l y Christoffersen have proceeded to define a basis i n terms of 
floating spherical gaussian functions (FSGO) 
suitable combinations of functions as proposed by Dunning^ reduces the 
v i i i ) Polarisation Functions. 
o 
*. = N[exp(-(r-Ri) 2/p. 2)] « (77) 
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Both the r a d i i ( £L ) and the position (Ei ) are minimised with 
respect to the to t a l energy of the system. The major advantages are that 
fundamental units may be constructed and described by a suitable combination 
of gaussians which i s much less than that required i n the LCAO technique 
(for a n electron system -gn basis functions may be used). The procedure 
lends i t s e l f then, to the study of quite large molecules though the results 
are not directly related to quantitative ideas concerning bonding. 
An intermediate approach developed independently by Preuss^ and 
Y/hitten^ employs spherical gaussians to represent the angular dependencies 
T^n(9,$) by taking the desired linear combination.. These are referred to 
as lobe function. For example, a p type gaussian lobe function can be 
expressed as 
X- = N exp(-a(r-R Qy) 2] - exp[-a(r+R oY) 2] (78) 
where y i s a unit vector andR i s a constant defining the distance from the • o 
origin. This i s usually taken as a nuclear co-ordinate. The extra 
I 
variableH q may be linked with the exponent oc ( = C ~^)and with a suitable 
value of C (~0.03) the results of LCAO and gaussian lobe calculations with 
the same exponents are closely similar. 
b).Integral Evaluation 
The total number of two electrons integrals- which are i n principle 
required to be calculated for a basis of n functions i s given by the 
following equation 
n/k(n + 1) (n/2(n + 1) + 1) 
For a basis of 9 functions. 1035 two electron integrals are required; 
23 functions require 38,226 such integrals. Thus clearly other factors 
which w i l l include storage and labelling of the functions w i l l be of 
importance beside the formulation of reliable algorithms. Efficient 
24, 
computing f a c i l i t i e s are therefore essential for both evaluation and 
handling of data* 
The computation of a particular integral i s performed over the 
basis of uncontracted primitive functions* I f these primitives are 
then required to be contracted they are stored i n this form. The 
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algorithms for this stage are not greatly different from those of Boys 
and Shavitt . The major problem and an area of immense research has 
been i n efficient data handling and the reduction of unnecessary 
calculation by using any symmetry properties of the integrals to reduce 
the number required to be calculated. The formulation of an algorithm 
though for the l a t t e r does not necessarily produce any increased efficiency. 
There w i l l be a f i n i t e time required to generate l i s t s of redundant 
integrals and their associated parent, which, unless efficient data handling 
i s employed, w i l l negate the total saving by reduction of the number of two 
electron integrals. 
These two philosophies have led to two classes of non-empirical 
4*5 
programs. The polyatom system of Harrison produced a l i s t of integral 
labels that had no integrals i n i t that were zero by symmetry, and group 
together those integrals that were equal to within a sign, so that only one 
member of the group needed evaluation ( i . e . a non-redundant l i s t ) . The 
alternative approach the IHBOL programs of Clementi et a l ^ ' ^ considered 
a l l the integrals evaluated each separately. The l i s t routine of Polyatom 
depended approximately on the third or fourth power of the number of basis 
functions whether or not zero or redundant integrals were present. In 
general POLYATOM was preferable for systems of high symmetry whilst 
IBMOL developed along low symnetry lines. More recently H i l l i e r and 
S aunders^ have produced the ATMOL series of programs whose integral 
routines, based on the PQLYATQM system, are at present vastly superior to 
either method. The efficiency i s derived i n the main by better u t i l i s a t i o n 
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of core by employing fast eff i c i e n t l y organised backing stores. Symmetry 
routines are thus quite advantageous. 
In studies of organic compounds there are certain to be redundancies 
between calculations, thus the two centre integrals involving C-C and 
I Q 
C-C w i l l be recomputed i n each calculation. Whitman and Eilers have 
recently investigated this transferability between calculations with the 
establishment of libraries of HF matrix elements. For a given molecule 
the simulated Fock matrix i s formed, the new overlap matrix calculated and 
one cycle of Roothaan's procedure, generates the solution to equation (62). 
Total and orbital energies are reported i n excellent agreement with a f u l l 
calculation. I t i s probable that similar approaches to this w i l l provide 
a means of investigating very large systems, 
c). SCF Methods. 
The aim of this stage i s to reduce the matrix of lagrangian 
multipliers to diagonal form such that the eigenvectors defined from this 
matrix are self consistent:- a second cycle of diagonalisation w i l l 
produce deviations i n the elements less than a certain predetermined 
threshold. There are two parts i n each cycle. 
1) . Formation of the Fock matrix, n^ dependence ~7<$ 
2) . Diagonalisation n^ depending -^30^ 
I t i s thus important that the backing:: store of integrals should be on 
a fast random access device i.e. disc as opposed to tapes. 
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The method of Eoothaan is suitable for the majority of calculations. 
After formation of the Fock matrix, i t i s brought to diagonal form. Given 
the eigenvalue problem 
a new matrix, , i s formed where = P H QP using a matrix which 
introduces a zero off-diagonal element i n H, . Further matrices n„ 
H C o o = EC (79) o o 
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axe defined from the previous H matrix u n t i l the off-diagonal elements are 
less than a predetermined threshold. The f i n a l matrix H, rwill be given by 
Hr = PiPj:-l\...L-l\,Pi...Pj:-lPx (80) 
and the eigenvectors 
9a. ~ P l Pr-1 PrC r (81) 
To eliminate the element r,s of H (rf's) angular rotation elements of 
nr axe taken. The convergence between iterations may be accelerated by use 
of Aitken's procedure which relies on the geometric progression of the 
error i n the coefficients. r + 1 2 
r+1 ( x i _ x i } 
Aitken: x = x . — — — ^ ( 82) 
x. -2x. +x. 
There are two improvements w&ich may be^ade to reduce the 
computation time. 
,; a).iieduction i n the time required for formation of the P matrix. This 
reduces to more efficient storage of the two- electron integrals. A most 
efficient method derives from Yoshimine 7 with the introduction of J and Z 
supermatrices 
J ( U , KL) » ( i j , k l ) 
K ( I J , XL)/2 - ( ( i k , j l ) + ( i l , j k ) ) / 4 
For each set of indices i , j , k, 1 the non zero elements P = J - K/2 
and -g-K are stored i n a sequential f i l e along with their associated pair 
indices. IJ,KL which axe then separated into integral types and ordered 
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A recent modification by Baffenetti^ claims an improvement of a factor of 
3 on conventional random integral retrieval process or a factor of 2 on 
to t a l processing time. 
b) A more direct approach i s to reduce the number of .'iterations. The 
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steepest descents method of McWeeny^  though a more reliable iterative 
procedure does not always ensure a practical rate of convergence. The 
27. 
method of Hunt et al with the orthogonality constrained basis set expansion 
( OCBSE)^ claims a marked, improvement. From a consideration of the 
convergence c r i t e r i a H i l l i e r - Saunders produced a new variant of the set 
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equations . The Roothaan-Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian i s generated i n the 
usual manner. This is then subjected to the transform: 
H*0 = CV°C (83) 
where the columns of C contain the coefficient of the t r i a l molecular 
orbitals. This matrix i s then diagonalised. The power of this 
procedure i s however that as £. tends to self consistency the matrix 
becomes diagonal. From equation (62) 
PC = SCc 
Considering the element F' 
F« = (CTFC) (84) 
\IV \LV . -• 
= S L L c s c e (85) , l|x lm gin nv 1 m n 
= E E c, c e s, (86) 
1 m "-l^mv vv^lm 
= <p <p e (87) 
From diagonalisation of F the resultant eigenvector array defines 
molecular orbitals as a linear combination of the t r i a l molecular orbitals. 
The matrix of coefficients i s then given by 
C r + 1 = CrT (88) 
The method i s readily applicable to open shell calculations where the 
F matrix i s s p l i t according to the three types of orbitals ( singly, doubly 
occupied and v i r t u a l ) . By suitable choice of the diagonal Eamiltonians the 
wavefunction may be generated with certain physical properties e.g. Koopmans' 
theorem may be applied. 
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3) Computer Programs for Non Empirical Calculation 
a) Programming Philosophies. 
There has been an immense dedication of time and effort into the 
production of efficient routines and the lines of approach have been mainly 
reflected i n the IBMOL and POLYATOM programs. From previous studies a few 
desirable feature, as far as practical use'of the programs are discernable. 
These include: 
1) General applicability to a l l molecular systems. As programs are 
generally composed i n FORTRAN dynamic programming i s not available. Thus 
program for different size basis needs to be available. 
2) The machine dependence should be a minimum. This must however be 
weighted against machine language programming which i s of high efficiency. 
Further by low level programming,core space and data handling may be 
optimised, desirable i n a multiprogramming environment. Use of peripheral 
work stations has been used to circumvent' this problem. 
3) Ease of data handling. Standard libraries of basis set data kept i n 
store, may be called to generate input f i l e s . This is particularly useful 
for contracted basis where the number of primitives may be large (>200) 
A check procedure i n this context i s also desirable. 
i f ) . Conveyence guarantee. Indiscriminate use of SCF packages may lead to 
solutions of the eigenvalue problem which do not represent the ground state 
wavefunction. A set of readily applicable but s t i l l adaptable proceedures 
i s thus required to generate the required converging situation. 
5). Adaptability.. Addition, deletions or correction of groups of atoms 
or/and basis functions w i l l greatly reduce the two electron calculation. 
Only those integrals involving alteration to the basis need then to be 
recalculated. 
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6). Suitability to a Multiprogramming environment. This i s of paramount 
importance and embodies many of the above points. In this context the 
program should be able to run with an optimum core requirement, dependent 
upon the system on which i t i s implemented, and i n stages^ the 
program must be restartable. This also implies that the program should be 
segmented into integral,SCF and wavefunction analysis components. 
The majority of the nonempirical LCAO MO SCF calculations 
presented i n this work have been performed with the IEM0L5^ and ATMOLSt1^ 
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group of programs . These were i n the main implemented on the Butherford 
High Energy Physics Laboratory IBM 370/195 computer. The l a t t e r program 
was also implemented on the ATLAS ICL 1906A and Cambridge 370/l65 computers. 
Some of the standard work i n second chapter employed the ALCHEMY-'** program, 
again implemented on the IBM 370/195 and" this w i l l be br i e f l y discussed 
f i r s t . 
b) ALCHEMY 
This program devised by Yoshimine and Maclean, performs calculations 
with a basis set of Slater function for linear molecules only. I t i s 
written i n FORTRAN and i s relatively simple and flexible i n format but 
requires a large amount of core( >5°dO. The one centre integrals are 
calculated analytically and the others numerically. Extensive f i l e handling 
i s employed with fast backing store. The program generates at convergence 
the eigenvectors, eigenvalues and the orbital populations. 
A typical calculation for FCCH gave the following cpu's for the 
three main steps for a starting set of eigenvalues from CUDO/2 analysis. 
Calculation. Time(sec.) 
2 - electron 575 (Basis set of % 





The most recent of IBM production programs of Clementi et a l , i t i s 
designed for large basis set calculations of low symmetry. V/ith many of 
the design philosophies of ALCHEMY i t i s deficient i n that i t requires a 
large amount of user generated data i n i t s standard form. The data 
required for the integrals section of the program includes the nuclear 
co-ordinates and charges for each centre, the basis function type 
(s,p x>d x x etc.) and exponent. This basis may then be successfully 
contracted to produce functions of the same type, hybrids on the same 
centre and f i n a l l y symmetry adapted functions which w i l l depend upon the 
type of molecule. This l a t t e r step has the advantage of blocking the F 
matrix i n diagonal form whence a reduction i n the . SCF stage results. I t 
however imposes a severe restriction i f at a later stage these symmetry 
integrals are required for a calculation with the molecule i n a different 
symmetry (e.g. localised hole states, ionised states etc.) 
The :SCF data i s presented i n NAMELIST form. Starting vectors are 
usually presented from a CNDO/2 calculation. Facilities exist for 
deleting (but not adding) functions and for the recomputation of integrals 
involved when centres or basis are moved. Though the integral and SCF 
programs are packaged as a whole the analysis programs are separate. 
These employ punched card copies of the vectors from the parent program. 
In this work analysis of the wave function was performed with previously 
available programs which were extensively modified and extended to provide 
a compatable system. For a typical calculation on thiirene-1,1 dioxide 
with a symmetry s p l i t contracted basis of 69 functions of 10if primitives 












d ). ATMOL 
The ATMOL series of programs were devised by H i l l i e r and Saunders i n 
the late 19^0*s as extensions to the polyatom system. With additions to., 
this series and adaptions for convenient usage they provide an extremely 
eff i c i e n t package for the solution and analysis of the wave equation. 
They require comparatively l i t t l e main core; typically 210K on an IBM370/195. 
The basic algorithms have been mentioned above. File handling i s 
fa c i l i t a t e d by means of extensive blocking of a fixed length data set. 
Basis functions may be altered, added or deleted and the user has the 
capability for f u l l control over his data handling. Input requirement i s 
a minimum for the integrals; a library of contracted functions being 
employed. Local symmetry i s employed to reduce the labour and the integrals 
are stored with their associated ideas. Starting vectors may be generated 
either internally, externally or semi-externally by supplying diagonal 
elements of a starting F matrix which i s then diagonalised to produce the 
eigenvectors. Convergence parameters are flexible and with the LOCK 
directive the aufbau ordering may be overridden to generate states of a 
required electronic configuration. Both a modified RHF and a UHF 
.procedure are available for open shell calculations. A MuHiken 
population, localised orbital and density contour procedure are now 
available to augment the parent program. 
Typical program timer for a calculation on dimethyl sulphone 













The f l e x i b i l i t y of the l a t t e r program i n particular renders i t 
suitable for operation from a small work station (comprising a minimum of 
line printer, card reader and preferably a small core) linked to the main 
computer by means of GPO lines. Remote access to the IBM370/195 was 
employed via an IBKL130 and a GEC2050 system. 
^) Semi-Empirical LCAO MO SCF Calculations. 
Though ab i n i t i o studiesare now possible for quite large species «*.g. 
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the guanine-cytosive. pair , they are s t i l l quite computationally 
expensive. One of the main obstacles i n ab i n i t i o calculations i s the; 
very large number of three and four centre integrals. A number of semi-
empirical a l l valence electron methods based on approximation or neglect 
of these terms have been developed, mainly with a basis set of Slater 
2 
functions. This results i n a considerable(10 ) saving i n cpu • Two 
levels of approach w i l l be outlined below, the rIDDO and CNDO schemes, 
a).NDDO. Neglect of Diatomic Differential Overlap. 
The approximations involved i n this method are:-
i ) The core levels are treated as an unpolarizable core. 
i i ) A minimal basis of the valence electrons i s taken. 
i $ i ) Diatomic differential overlap i s neglected. 
S. . = fx .X.dT = O (89) i j J 1 J 
i f the orbitals X i and £j are not on the same atom. Further 
J J * . ( 1 ) ^ ( 2 ^ 0 ) ^ ( 2 ) ^ ^ = 0 (90) 
unless X i and 7. are atomic orbitals belonging to the same atom (A) and 
7C^  and X j are atomic orbitals belonging to the same atom (A or B). Though 
the approximations here are quite drastic, a l l 3-4 centre integrals are 
neglected, there s t i l l remains the problem of too many integrals and further 
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simplifications with heed to the imparlance requirement of the orbitals 
are required. 
b). CNPO/nTDO Complete or Intermediate Neglect of Differential Overlap^ 
The spatial and hybridisation requirement of the basis may be shown 
by considering the integral 
ff-JC (1)X (2) f - (2)dT dT (91) J j s p r i 2 - J p 
The p orbitals Px,py,pz are three-fold degenerate, hence i f 
X = I (px« + py') (92) 
<ss/xx> = \ <Ss/x'x»> + ^ s / x ' y ^ + <ss/ yt yi> ( 9 3 ) 
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For this to be so i t i s convenient to take^' 
<ss/xx> = <ss/x'x«> = <ss/y'y«> <ss/x,y*> = 0 (94) 
Pople further neglected i n the CNDO form the one centre interactions 
involving di f f e r e n t i a l overlap. Writing the electron interaction integrals 
X * ( 1 ^ 2 X * i 2 ) ^ 2 ( 9 5 > 
as r . _ the Fock matrix elements F.. become AB i j 
F l i • " i i * <PAA " * i i > V /^BBTAB < 9 6 ) 
F i j " " i j "^ifAB 
where X; i s centred on atom A, X: on atom B and P. . i s an element of 
\ . , • ;. "., •• . J i j 
the density matrix 
occ P. . = 2L C .C . (97) 
I J m mi mj 
The core matrix may be separated into two components, 
H.. = U.. + £ V. (98) i i i i B/A A B 
and therefore equation (96) may be written 
F i i = U i i + CPAA " i P i i ) r A A % ^ W'AB'W <"> 
In this form certain one centre exchange integrals of the form 
(2s2p^ 2s2p^) are neglected and thus the qualitative effects of Eund's 
rule are inapplicable. For radicals Pople developed a UHF JUDO program 
JT 
3U. 
which retained only the rotational imparlance. The matrix elements are 
F i i a " u i i + £ p k i ( i i / k l ) " p k i a ( i k / i l > + ^ VAB-W ( I O N A T O M A ) (100> 
Fij° = U i j + | V P k l C i j / k l ) " P k l C ( i k / j l ) ) °" A ) F i j a = H i j " ^ j ^ A B The F^j^ element for electrons of opposite spins have the same form. The 
individual integrals are then estimated fromnon-empirical and spectral 
data as outlined below. 
One-Centre Integrals : At the C1TD0 Level T i s aoproximated by the AA 
analytical value of the electrostatic repulsion energy of two electrons i n 
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a Slater $ orb i t a l ^ . The INDO formula expresses these i n terms of Slater 
Condon F^ and G^  factors'^ , thus for example 
<ss/ss> = <ss/xx> = F° = (101) 
<sx/sx> = I G* 
<ss/yy> = F° - 2/25F 2 
Except for F°, semi-empirical best f i t s to atomic spectra are taken. 
can similarly be estimated from spectroscopic data. At the CND0/2 level 
U i i = ^ ( I i + A i ) ~ ( ZA " i>rAA < 1 0 2> 
where I . i s the'ionization potential and -A. = U.. + Z i 3 the I I n a ad 
Jc „k 
electron a f f i n i t y . Similar results i n terms of * and G factors are 
obtained i n the HJDO scheme. 
i 
Two-Centre Two Electron Integrals. This i s the most d i f f i c u l t 
problem encountered i n the design of semi*empirical quantum mechanical 
methods. In the l i m i t of R-->0the integral should reduce to the one 
2 
centre integral and towards'e / r a t large distances. These have been 
calculated as the two centre coulomb i n t e g r a l ^ 
rAB = fKA 2^ 1 / r i 2 * S B 2 d T l d T 2 ( 1 0 3 ) 
Formula for their evaluation have been listed by Roothaan^ 
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Coulomb Penetration Integrals Attempts to estimate this 
resulted i n failures to predict bond lengths and bond energies for diatomic 
molecules. Since overlap neglects to introduce errors, similar (but 
opposite i n sign) neglect of penetration was argued where 
VAB = ZB rAB ( 1 0 4 ) 
Two Centre One Electron Integrals (Resonance Integrals). 
This may be interpreted physically as the energy of an electron 
occupying the overlap cloud between orbitals iand j in the f i e l d of the 
core and remaining electrons 
" i j " B A B S i j < 1 0 5> 
To retain rotational invariance &%. should be characteristic of 
X_. and V but independent of their positions i n space. Pople suggested 
an averaging 
._ 1 
PAB = *<PA + P ? < 1 0 6 > 
-O , _ 0 w h e r e a n d / ? ^ are adjusted to give the best f i t between CNDO and 
Cg gQ 
LCAO SCF calculated charges ' ' . The tota l energies are estimated 
from the electronic energy and core repulsion energy (CR) 
CRAB = i T ^ < 1 0 7> AB 
where Z, Z_ are the effective core charges. 
A a 
The CNDO/lNDO calculations reported i n this work were carried out 
with a modified version of the standard package CNINDO^. This performs 
CNDO calculations on molecules containing the atom.hydrogen to chlorine 
and INDO calculations up to fluorine. Variable convergence and 
redimensioning to allow calculations on molecules containing up to 120 basis 
functions was performed together with an option for deletion of 3d atomic 
orbitals from the basis of second row elements. 
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A version of the program was also developed f o r minimisation of 
geometries. The majority of the cpu i s employed i n the diagonalisation 
procedure -• Generation of a s u f f i c i e n t l y accurate set of s t a r t i n g vectors 
w i l l thus reduce the number of cycles. Subtle changes i n an i n i t i a l 
molecular geometry w i l l not greatly effect the f i n a l eigenvalue matrix from 
one calculation to the next. A procedure was therefore implemented 
whereby start i n g , vectors f o r a new geometry were obtained from the f i n a l 
vectors of the previous geometry. A comprehensive geometry program was 
d i r e c t l y linked w i t h the modified CHINDO package and three suitable changes 
i n an angle or bond length taken. The minimum was found by expressing the 
energies as a second order expansion of the co-ordinate(i.e. an harmonic 
o s c i l l a t o r function). The saving i n labour was better than a factor of 
x3 i . e . i f several s l i g h t changes i n geometry were to be performed the 
method was comparable f o r optimisation of one variable with an i n i t i a l 
c alculation with the variable fixed. Alternative techniques and programs 
are now also available f o r the d i r e c t minimisation of geometry by 
d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n of the P matrix with respect to co-ordinates^' 
5). Limitations of Hartree-Fock Calculations. 
V/ith a s u f f i c i e n t l y large basis set and computing power i t i s possible 
to approach the Hartree-Fock l i m i t . The majority of calculations reported 
here are some way from t h i s . However, a wealth of information i s now 
available which indicates that with a suitably chosen basis the errors 
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introduced are quite small . Indeed f o r isodesmic processes i . e . those 
i n which bond types and numbers of electron pairs remain constant i n going 
from reactants to product^ Fople and co-workers have shown that even a 
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minimal ST0-3G basis may be adequate ' . There are,however, certain 
l i m i t a t i o n s inherent i n the Hartree-Fock description of molecular electron 
structure. 
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a) .Kelatavistic Correction; The V i r i a l theorem (V • 2T where V i s the 
p o t e n t i a l energy and T the k i n e t i b energy) may be used as a t e s t of the 
wavefunction. A consequence of the theorem i s that an electron i n a 
region of high potential w i l l have a large k i n e t i c energy and hence 
r e l a t a v i s t i c effects w i l l be increasingly important f o r core electrons. 
For the l i g h t e r elements, though the correction i s not ne g l i g i b l e i n 
absolute terms, variations are i n s i g n i f i c a n t . 
b) Correlation Energy. 
This i s a more serious problem. The H.F. wavefunction i s generated 
from a set of one electron o r b i t a l s i . e . each electron experiences- an 
average f i e l d of the nuclei and other electrons. Thus no account i s 
taken e x p l i c i t l y of the instantaneous correlations of electronic motion. 
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Lowdin has expressed t h i s i n terms of differences i n expectation values 
between exact and HF Hamiltonians 
W = EExact - EHF < 1 0 8 ) 
where E^Qg i s the molecular extra correlation energy. 
Various methods have been developed f o r estimating E^ (j^../ithin 
the -LCAO MO formalisation. The approximation that the t o t a l c o r r e l a t i o n 
may be s p l i t i n t o a sum from each electron p a i r has found widespread 
use 7 0 ' 7 1 
E c o r r = ?. C i j < 1 0 9> 
where c. . i s the p a i r c o r r e l a t i o n between electron i and j For atoms 
t h i s approaches closely the true energy, f o r molecules al t e r n a t i v e methods 
are required. 
The correlation energy may be separated i n t o inter-and intra-atomic 
components 
E c o r r = EAA + EAB < 1 1 0 ) 
38. 
The l a t t e r (E ) w i l l give riBe to tne larger energies and attempts have AA 
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been made to estimate i t . H o l l i s t e r and Sinanoglu' employed a pa i r 
co r r e l a t i o n method whereby the pair energies are weighted by p a i r 
populationsi usually obtained from a M i l l i k e n population analysis. 
E. = Sc.. | p . + £ (..p.p. ( I l l ) AA i 1 1 2 ' i i / i ' j 
where the f i r s t term allows f o r s e l f - o r b i t a l correlation with atomic 
p o p u l a t i o n ^ and the second f o r i n t e r o r b i t a l correlation. This method 
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has been applied by Snyder and Basch f o r the calculation of 
thermodynamic data. Despite t h e i r larger absolute magnitude, changes 
i n E^JJ were reported, s i m i l a r and i n an opposite sense to E ^ f o r a 
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series of isodesmic reactions. An independent study by Pamuk1 has also 
reported estimates of p a i r energies which are s i m i l a r to those"of Snyder 
and Basch. Snyder has also applied t r a n s f e r a b i l i t y of bonds and lone 
pairs to calculating the correlation energy associated with these 
paired electrons'^ (Table 1.1.). This has proved q u a l i t a t i v e l y 
successful i n a number of reactions but lacks i n i t s formalisation more 
than a q u a l i t a t i v e relationship with the molecules under consideration. 
c ) . Configuration Interaction. 
The single determinant (^ )^ay be improved by the introduction of 
l i n e a r l y varied determinants representing excited state, computed by 
considering the v i r t u a l o r b i t a l s , thus the improved configuration 
i n t e r a c t i o n (CI) wavefunction tyis given by 
¥ = a* Q + btf + c* 2 + . . . . (112) 
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A variant on t h i s i s to allow each of the to vary simultaneously. J 
This i s d i f f i c u l t to implement f o r complex systems. The more basic CI 
i s r e l a t i v e l y simple to apply though at a quite considerable cost i f a 
large number of configurations are chosen. 
Figure 1.2. 
H .8 








Pair Correlation Energies f o r 1st row atoms. 
Pair au eV 
1s - 1s - .0409 - 1.113 
1s - 2s - .0027 - 0.073 
1s - 2p - .0027 - 0.073 
bond-bond - .0407 - 1.110 
* 
bond-bond - .0118 - 0.321 
lone p a i r - .0257 - O.699 
* 
lone pair-lone p a i r - . 0 3 5 8 - O.974 
lone pair-bond - .0301 - 0.819 
For separate bond / lone pair. 
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The most important defect of the Hartree-Fock treatment i s i n 
describing bond breaking. As i s shown i n Fig.1.2 the asymptotic 
behaviour of the Hartree-Fock energy i s incorrect f o r the bond breaking 
i n or Fg . This arises from spurious ionic terms. The two curves 
are approximately p a r a l l e l to one another up to ~ 2.5A a distance 
corresponding to ~ twice the H-H bond length. Thus geometries and 
short range potential surfaces are l i k e l y to be reasonably described by 
a single determinant wavefunction though atomisation energies w i l l not be. 
d) Non LCA0-M0 Techniques. 
Fi n a l l y i n t h i s chapter mention i s made of the valence bond method. 
Whereas the MO- .method ei t h e r generates the wrong asymptotic form i n bond 
7 17 cleavage (BHF)' or the incorrect spin state (UHF) ' the valence bond 
method can generate the correct form i n both. The approach however has 
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p r a c t i c a l as well as computational drawbacks. Goddard and Ladner 1 1 have 
recently formulated a 'generalised' V.B. method where one o r b i t a l i s s t i l l 
employed per electron but the equations are converted to solution i n the 
HF manner. 
CHAPTER I I . 
Theoretical Methods. 
INTRODUCTION 
I n t h i s chapter are discussed some p r a c t i c a l applications 
of the theory outlined i n the previous chapter. F i r s t l y , some 
chemically i n t e r e s t i n g properties which may be obtained d i r e c t l y 
from the wavefunction are considered. This i s then extended 
to a consideration of the more dynamic aspects of electron 
d i s t r i b u t i o n i n which some fundamental topics of great chemical 
importance are examined. F i n a l l y , a recent inovation i n the 
spectroscopic f i e l d , ESCA ( Electron Spectroscopy f o r Chemical., 
Application ) i s discussed. 
42. 
1) Analyis of the Wave Function 
a) Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors. 
For each molecular o r b i t a l , the eigenvalue and eigenvectors may 
be obtained d i r e c t l y from the self-consistent wavefunction. The 
eigenvalue, referred to as the o r b i t a l energy, r e f l e c t s the energy 
of that o r b i t a l which i s composed from the basis set of atomic 
o r b i t a l s weighted by t h e i r c o e f f i c i e n t s , the eigenvectors describing 
the s p a t i a l properties of the o r b i t a l . The o r b i t a l energy also 
represents to a good approximation the io n i s a t i o n energy f o r t h i s 
o r b i t a l f o r closed shell molecules. The t o t a l energy f o r an m 
electron system i s from equation 1*39> 
n/2 
E = S 2H.. • ,r.(2J. . - K ) CD i 1 1 i<J l j l j 
Consider ionisation from o r b i t a l k . Then the t o t a l energy i s given 
by the equation. 
E' = £ 2H.. + L L (2J - K ) + J + R + £ (2J - K ) (2) 
w i t h allowance made f o r the unpaired electron i n o r b i t a l k.. The 
i o n i s a t i o n energy i s then given by 
E " E* = Hkk - * ( 2 J i k " K i k > + J k k ( 3 ) l / k 
which i s of the same form as equation 1..U0. This i s Koopmans' theorem^ 
I P ~ C . ( 4 ) I 
I m p l i c i t i n t h i s i s that E' i s calculated from the wavefunction of the 
ground state i . e . there i s no reorganisation of the remaining electrons 
upon i o n i c a t i o n . 
"b). Population Analysis 
Since organic chemists l i k e to be able to t a l k i n terms of a charge 
d i s t r i b u t i o n i n a molecule ( i . e . to assign a specific charge to each atom 
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i n a molecule) use i s often made of a Mulliken population analysis • 
The population qu- of an o r b i t a l n i s defined as 
q = P + E P s (5) 
occup 
P = E N.C .C . (6) 
\IV ^ 1 [LI V I 
w i t h electrons i n each molecular o r b i t a l . Similarly the overlap 
population i s defined as 
q A D = E E P S (7) 
A B nA VB ^ v ^ v 
where now n and v are on atoms A and B respectively. This d e f i n i t i o n 
has been widely adopted and i s employed i n t h i s work. There are however,. 
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a number of weaknesses . Notable amongst these i s the equal apportioning 
of electron density between two atoms i n defining the charge at a centre 
(e.g. i n a polar band) and the p o s s i b i l i t y of an atom having a negative 
electronic population, f o r a given molecular o r b i t a l , when the cross terms 
i n equation 5 are s u f f i c i e n t l y large and negative. Other d e f i n i t i o n s due 
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to Lowdin define the charges i n terms of a set orthogonalized atomic 
o r b i t a l 3 or divide the overlap terms i n a manner which preserves the 
calculated electronic moment of the molecular o r b i t a l . A fundamental 
s p a t i a l integration procedure has.also been proposed by F o l i t z e r and 
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Harris . This i s s i m i l a r i n concept to the proposal by Bichards of employing a specific radius f o r a p a r t i c u l a r atom with i n t e g r a t i o n overlap 
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over t h i s sphere . An a l t e r n a t i v e method f o r measuring the bonding 
between two atoms i n approximate HO theory i s the partitioned bond overlap. 
PBO = E E P^^S (8) 
^ vB ^ v ^ 
This i s equivalent to equation 7 except i n so f a r as no overlap i s 
e x p l i c i t l y allowed i n CKDO and HJDO methods i n defining P^. The density 
matrix corresponds however to the Lowdin basis detailed above. Though the 
Mil l i k e n approximation has i t s deficiencies used with discrimination i t gives 
a good i n d i c a t i o n of the charge. I t should be stressed though that the 
chemiBts i n t u i t i v e idea of charge i s i n fact a measure of the p o t e n t i a l at 
that atom since he i s generally concerned with the tending of electrons to 
migrate to or from that centre. This w i l l be discussed l a t e r (section 3)* 
c ) . Density Contours. 
A fundamental and most useful method of presenting the wavefunction 
i s by the use of density contour maps. I n t h i s approach the electronic 
density at a point i n space *r i s evaluated. 
p<?) = EL|C..X| 2 (9) 
i j 1 J J 
A g r i d of densities i s usually produced and from these contours 
b u i l t up by employing an i n t e r p o l a t i o n procedure- to generate f u r t h e r 
densities as required. The forms of these contours are not p a r t i c u l a r l y 
basis set dependent though po l a r i z a t i o n functions are generally preferred i n 
O i 
augmenting the basis providing a greater f l e x i b i l i t y \ Of p a r t i c u l a r 
value i n i l l u s t r a t i n g features of chemical int e r e s t are density difference 
maos. 
6 ( f ) - pfr) - P l ( r ) (10) 
For example, bonding features are shown when p 2 a n d p i are the molecular 
and juxtaposed atomic densities respectively, 
d) Spins. 
Within the BHF formalisation f o r a single occupied MO the spin 
density of o r b i t a l i s given by 
s » c? + Z5c..,c.vSlv (11) 
In the UKF scheme, independent t o t a l <* and js spin densities are obtained and 
the unpaired spin density i s then: 
0 (12) 
The inherent problem as mentioned i n the previous chapter i s that now the 
wavefunction i s no longer an eigenfunction of S but contains 
contaminants of higher m u l t i p l i c i t y . To obtain a pure doublet state 
ei t h e r a projection operator can be employed or the contaminating states 
may be annihilated. I t i s usual t o annihilate i n t h i s case the quartet 
contaminant and make the assumption that the higher states may be 
neglected*^. 
e) Other Properties 
Expectation values may be derived f o r the estimation of many other 
properties which f i n d use mainly i n spectroscopy, thus the p o l a r i s a b i l i t y 
and e l e c t r i c moments may be calculated. Of these only the dipole moment 
w i l l be referred to i n t h i s work. 
2) . Theoretical Concepts. 
From the considerable research a c t i v i t y of the past few years quite 
detailed analysis have been developed f o r the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of many of 
the theo r e t i c a l facets of organic chemistry. This has included 
substantial studies of substituent effects and charge d i s t r i b u t i o n s , 
thermochemical and conformational studies and the charting of pot e n t i a l 
energy surfaces. Introduced here are some of these and other concepts 
which have been important i n t h i s work. 
a)The Role of d functions. 
There has been a great deal of confusion i n the l i t e r a t u r e concerning 
the physical role of d functions from quantum mechanical studies. This 
has mainly revolved around gaussian basis set studies of phosphorus and 
46. 
and sulphur compounds with a minimal basis and a set of added d 
functions. The l a t t e r was usually composed by reducing the set of s i x 
d functions (^ x y» d x z> d y z» d z 2» d y 2»d z 2 ) to the set of 5 d ao 
functions (d ,d ,d„ ,d 2 2,d, 2 2) and symmetric function (d 2^ 2 2) xy xz yz x —y 3z — r x +y +z 
Addition of the set of 5 d functions to the minimal basis in v a r i a b l y 
produced a considerable lowering i n energy with large -d o r b i t a l 
86 
populations. I t was indicated by Clark that the significance of such 
an addition could be tested by consideration of addition of the symmetric 
d function (henceforth referred t o a s d ( s ) ). Studies of thtophene 
86 
and a number of organo-sulphur compounds revealed that the bonding 
could be described invariably without resort to inclusion of cd functions. 
This technique i s computationally very a t t r a c t i v e and has proved adequate 
i n examining t h e i r role as i s shown i n l a t e r chapters. 
I t i s important to distinguish that the general features of 
structure and bonding can be adequately described i n f o r example 
hydrocarbons with an sp basis. 
For small r i n g species where bond angles are <109° f i n e r d e t a i l s 
of the electronic structure become evident where the addition of d 
functions would be expected to aid the movement of charge i n t o the regions 
between the ring- atoms. An examination made of the r e l a t i v e energies of 
a model system, bridged and classical v i n y l cation, as a function of basis 
i s shown i n Table 2.1. together with the geometry employed '. The 
addition of 5 d type functions to the 6-31G and 6-1,1,1,1G basis sets 
(formed from the 6-310 ) results i n a r e l a t i v e decrease i n energy of the 
bridged structure by 9.0 and 8.9 kcals mole"1 respectively. There i s thus 
only a very small augmenting effec t to the sp basis and shows unambiguously 
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function to the basis causes no appreciable change i n energies. I t i s 
also i n t e r e s t i n g to note that addition of p functions at hydrogen causes 
a r e l a t i v e lowering i n energy of the bridged species of 5 kcals mole~\ 
Thus i n these geometrically constrained systems these p o l a r i z a t i o n 
functions are of considerable importance. This movement of density i s 
f u r t h e r highlighted by a density difference p l o t with and without the d 
basis (Fig.2.1.). Pople has investigated a number of r i n g and open 
systems w i t h a s i m i l a r basis with a view to studying thermochemical 
87 88 
properties with s i m i l a r conclusion ' . I t i s important to note 
though that while d o r b i t a l s w i l l cause p r e f e r e n t i a l lowering i n the 
energy of bridged species i n such compounds they are of n e g l i g i b l e 
importance i n the bonding scheme, they merely serve to polarise the 
electron density defined by the sp basis, 
b). Polarization. 
The phenomena of electron polarization embodies a great wealth of 
chemical data. The base strengths of ammonia and methylamine, both i n 
the gas phase and i n solution, are known experimentally to be i n the 
order CH^NHgHIKj and from t h i s i t has been inferred that the methyl 
group i s an electron donor. This concept pervades the whole of 
physical organic chemistry. Recent theor e t i c a l work has shown however 
that t h i s i s an a r t i f a c t of i n t e r p r e t i n g solution data from arguni.ents 
based on an isolated molecule. I n fact the isolated molecule calculations 
show that the methyl group i s a greater electron a t t r a c t o r and indicates 
that the CH^  group provides a structure which may be much more 
e f f e c t i v e l y polarized by an adjacent cationic centre. 
Polarization w i t h i n a molecule has been demonstrated f o r a wide 
var i e t y of unsaturated species. The rr electron d i s t r i b u t i o n i n f o r 
example fluorobenzene shows an alt e r n a t i o n i n the rr electron d i s t r i b u t i 
F 1.919 F A A-.9^6 .054 1.082 .055 
.967 .033 
.036 
Total rr Inductive Polarization. 
This alternating p o l a r i z a t i o n of TT charge i n the r i n g p a r a l l e l s the 
expected mesomeric resonance conformers 
F * F+ F+ A A 
Though t h i s i s conceptionally a convenient approach i t considerably 
overestimates the importance of such tautomers. For example, w h i l s t 
the Tr donation from f l u o r i n e is~ 0 . 0 8 e the t o t a l polarization of the 
benzene r i n g i s 0.320e? only 25£ i s actually caused by the donation of 
•V charge, the inductive effect of the F on the r i n g being as shown 
above. A more s t r i k i n g r e s u l t i s obtained from a s i m i l a r calculation 






Total.7r Inductive Polarization. 
The n charge on the r i n g i s now 0.009e w h i l s t the p o l a r i z a t i o n 
i n the r i n g i s 0.1l8e. Thus f o r tautomeric representations of the 
electronic structure i n t e r n a l polarizations w i t h i n the r i n g are of 
more importance* 
c) cr/rr Separability 
i l l though i n a planar unsaturated molecule the er and rr systems 
are orthogonal by symmetry, mutual polarization of the charge clouds 
w i l l arise since the off-diagonal elements of the Fock matrix depend 
upon the detailed desciption of the overall electron d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
I t i s a gross approximation therefore to t r e a t the erand ir systems 
01 
separately as i s i m p l i c i t i n the Huckel formalism f o r example^ . 
The i n t e r a c t i o n between the cr and TT systems i s most readily 
appreciated by considering a simple example such as ethylene. I n 
t h i s p a r t i c u l a r case the t o t a l c and Tr valence electron density has 
been mapped i n a plane through the carbon and at r i g h t angles to the 
molecular plane. The results are shown i n Fig.2.2. As can be seen 
there i s spatial overlap and hence considerable i n t e r a c t i o n between the 
52 
Figurg 2.2. Total & (....) arw r r ( ) Density i n plane through 
C - C I r to molecular ttlsne(contours O.02,0.0^,0.O7e) 
\ 
Figure 2.3. Orbital Interaction Diagram of p Orbital at Trigonal Carbon 
with pseuoo rr Orbital or? Methyl Group. 
Hy 




T and 77 electrons. At large distances from the molecular plane however 
the rr density i s seen to be predominant. I n i t i a l i n t e r a c t i o n of the 
C — C electrons with bridging or attacking species may thus s t i l l be 
rationalised to a good f i r s t approximation by consideration of 
electrons alone. 
Within molecules the o/jr separability concept i s s t i l l extremely 
useful. To i l l u s t r a t e t h i s , table 2.2. shows some results from single 
and double zeta Slater basis set calculations with p o l a r i z a t i o n 
functions added, of some substitued acetylenes. The calculations were 
92 
performed using the ALCHEMY program with standard geometries or 
03 
those minimised by Yoshimine and Maclean . Exponents f o r the single 
and double zeta calculations are shown i n the appendix. 
Considering f i r s t l y the double zeta data from the f i r s t three 
acetylenes the e f f e c t of F and CI replacement of H i s seen to r e s u l t i n 
C electron d r i f t towards the halogen. Consistent w i t h t h i s i s a d r i f t 
of TS electrons i n the opposite d i r e c t i o n . From the IT population i n 
Table 2.2. considerable n donation from F and CI i s seen which accounts 
f o r the majority of the change i n the atomic TT populations. Inductive 
po l a r i z a t i o n i n the rr fragment i s small; thus though tf/ir separation i s 
not s t r i c t l y v a l i d a consideration along these l i n e s serves to 
ra t i o n a l i s e the problem. The electron d i s t r i b u t i o n i n the cyanide 
analog.is markedly d i f f e r e n t . There i s now no net d r i f t of rr electron 
density to the CCH fragment but a TT electron po l a r i z a t i o n amounting to 
some ,276e. The Tr electron polarization i n the CH fragment towards 
C+-N~ w i l l be mainly responsible f o r t h i s . 
With the single zeta basis the q u a l i t a t i v e agreement with the 
above i s good but quantitatively the values are probably exa,fjtfera.ted. 
For cyanoacetylene, though some rr donation i s now indicated the 
polarization i s of comparable importance. I t should be appreoiated 
that replacement of H by either P or CI i n acetylene w i l l also r e s u l t 
i n differences i n the size of the Tr cloud around each carbon atom. 
Indeed calculation of <l/r> f o r the Tt o r b i t a l s of the C-X carbon 
(X = F 0.981, X = CI 1.208 au) and C-H carbon (X = P 0.802, 
X = CI 0.946 au) i n XCCH indicate the considerable o r b i t a l contraction 
at the s i t e of su b s t i t u t i o n i n accord w i t h simple inductive 
considerations. 
d). Hyperconjugation ; Orbital Interaction. 
The lone p a i r or 'localised* bond description i s preferred by 
the chemist i n discussing electronic structure. Interactions between 
these o r b i t a l s can occur to varying degrees through space or through 
bonds as has been c o l l e c t i v e l y i l l u s t r a t e d by Hoffmann^. A f u r t h e r 
type of i n t e r a c t i o n , which i s of most importance i n charged species i s 
hyperconjugation' . 
An o r b i t a l scheme which includes t h i s can be used to r a t i o n l i s e 
the conformations observed i n substituted ethyl cations and anions 
( XCHg - CH2 + ) and i s shown schematically i n Figure 2.3. I n the 
cation the unoccupied rr o r b i t a l of the t r i g o n a l CH- group (p or p ) 
<L x y 
w i l l i n t e r a c t w i t h either of the pseudo rr o r b i t a l s of the CHgX group 
depending on the conformer. The degenerate n . Tr o r b i t a l s of 
x y 
* 
CHgX when X = H w i l l be s p l i t with r^and TT^ to lower energy i f X 
i s more electronegative than H. I n the case of X = P in t e r a c t i o n B i s 
from f i r s t order perturbation considerations greater (<* l/&E)and the 
55. 
eclipsed conformer i s predicted to be more stable i n accord with a wealth 
of available data. Similar arguments may be applied f o r the anion. 
With the mixing of orbitals charge r e d i s t r i b u t i o n between the two i n t e r a c t i n g 
localised o r b i t a l s i s implied. Further discussion i s deferred u n t i l 
Chapter 6 however, where several r o t a t i o n a l barriers have been computed 
f o r a number of substituted ethyl radicals i n addition to the ions. 
Hyperconjugation as discussed above i s quite s p e c i f i c . The 
'classical' representation by structures: 
CHgF - CHg+ Ef FCH - CHg F+ CHg =. CHg 
on the other hand i s i n t u i t i v e l y quite simple but less s p e c i f i c I n 
neutral molecules the hyperconjugation i n t e r a c t i o n w i l l be much weaker. 
90 
From a study by Pople of some methyl substituted toluenes there i s 
l i t t l e conjugation as measured by the t o t a l fr density i n the r i n g , 
polarization of the r i n g Tr system being f a r greater as discussed above 
(Table 2.3.). 
e ) Point Charge Model. 
The detailed t h e o r e t i c a l study of the energetics and stereochemistry 
of organic reactions i s usually accomplished either by eliminating c e r t a i n 
degrees of freedom which can reasonably be assumed to remain constant 
throughout the course of the reaction or by investigating c e r t a i n defined 
regions of the PE surface with a f u l l e r optimisation of geometry. For 
systems involving abnormally long bond lengths however, electron 
c o r r e l a t i o n i s of considerable importance and thus bond breaking cannot be 
handled w i t h i n the Hartree-Fock formalisation. Such a s i t u a t i o n i s the 
approach of an electrophile. 
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Table 2.3. 
Relative Eyperconju^ated and Inductive Polarization i n 
some Substituted Toluenes (CgiLCHgX) i n t h e i r most 
stable confoimers. •'. 
X = H CH^  KH2 OH P 
fling electronic 6.008 6.007 6.OO9 6.OO7 6.004 
Charge density. 
Total p o l a r i z a t i o n 0.088 0.037 O.O79 O.O39 0.052' 
Values taken from r e f . 90. 
Table 2.4. 
Core Binding Energies of Protonated xlcetyiehe(eraploy.in? 6-31G basis). 
Hole Centre Koonnans1 (eV) Hole State(eV) Relaztion BnergyCeV) 
/ • 316.40 304.65 . • , * 11.75 
313.92 301.69 12.23 
315.38 303.20 12.18 
C H 304.49 292.23 12.26 
4 
iielaxtion Energy «= Koopmans* - Hole State. 
For the simplest electrophile ( H+) an a t t r a c t i v e a l t e r n a t i v e i s to 
accept that at long range a u n i t charge may be taken to represent Hf. 
Then the potential of t h i s charge at points i n space ( r\ ) i s 
calculated by evaluation of 
and p l o t t i n g energy contours from which the potential energy surface 
07 
may be deduced. This method due to ScroccjD'M has received some 
success i n investigations of three raembered r i n g heterocycles. No 
r e l a x t i o n of the molecular wavefunction i s allowed however. This may 
be taken i n t o account by performing a new SC? calculation a f t e r 
recomputation of the one electron integrals i n the f i e l d of both the 
98 
nuclear charges, of the substrate and the point charge y . The 
necessary calculations are computationally inexpensive and t r i a l 
molecular o r b i t a l s from the ground state calculation may be employed 
as a good i n i t i a l set of c o e f f i c i e n t s . The v a l i d i t y of t h i s method 
i s r e s t r i c t e d to the i n i t i a l long range interactions and has been 
employed i n Chapter V to investigate a number of properties of the 
pyridine molecule. 
P ( l ) V(r.) 
l i a 
z a (13) 
r a i 
58. 
3) Electron Spectroscopy f o r Chemical Application (ESCA) 
The technique of Electron Spectroscopy i s a r e l a t i v e l y new t o o l 
f o r the study of chemical systems. This can be c l a s s i f i e d i n t o low 
energy (UPS) photoelectron stuies^ when the valence levels are studied 
o 
and high energy (ESCA) studies of the core (inner) electrons . An 
incident beam of X-rays with energy hv impinges on the sample to be 
studied and an electron i s ejected with energy Egjff according to the 
equation 
BE = hv - E H N - ^  (14) 
where BE i s the binding energy and E^ the r e c o i l energy of the sample 
which i s n e g l i g i b l e except f o r the l i g h t elements. I n UPS studies the 
incident beam i s usually provided by a He discharge ( ~~ 21.7eV ) 
Either Mg ^  2 (1253.7) or Al 2 (1486.6) photons can be used as 
the X-ray source i n ESCA. . The emitted photoelectron has an energy 
related to the o r b i t a l from which i t i s derived. For ESCA studies 
t h i s allows q u a l i t a t i v e elemental.analysis and by consideration of 
in t e n s i t i e s quantitive data may be obtained. 
The major advantages of the techniques are that they are 
non-destructive and require r e l a t i v e l y small amounts of sample (nominally 
1mgm s o l i d , »5cc gas STP). For ESCA studies solids, l i q u i d s and gasses 
may be analysed but f o r UPS the sample i s normally handled i n the gas 
phase though i t may be studied as a condensed f i l m . The techniques 
have high s e n s i t i v i t y ( f r a c t i o n of a monolayer) and can be applied i n 
pr i n c i p l e to the study of v i r t u a l l y a l l elements. The main relevance 
to t h i s work i s that the theory i s d i r e c t l y related to the electronic 
structure of a molecule, and can be adequately handled w i t h i n the body 
of theory so f a r presented. 
59. 
a l .Practical Details. 
This section w i l l be mainly confined to the ESCA techniques f o r 
which some experimental studies have been performed. For core 
i o n i s a t i o n the resultant species with one electronlcss i s defined as 
being i n the hole state (A ). Electronic r e l a x t i o n of the remaining 
electrons t o t h i s state may occur by two processes. 
Q 
1) X-ray emission where the primary vacancy i s f i l l e d 
( A + ) * — » A + + hv 
2) Auger Process"^ 
( A + ) * — > A+++ e 
Here the primary vacancy ( i n f o r example the K s h e l l ) i s f i l l e d 
by an electron (e.g.L) concurrent with emission of another (e.g.M ) 
electron. This i s a KLM Auger Process. Among the manifold of 
processes which may res u l t from the primary perturbation i s that the 
valence electrons may be excited (shake up) or emitted (shake o f f ) ^ ^ ' ^ * 
The energy f o r t h i s w i l l be taken up as loss i n the K.E. of the core 
photoelectron to give a s a t e l l i t e of the parent peak. Whereas i n 
ESCA the inherent l i n e width of the high energy sources of ra d i a t i o n 
together with the short l i f e t i m e of the highly excited hole state 
combine to give rather broad spectra the low energy U.V. spectra w i t h 
the much longer l i f e t i m e of the hole states can give d e t a i l concerning 
the vibrational f i n e structure. I n practice the binding energy f o r 
g 
metals are measured with reference to the Fermi l e v e l defined as 
E 
J N (E) dE = N where N(E) = Z(E)F(E) 
60. 
where F(E) i s the p r o b a b i l i t y of a Fermi p a r t i c l e being i n state E 
with a density of states Z(E) . For an i n s u l a t o r the d e f i n i t i o n of 
the Fermi l e v e l i s less clear cut. I f the mo b i l i t y of the electrons 
i n the core hole species of the material however are the same as the 
bulk then the Fermi l e v e l w i l l be located mid-way between the valence 
and conduction bond. However i n ESCA i f a s u f f i c i e n t l y large number 
of charge carriers are available then the sample w i l l be i n e l e c t r i c 
contact with the spectrometer ( v i z : they both have the same Fermi 
l e v e l ) . The binding energy i s then given from Fig.2.If. by 
BE - hv - t - KE (15) sp 
and obviates any knowledge of the sample work function. Sample 
charging at the surface though may occur however and can be of the 
order of 1-2eV but since a l l photoelectrons w i l l be so effected an 
in t e r n a l reference can usually be taken f o r t h i s . For gaseous samples 
the binding energies as measured d i f f e r from s o l i d ;phase measurements 
due to the charge i n reference l e v e l and then 
BE - hv - KE (16) 
b^. Theoretical I n t e r p r e t a t i o n . 
Though absolute determination of binding energies and t h e i r 
c o r r e l a t i o n with theoretical models i s useful f o r both core and valence 
io n i s a t i o n i t i s more often s h i f t s i n energies which are of most 
int e r e s t f o r the core levels. Certain approximations which are v a l i d 
f o r core l e v e l s h i f t s do not apply i n absolute determination of valence 
l e v e l ionisations. 
61. 
F i g u r e 2.4 
BINDING ENERGY REFERENCE LEVEL in SOLIDS 
KE' 






















Spec t rometer 
BE= - 0 s f j KE (0 is the work function) 
62. 
There are two fundamental means of determining the i o n i z a t i o n 
p o t e n t i a l . F i r s t l y , application of Koopmans ' theorem gives from the 
ground state wavefunction estimates of IP i n the absence of any-
electronic reorganisation. The l a t t e r may be taken i n t o account 
however by the computationally more espensive determination of the 
difference i n energies between the hole state ion and the ground 
102 
state . Their relationship to the observed gas phase value and. 
the correctionsinvolved are shown i n Fig.2.5. The hole state 
calculation w i l l give a good absolute value i f 
AE 0 and AE , - O (17) c o r r r e l 
and Koopmans1 value ( e ) w i l l apply with the additional proviso that 
^ r e l a x * * 0 * <"> 
For s h i f t s i n core l e v e l s , Clark and Barber^^ and f o r the valence 
l e v e l s , fiichards^^, have indicated that only the differences i n these 
AE values need be considered and these are generally approximately 
zero. For the valence levels due to the considerable v a r i e t y i n the 
form of these orbitals, changes i n the c o r r e l a t i o n and relaxation energies 
can however d r a s t i c a l l y a l t e r assignments based on Koopmans•' theorem.. 
For the core levels evidence to date suggest s h i f t s i n core binding-
energies are due to factors other than these. I n charged species 
relaxation energies are expected to vary considerably. This i s indicated 
by studies on the ground and hole state of the classical and bridged 
protonated acetylene (Table.2.4.)• Though an extreme case these 
105 
differences i n energies are cer t a i n l y not n e g l i g i b l e . Schwartz ' 
from studies of f i r s t row hydrides obtained very good agreement with the 
F i g u r e 2.5 
R e l a t i o n s h i p between Experimental and T h e o r e t i c a l l y C a l c u l a t e d 
Binding E n e r g i e s . 
A 
Bran f 4 
E o n —' R E L — > * 
CORR — ^ 
E A « + > H F i 
j 4 E RELAX 
"A 
Koopmans1 
R E L—>° 1 
HF t 
CORR 
* INDICATES CORE HOLE 
6k. 
102 experimental values and seems to confirm Bagus* o r i g i n a l contention 
that the single determinantSCF wavefunction can provide p r a c t i c a l , but 
not rigorous, upper bounds to the energies of the inner hole states. 
I n general hole states calculations give IP's which are accurate to w i t h i n 
a few tenths of eV of the gas phase measurement. 
I t i s pertinent to mention other approaches to the problem here. 
J o l l y and Hendrickson^^ developed an equivalent core method which states 
that 
'When a core electron i s removed from an atom i n a molecule or ion, 
the valence electrons relax as i f the nuclear charge on the atom had 
increased by one u n i t 1 . 
As an example consider the following 
C \ * * ° \ + + E " , A E • B ECH 
4 
*CH.+ + N5* » KH,+ + frC5* AE = £ 
k k o 
w i t h % - 0 
Summing : 
Simi l a r l y f o r CP. 
k 
CH. + N5* »KH.+ + *C 5 + + e" AE - BE.„ + S 
k 4 CH. o 
CF^ + N5* > NP^+ + *C 5 + + e~ AE o 3E C p + £, 
k 
[Ph on* ± ± 
C P4 + m k » N V + C \ A E " B ECP " B ECH 
k k 
Energy data either calculated or thermodynamic i s thus capable of 
givi n g s h i f t s i n core i o n i s a t i o n energies and has proved valuable i n 
calculating s h i f t s from isodesmic reactions ( i . e . where the number and 
types of bonds or lone pairs remains constant i n reactants and products: 
co r r e l a t i o n changes w i l l be minimised). These isodesmic heats of 
65. 
reaction include the electronic r e l a x t i o n . Further with the 
consistency of bonding type i n reactants and products calculated 
energies may augment the thermodynamic data with l i t t l e loss i n 
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accuracy as has been i l l u s t r a t e d by Clark and Adams . A recently 
proposed al t e r n a t i v e to hole state calculations d i r e c t l y calculates 
the i o n i s a t i o n energy by a perturbation treatment producing a 
108 
' t r a n s i t i o n Pock operator* over a MO basis . The authors indicate 
that the value of t h i s method l i e s i n calculations of large molecules 
where convergence procedures may be d i f f i c u l t with the standard 
v a r i a t i o n procedure* 
At a lower l e v e l of r i g o r and sophistication the charge potential 
m o d e l i s extensively used i n conjunction w i t h empirical charge data 
according to the equation 
BE = BEo + fcq. + ^ ± / r ± i (19) 
where BE i s a reference l e v e l o 
q^ , charge on atom i 
r . . i s internuclear distance i , j . 
k constant (approximating the average one centre core/valence i i t e s r a l ) 
The formula may be derived from Koopmans' theorem and hence suffers 
from the same deficiendes. However as has been shown recently the 
r e l a t i o n energies neglected i n Koopmans* theorem tend to follow a 
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si m i l a r relationship , thus by t r e a t i n g k and BE^as parameters t h i s 
deficiency may be overcome. 
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e ) _ Deficiencies of the Modela. 
A detailed study of the ionised statesof the CH. molecule by 
U 
Clementi and P o p k i e ^ with a basis set approaching the Hartree-Pock 
l i m i t showed there was no change i n correlation energy f o r the core 
hole state and neutral species. This i s complemented by the more 
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detailed work of Meyer who analysed the corre l a t i o n energy changes 
f o r the three ionizations of CH. . He again reached the same 
k 
conclusion f o r the core hole state but showed considerable differences 
i n c o r r e l a t i o n energies f o r the 2a^ and 1 f 2 ionizations. This i s a 
general feature that whereas correlation corrections f o r core hole 
states are small or n e g l i g i b l e , corrections f o r valence states may be 
of the order of 1-2eV. 
Estimates of the changes i n correlation may be obtained by the 
use of equations 1.110 and 1.111. With no change i n the geometry upon 
ion i s a t i o n A E ^ ^^&E^) i s anticipated to be as an i n i t i a l 
approximation small. Application to the protonated acetylene system 
shows no appreciable change i n c o r r e l a t i o n upon ion i s a t i o n . Detailed 
analysis shows that while the 1s - 1s correlation energy i s l o s t , 
contraction of the valence electronic cloud at t h i s centre, w i t h an 
increased population balances t h i s change i n q u a l i t a t i v e agreement 
wit h the more extensive work of Meyer. That electronic relaxa&on 
arises solely from valence electrons may readily be demonstrated by 
calculation of the expectation value of the o r b i t a l r a d i i , f o r the -Ne 
atom and I s core hole s t a t e s 1 T h e 1s 0.1576(0.151+5), 2s 0.8921(0.8171) 
and 2p .9652(.7993) r a d i i indicate l i t t l e charge i n the core o r b i t a l 
but s i g n i f i c a n t charge i n the valence region, the values i n parentheses 
r e f e r r i n g to the hole state. For valence i o n i s a t i o n the changes are less. 
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I t f i n a l l y remains to indicate an in t e r e s t i n g new feature of ESCA 
concerning the shape • of the spectra. I n UPS studies the l i f e t i m e of 
the hole state i s quite long and greater than the nuclear v i b r a t i o n 
—1 
time (~10~ ? sec.) but much shorter than the photoelectron process 
(-v 10~^ sec.) giving r i s e to vi b r a t i o n a l f i n e structure. For ESCA the 
resolution i s much lower so no fin e structure i s to be expected both 
on instrumentation grounds and also as a resul t of the Heisenberg 
Uncertainty p r i n c i p l e 1 1 \ 
AEAT ^ * (20) 
Of some in t e r e s t then i s the observation by Siegbahn and co-workers 
(employing a high resolution spectrometer based on a fi n e focus X-ray 
monochromatization scheme), that the spectra of CH^  ( i n the gas 
phase) exhibits a marked degree of asymmetry 1 1 1. With a large 
extended basis set calculations were performed on the gound state, the 
core hole state and the equivalent core species of CH. and are shown 
k 
i n Figure 2.6. The equivalent cores calculation was performed with 
the same o r b i t a l exponents as the neutral molecule f o r computational 
e f f i c i e n c y . 
There are several points of i n t e r e s t . F i r s t l y , the above 
approximation i s seen to be small i n so f a r as the shape of the curve 
i s concerned. Both results give a shorter C-H bond length o f ^ 0.06A. 
I n the sudden approximation of no nuclear relaxation a t r a n s i t i o n w i l l 
thus occur to one of the v i b r a t i o n a l l y excited states of the ion. Indeed 
the observed spectral envelope i s i n q u a l i t a t i v e agreement with that 
estimated from a separation of VJOOOcnT1 (0.38eV) of the v i b r a t i o n a l 
l e v e l s ; the most probable t r a n s i t i o n w i l l not be Vj «- V Q 
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Figure 2.6 
Variation i n Total Energy with Internuclear Distances i n CH. i t s — — 4* 
Core Hole and Equivalent Core States 
J « 
CO 
















The important . ramification of these remarks i s that with high 
resolution spectrometers the l i n e width can give f u r t h e r d e t a i l s 
concerning the bonding environments of p a r t i c u l a r centres (see. Chapter 5). 
Though assignments of experimental binding energies through the i n t e n s i t y 
maxima w i l l be somewhat a r b i t r a r y (since t h i s may correspond to the 
t r a n s i t i o n to a v i b r a t i o n a l l y excited state i n the hole state) the 
anticipated errora should be generally of the order of 0.1 - 0.2 eV. Of 
more importance i s that at higher resolution the approximation of a 
standard type gaussian f o r a p a r t i c u l a r core i o n i z a t i o n ( i n deconvoluting 
a complex spectra) w i l l no longer apply, though with the present 
commercially available E5CA spectrometers thiB c r i t e r i a w i l l only apply 
i n extreme cases. 
CHAPTER I I I . 
Studies of some Three-Membered-Rings. 
70. 
Introduction. 
The i n t e r a c t i o n of a carbon-carbon double bond with an atom or 
group of atoms can r e s u l t i n the extreme i n e i t h e r of the structures of 
type I or I I . These may vary from the simplest of cases where X = H+, 
a straightforward 
A / \ J 
c c c-c y « — ^ 
i I I 
protonation, to an inorganic complex with X a t r a n s i t i o n metal with 
associated ligands. There are a number of basic points of i n t e r e s t 
common to a l l however which are itemised below: 
( i ) The r e l a t i v e energies of I and I I . 
( i i ) The electronic structure of the small strained r i n g of I . 
( i i i ) How substituents at C and/or X a l t e r the chemistry of I and I I . 
I n p a r t i c u l a r I can correspond to one of four positions on a 
p o t e n t i a l energy manifold depending on the nature of X. 
( i ) A stable l o c a l minimum, 
( i i ) Unstable w.r.t. unimolecular decomposition viz a metastable 
minima. 
( i i i ) Reactive intermediate unstable w.r.t. external influences vi-e 
bimolecular decomposition, 
( i v ) Energy maxima corresponding to a T/S. 
The f i e l d of study i s r e s t r i c t e d i n t h i s chapter to the case where 
the C-C fragment i s the acetylene u n i t . Not only then w i l l there be an 
i n t e r a c t i o n i n the plane of the r i n g of X with px.T o r b i t a l s of acetylene 
but also a secondary i n t e r a c t i o n involving the pz7r o r b i t a l s of both X 
and the acetylene molecule) which can have a considerable influence on 
7 L 
the s t a b i l i t y of I . 
The basis sets used f o r the calculations were those of Dunning^ 
and Siegbahn^ (see appendix). For second row atoms t h i s was augmented 
by the addition of d type functions with exponents as detailed below. 
•52 
The IBHQL V program^ was employed f o r the majority of calculations 
supplemented by l a t e r work with the faster and more e f f i c i e n t ATMQL 
53 
group of programs . 
1). X = H4" , Frotonated Acetylene. 
As a f i r s t step a detailed study was made of structures I and I I 
with X = H+. With the addition of d type polarization functions to the 
sp basis on carbon the r e l a t i v e energy difference as detailed with the 
large basis i n the preceding • chapter was reduced by approximately 
9 kcal mole" 1 i n favour of I . Computational expense however does not 
generally allow calculations with such an extended basis at carbon. To 
a good approximation however t h i s neglect w i l l generally re s u l t i n a 
s i m i l a r underestimation of the s t a b i l i t y of I with respect to I I f o r a 
non-extended basis at carbon. With the specified basis i n t h i s chapter 
a difference i n energy of 21.6 kcal.mole - 1 was found f o r I and I I 
compared with the lower estimate of-~5 kcal.mole" 1 : from chapter 2. I t 
i s thus anticipated that t h i s basis w i l l underestimate the r i n g s t a b i l i t y 
by~15 kcal,mole~\ 
Formation of the (bridged) protonated acetylene (also referred to 
as symmetrically bridged v i n y l cation) involves bending of the C-H bonds 
which w i l l s p l i t the degenerateTTlevels. With adjustment to the 
geometry i n I the rr o r b i t a l energy of 10.96 eV i s lowered to 10.33 eV 
and 10.14 eV f o r the rr and Tf o r b i t a l s respectively. The 7T o r b i t a l 
can then in t e r a c t with the vacant s o r b i t a l of the proton with a 
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Figure 3«1» Relative energies f o r the C2H2/H+ and C2H^/H+ systems i n 
kcal.mole"^ (not to scale). 
o r b i t a l energy (;r acceptors) w i l l p r e f e r e n t i a l l y s t a b i l i s e a 
protonated form. 
Though e x p l i c i t consideration w i l l not be given to the corresponding 
olefin-X interactions i t i s pertinent to indicate here the relationship 
between the two. A wealth of evidence i s now available which suggests 
that the classical and bridged ethyl cations are closely s i m i l a r i n 
energy. ' This contrasting behaviour can be explained by either a 
pre f e r e n t i a l s t a b i l i s i n g influence i n the bridged pptonated ethylene or 
i n the classical v i n y l cation. Considering the bridged ion the 
o r b i t a l of ethylene i s acknowledged to be to higher energy than that i n 
acetylene; the inte r a c t i o n with the vacant s o r b i t a l w i l l be somewhat 
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reduced. The s t r a i n energy of the unsaturated r i n g w i l l however 
counteract t h i s . Estimates of the r e l a t i v e thermodynamic s t a b i l i t y of 
the classical cations as related to hydride ion addition place the v i n y l 
—1 82 116 cation H-15 kcal.mole" above the ethyl cation. ' Further f o r the 
reaction: 
CH5-7jH2 + HCs CH > CH2=CH2 + CEf tu 
endothermic as w r i t t e n , the energy difference i s determined from 
thermochemical data to be 6 kcal.mole""1. 1^7>118 This gives r e l a t i v e 
energies between the two systems as shown schematically i n Figure 3.1. 
Thus while acetylene i s seen to be s l i g h t l y less reactive to gas 
phase protonation the preference f o r a stable bridged structure i s 
reduced. Comparative data f o r X = CH*, CHg also substantiates these 
. 116 argu m ents. 
2). F i r s t and Second flow Bridging AtomsfX « 0, F +, S, C1*). 
V/ith the gaussian basis (see Appendix) augmented by d type 
functions f o r sulphur (r*» .25) and chlorine (-f= .8) calculations were 
performed on the above four structures of type I . Geometric 
optimisation o f i t h e r i n g was only performed f o r X = S as a check of that 
employed i n l a t e r calculations. Energies were calculated f o r f i v e points 
on t h i s p o tential surface and f i t t e d to the equation 
E = E + k _ _ ( X -C ) 2 + k_ (X -C ) 2 o C=C v cc cc' C-S . x cs cs' 
where k and X are the force constant and equilibrium bond length 
respectively. This generated a geometry with C-C and C-S bond lengths 
of 1.2908 andl. 803X respectively. The force constant f o r C-C was greater 
by a fa c t o r of ~ XJ indicating the weakness of the C-S bond i n the r i n g . 
Estimates of the geometries f o r oxiirene and bridged f l u o r o - and 
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chloro-vinyl cations were obtained by comparison with corresponding 
11Q 120 92 optimised 7* and experimental 7 geometries from studies of bridged 
ethylenes. The f i n a l geometries are shown i n Table 3.1. 
The atomic charges from a Hulliken population analysis f o r the 
four bridged species together with those f o r the bridged v i n y l cation 
are shown i n Table 3-2. Considering f i r s t l y the ion, s i m i l a r charges 
with X = H+, F +, C l + of .53© are found on the v i n y l i c hydrogens which 
account f o r the formal positive charge. The carbon-bridging atom bond 
i s considerably polarized; f o r X = H+, C l + a positive charge of .33© 
on the bridging atom and f o r X = F a negative charge of -.26e i n 
accord w i t h electronegativity considerations. Similar comparisons can 
be made f o r oxiirene and t h i i r e n e where now formal charges of - .55© and 
-•51e reside on the heteroatom. Though the magnitude of the charge 
separation i s l i k e l y to be overestimated (as has already been commented 
upon) the trends are l i k e l y to be correctly reproduced. The 
population of the heteroatom shows an occupancy o f ~ 2 e . From the form 
of the molecular o r b i t a l s shown schematically i n Figure 3*2. the highest 
IT o r b i t a l i s antibonding w.r.t. the C-X systems. This i s a feature 
common to anti-aromatic systems to which formally a l l these systems 
(except X=H+) belong, v i s 4TT valence electron i n a 3 membered r i n g . A 
fu r t h e r prediction which might be made from a simple Huckel M.0. picture 
of bonding i n the species would be a low 1st I.F. (since f o r the normal 
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Huckel parameters the HOMO turns out to be approximately non-bonding ) . 
Hence f o r oxiirene (8.93eV) and t h i i r e n e (7»7oeV) these f i r s t i o n i s a t i o n 
potentials as estimated from Koopmans1 theorem are unusually low. These 
de s t a b i l i s i n g influences and the variations i n the serios can be 
interpreted by consideration of the valence pz o r b i t a l energies of X. 
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Tablo 3.1. 
Geometries f o r 0 
C-C CC-lrX OCCH 
H + 1.214 1.15 177° 
0 1.240 1.288 147.7° 
P+ 1.240 1.260 177° 
* 
s 1.320(1.290) 1.664(1.660) 156° 
C l + 1.240 1.680 177° 
Values i n parenthesis r e f e r to minimised geometry. 
Table 3.2. 
Orbital Energies and Populations i n 
x= H + 0 P + S C l + 
20.6(B^) 8.9(Bw) 19.5(Bn) 7.7(aO 18.3(BJO 
23.9(Ay) 13.5(Acr) 26.2(A«r) 11.8(Bc) 21.2(BO-) 
Orbital Energies. 
(eV) 
27.5(Ay) 14.7(B«T) 26.4(Btr) 13.0(A»-) 22.9(A«r) 
29.4(Ber) 16.4(BTT) 28.7 (Ac) 13.6(BTT) 23.2(B?r) 





















O.676 0.125 0.320 0.195 (0) 
Total Energies(au) -151.3476 -175.5636 -474.0960 -535.7049 
Atom Energies - 74.5774 - 98.5229 -397.3167 -458.8266 
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Figure 3.2 Highest 4 Occupied Orbitals i n Thiirene 
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Thus as t h i s energy decreases i n the order H( > ) P> CI and 0 > S, the 
bgir l e v e l i s destabilised as the repulsive i n t e r a c t i o n with the 
acetylene system increases. 
Studies of the in-plane bonding i n three raembered rings had notable 
122 
early contributions from Coulson and M o f f i t t , who proposed the 
12T 2 'bent-bond' model f o r cyclopropane and Walsh J who employed an sp 
hybridisation scheme f o r the same molecule. L a t t e r l y Kochanski and 
12ii 
Lehn have performed M. 0. calculations on a number of r i n g systems and 
proposed a p a r t i a l l y localised picture of the bonding. A study of some 
12*5 126 
heteroatomic three membered rings has also been undertaken by Clark •?t . . 
A more p r a c t i c a l approach i n t h i s study however i s to consider the 
interactions between the o r b i t a l s of the separated X and acetylene u n i t s 
with v a r i a t i o n i n X. The o r b i t a l i n t e r a c t i o n scheme f o r a t y p i c a l 
monoetomic X i s shown i n Figure 3«3» This scheme i s completely general. 
When X i s a t r a n s i t i o n metal (e.g. Pt) the approach i s very s i m i l a r to the 
descriptions employed i n metal-olefin complexes such as Zei3e's s a l t as 
12T 128 
f i r s t presented by Dewar and Chatt and IXancanson. ' 
The o r b i t a l energies of the highest occupied sigraa o r b i t a l s show 
s i g n i f i c a n t variations (Table 3*2.) The bgC o r b i t a l i s formed mainly from 
the py a.o. of the heteroatom which interacts with the ?r o r b i t a l of the 
x 
acetylene. As t h i s i n t e r a c t i o n increases with decreasing valence py 
o r b i t a l energy of X, the antibonding contribution of the Tr o r b i t a l 
reduces the C-C <r bond overlap i n the order H +> F +> C l + . Concurrent with 
t h i s w i l l be some strengthening of the acetylene heteroatom linkage. This 
bonding w i l l also be dependent on the overlap i n the a^<r o r b i t a l s involving 
the carbon and heteroatom valences and px o r b i t a l s . 
A p i c t o r i a l representation of the bonding i n the xy and xz planes 
78. 
i s gained from constructing t o t a l electron density maps as shown i n 
Figure 3.4. f o r t h i i r e n e . There i 3 high electron density outside the 
r i n g , consistent with previous analyses, with a low net bonding 
i n t e r a c t i o n of the ir electrons. 
Estimates of the s t a b i l i t i e s of the rings can be made by 
consideration of the reaction: 
| > + H+ — [ > + + X( 1D) 
where the sin g l e t state of the free atom X i s taken ( i f the t r i p l e t 
state i s required an extra s t a b i l i s a t i o n of k5»2, 59.7> 26.4, 33»3 
kcal.mole" 1 f o r X = 0, F +, S, C1 + respectively w i l l o c c u r 1 2 ^ ) . The 
energy changes given i n Table 3*3. indicate the marked lower s t a b i l i t y 
of t h i i r e n e and oxiirene due to the predicted IT-TT antiaromaticity of 
the r i n g system. For the former an estimate of t h i s has been made by 
performing a calculation where non-interaction of the carbon and sulphur 
pz i s imposed by symmetry blocking the Fock matrix and i t e r a t i n g to s e l f 
consistency. The difference i n energy between the two calculations 
gives an 'antiaromaticity* of 103 kcal.mole - 1. This i s seen to account 
f o r the majority of the dest a b i l i s a t i o n . 
For the halonium ions the order of s t a b i l i t y of the bridged ions i s 
predicted to be X o F +> H +> C l + with respect to the separate acetylene 
and cation. I t i s more useful however to compare the r e l a t i v e s t a b i l i t y 
of the heteroatom i n bridging and saturated environments. The energy 
change f o r the hypothetical reaction 
CH, + Y + > CH,Y + H+ (Y = F, C1) 
has been determined from thermochemical d a t a , 1 ^ ' 1 ^ 1 (at 0°K as reference 
l e v e l ) . This allows the energetics of the reaction, 
X+ + CH^  » CH^ X + [p>H+ 
to be studied. Again a marked lower s t a b i l i t y i n the r i n g i s observed, 
79. 
Figure p.fa Total Electron Density Map i n the two symmetry planes 
of ThiirenefContours 0.01,0.03.0.05.0.07.0.10,0.15.0.25). 
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the order of bridged s t a b i l i t i e s being X = H +> C1+> F +. Studies by 
120 
Clark and L i l l e y on the analogous saturated species generated 
s i m i l a r r e l a t i v e s t a b i l i t i e s as displayed i n Table 3.3. Though t h e i r 
o r i g i n a l comparisons were referenced to the s t a b i l i t y of the f3 
-substituted cation, employing therpi 0 chemical data v/ith t h e i r 
r e l a t i v e energies these have been referenced v i a the reaction 
[^>Y + + CH^  > CH3Y + £ > H + (Y = H, F, Cl) 
This allows an estimation of the energetics of the exchange reaction 
[ > H + + |>x " |>jf • S>H (X - P+, 0 i + ) 
to be calculated and hence the r e l a t i v e s t a b i l i t i e s of the bridged 
acetylene as measured by hydrogenation. The high exothermicity i s not 
unexpected and i s i n q u a l i t a t i v e agreement with the anticipated 7T-7r 
repulsions i n the r i n g . 
For the isoelectronic neutral species data may be obtained by 
absolute calculations f o r X = S from the thermodynamic cycle: 
1) D1 
C2H2 
S( 1D) C2H 
k 132 The energy D3 has been computed by Csizmadia et a l . ^ with a 
si m i l a r basis to be -66w2 kcal.mole" 1 and from Figure 3.1. D4-D2 ~13 
kcal.mole" 1. The exothermicity (£H) of 26.3 kcal.mole" 1 i s 
approximately 20 kcal.mole" 1 lower than f o r bridging C l + . 
An estimate f o r the analogous reaction with 0( D) can be made from 
thermochemical data. To r e t a i n the same le v e l of accuracy however, i t 
i s necessary to relate the experimental thermochemicalAH° ^9r,13"' ^ Q r 
the decomposition (-D3) to o(^P) (83.09 kcal.mole" 1) and S(^P) 
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Table 3.3. 
Energy Changes f o r Exchange Reactions. 
X E l E2 
H+ (o) (o) 
0(1D) -121.9 
P +( 1D) - 47.9 -44.6 
S( 1D) -116.2 
C1 +( 1D) - 54.0 -29.1 
E1 : > • H + 
E2 : 
C H 4 
E3 : > • CHjCH^ 
E4 : > • <\ 















0 * + X 
+ CB^ Y 
>* + CH2YCH2+ >* + CHjY 
>* + >» 
* Employing thermodynamic tables, see also te x t . 
** Employing thermodynamic tables. 
Table 3.4. 
Total Energies of some Thiirenes and t h e i r Decomposition Prortuots(au) 
Molecule Energy Molecule 
-474.0960 
> -476.5387 
C 2 H 2 - 76.7379 S(
1D) 
S0(1A) -472.0598 so 2 
f>S-H -474.2825(.4H8) # 
Energy Molecule Energy 
-551.1905 ^P S 0 2 -625.8816 
-397.3167 CH,(1A) - 38.8222 
-546.7849 C = S -435.1757 
Values i n parenthesis r e f e r to interpolated geometries. 
S-H 75 out of plane. 
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(58.O koal.mole" ) with the computed singlet reaction of Csizmadia. 
There are two main points of in t e r e s t which accrue from these 
re s u l t s . F i r s t l y the de s t a b i l i s a t i o n i s less f o r the larger second row 
elements where the valence o r b i t a l i s more di f f u s e . A s i m i l a r 
dependence on the charge of the heteroatom i s also observed. Secondly 
the unsaturated r i n g w i l l be destabilised by upwards of 1+0 kcal.mole~"\ 
due to the antiaromaticity, with respect to i t s saturated analogue.' 
This can . conceivably be removed by a reduction i n the 7j- it repulsion 
w i t h suitable substituents. This important ramification w i l l be 
pursued i n the next section. 
The major cause of any error i n these results w i l l be due to 
inaccurate geometries f o r the bridged acetylene species. Estimates of 
these are not l i k e l y to be i n error however by greater than .01 a.u. as 
indicated by the low force constant associated with the heteroatom i n 
th i i r e n e and opposing energy changes i n the 0=C and C-X bonds f o r 
displacement of X perpendicular to C-C. Subsequent analysis on t h i i r e n e 
and i t s S-oxides i n widely d i f f e r i n g geometries substantiated t h i s 
assumption. 
3 ) . S-substituted thiirenes. 
The studies of the three mambered rings have been extended by a 
consideration of some S-substituted t h i i r e n e s , the reason f o r t h i s being 
two f o l d . F i r s t l y , and continuing the above l i n e of approach, they 
represent molecules where the expansion of the valence sh e l l at the 
heteroatom might be expected to be of some importance i n a s i m i l a r manner 
to that found f o r t r a n s i t i o n metals. Secondly such r i n g systems are of 
current i n t e r e s t since although t h i i r e n e i t s e l f i s unknown, derivatives 
of t h i s 1-oxide and 1,1-dioxide have recently been synthesised. J J 
8 3 . 
A detailed consideration of the bonding pattern of these molecules at 
t h i s time i s thus p a r t i c u l a r l y apposite. Comparative studies have thus 
been performed on th i i r e n e and i t s derived S-protonated, 1-oxide and 
1,1-dioxide. 
Preliminary CNDO/2 studies showed from a consideration of PBO 
populations that i n progressing along the series t h i i r e n e , t h i i r e n e - 1 -
ozide, t h i i r e n e - 1 , 1-dioxide that the C-C bond should become 
progressively longer and the C-S progressively shorter. This w i l l be 
discussed, l a t e r . . For computational s i m p l i c i t y therefore a standard 
r i n g geometry f o r a l l three r i n g systems incorporating a s l i g h t l y 
longer C-C bond than previously derived f o r the parent r i n g system, 'was 
used. The geometries f o r the S-oxides were subsequently modified i n 
l i g h t of a crystallographic determination of the structure of i'-;. 
2jS-diphenyl t h i i r e n e - 1 , 1 - d i o x i d e . 1 ^ This was employed as the c y c l i c 
sulphone geometry, that f o r the sulphoxide being interpolated using 
CNDO PBO data. 
a) Relative S t a b i l i t i e s and Bonding. 
The t o t a l energies f o r the substituted thiirenes with some of 
t h e i r decomposition fragments are shown i n Table 3 *if* To make a 
r e a l i s t i c assessment of the r e l a t i v e s t a b i l i t i e s of the S-oxides two 
thermodynamic cycles were considered. F i r s t l y the singlet decomposition 
reaction 
X C2H2 + X ( s i n g l e t ) 
gave calculated energy changed of: 
X = S (+25.99). X = SO (-20.90), X - S0 2 (-69.55 Kcal.mole" 1) 
This i s not unexpected as i t represents the increased s t a b i l i t y of the 
S-oxide decomposition product. The r i n g s t a b i l i t y may i t s e l f be 
investigated by comparison with saturated non-cyclic S-oxides. 
84, 
Calculations were performed on dimethyl sulphide and the sulphone and 
sulphoxide employing experimentally determined geometries.92»137»"I38 
By evaluation of the energy change f o r the reaction 
f > + "x f > + > (X = SO, SO-) 
^ Mo Mo 4 1 
Me ^ Me 
— [f  + ; 
Me^ ^ Me' 
and thermodynamic data f o r the saturated molecules the r e l a t i v e 
s t a b i l i t i e s were calculated and are shown as i n Table 3 . 5 . 
Table 3 * 5 . 
Relative Heat of Formation of S-oxides (kcal.mole" 1 ) with standard/ 
experimental geometries and most stable conformer. 
s ( 0 ) ^ S ( 0 ) 
SO - 3 6 . 4 ^ S O - 2 6 . L 
S 0 2 - 6 2 . 3 S^S°2 " 7 8 , 5 
I n view of the fact that the c y c l i c sulphoxide i s s t a b i l i s e d 
w.r.t. the dimethyl analogue by 1 0 kcal.mole i t i s perhaps surprising 
that the sulphone i s destabilised by 1 6 kcal.mole" 1 . With allowances 
f o r the p a r t i a l geometry optimisation these differences i n energies are 
reduced to 5 kcal.mole - 1 and 5 kcal.mole" 1 respectively, s t i l l i n the 
same d i r e c t i o n . I t appears then that i f both r i n g systems e x h i b i t 
s i m i l a r r i n g s t r a i n and o- bonding properties then r e l a t i v e l y speaking 
the sulphoxide removes a considerably greater portion of the antiaromaticity. 
There i s some available thermochemical evidence to support t h i s r e s u l t ': 
135 
from studies by Carpino and co-workers. 
To shed fur t h e r l i g h t on t h i s most unusual r e s u l t the energy 
levels and charge d i s t r i b u t i o n s have been closely investigated. The 
in t e r p r e t a t i o n i s aided by considering the e f f e c t on the electronic 
85 
Figure 3 » 5 a . Orbital I n t e r a c t i o n of HOMO13 of Thiirene and Oxygen. 







Figure 3»5b . Relative Orbital Energies of C^H^,S,S0,S0q. 
n 
c=c s o s o . 
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structure caused by addition of one or two oxygen atoms at sulphur i n the 
geometry of the sulphoxide and sulphone. The o r b i t a l i n t e r a c t i o n 
diagram i s shown schematically i n Figure 3-5» Clearly the highest f i l l e d r r 
o r b i t a l of t h i i r e n e w i l l be markedly st a b i l i s e d upon i n t e r a c t i o n with 
the 0 „ o r b i t a l s . 
2px 
For the sulphoxide and sulphone there i s s t r i c t l y no <r-ft 
separability but the form of the o r b i t a l s indicates that t h i s i s a 
reasonable approximation. The i n t r a - r i n g TT-TT repulsions w i l l be 
reduced as indicated by the decreased S^pz populations(X = S ( 4 . 0 1 1 e ) , 
X = SO ( 3 . 0 6 9 e ) , X - S0 2 ( 2 . 6 8 9 e ) ), the former change i n population 
being considerably more drastic than the l a t t e r . Comparison wi t h t h e i r 
dimethyl analogues however shows t h i s i s not extraordinary!for 
Me2X, X = S ( 3 . 9 5 9 e ) , X = SO ( 3 . 0 8 3 e ) , X = S0 2 ( 2 . 7 2 2 e ) . The energy of 
t h i s c y c l i c n o r b i t a l i s however now lower than the highest occupied <r 
o r b i t a l i n the sulphone and sulphoxide as i s seen from Table 3»6 These 
species should thus exhibit a decreasing f a c i l i t y f o r one electron 
oxidation. 
Secondly,the r i n g structure w i l l be determined essentially by the 
ar bonding between the acetylene and heteroatom. This i n turn depends 
on the energies of the highest occupied symmetric and lowest unoccupied 
anti-symmetric er o r b i t a l s of the heteroatom. (The l a t t e r i s a 
consequence of the least-motion addition of singlet X to acetylene being 
symmetry-forbidden as i s consistent with the general analysis of 
cheletropic r e a c t i o n s ) . T h e energy of t h i s v i r t u a l o r b i t a l (which 
i s mainly due to ) w i l l be increased i n the order X - S < SO < SOg 
as an antibonding combination of ^ p y o r 1 : > i * a l s i s a^ded. Conversely the 
symmetric o r b i t a l w i l l f a l l i n energy. Though energies of v i r t u a l 
o r b i t a l s cannot readily be calculated estimates can be made from the 
8 7 . 
Pock matrix elements with the values adjusted from optical spectroscopy. 
The r e l a t i v e ordering-of the levels can then be reproduced and hence an 
o r b i t a l i n t e r a c t i o n diagram constructed s i m i l a r to Figure 3 » 5 a . 
The form of t h i s diagram-. (Figure 3 » 5 b ) i s now capable of 
explaining the considerable v a r i a t i o n i n calculated charge and bond 
overlap populations (Table 3 . 6 . ) . I n going to the sulphone there i s a 
substantially increased donation i n t o the Ti* o r b i t a l of the acetylene. 
This results i n a weaker C-C bond as indicated by the overlap. Consistent 
with t h i s approach i s an increased C-S bond overlap also i n the same order. 
This i s i n agreement with the recent crystallographic study of the 
substituted sulphone where the C-C and the C-S bonds are respectively 
longer and shorter than those calculated f o r t h i i r e n e . 
I f the t o t a l overlaps are s p l i t into.contributions from o r b i t a l s 
e ither symmetric or antisymmetric inaplane through sulphur and oxygen 
i t i s seen that though the antisymmetric molecular o r b i t a l s are 
responsible f o r the majority of the v a r i a t i o n i n overlap i n the C-C bond, 
the symmetric o r b i t a l s are s i g n i f i c a n t i n C-S overlap variations. 
Within t h i s analysis of the tr and rr contributions, t h i i r e n e and i t s 
dioxide show opposing effe c t s : antibonding rr overlap i n th i i r e n e i s 
reversed (X = S ( - . 0 6 9 e ) , X = S0 2 ( + . 0 3 6 e ) ) whereas the antibonding 
s i t u a t i o n increases i n the cr system (X = S ( - . 0 3 3 e ) , X = SO,, (-.082e)). 
The l a t t e r w i l l result from the lowering i n energy of the symmetric 
sulphur o r b i t a l s and hence an increased repulsive i n t e r a c t i o n with the 
occupied acetylene px + px o r b i t a l . For X = SO however the higher 3py 
o r b i t a l energy of the sulphur w i l l o f f s e t t h i s to some extent w i t h the 
results that the repulsive s i t u a t i o n w i l l be less than anticipated. 
Unfortunately the symmetry of the species does not allow separation of 
the tr and n components to substantiate t h i s , but q u a l i t a t i v e comparisons 
08. 
Table 3 . 6 . 
Orbital Energies of Thiirene :md Dimethyl S-Oxides. (eV). > |>so ^ > S 0 [>so 2 . ^ s o 
7.7(SA) 8.75(SA) 10.1(A) 9.45(A) 1 0 . 4(AS) 11.4(AS) 
11.8(AS) 11.35(33) 10.1(B) 10.5(B) 1 1 . 9 5(SA) 11.8(SA) 
13.0(SS) 13.65(AS) 11.6(A) 1 3 . 3 ( A ) 13.5(AA) 12.45(SS) 
13.6(SA) 15.25(SA) 15.6(A) 14.8(A) 13.5(SS) 12.7(AA) 
19.1(SS) 15.65(AS) 15.6(B) H.9(B) 13.5(AS) 15.3(SA) 
Experimental : 
> 1 4 2 SO 9 .01 , 10 .17 > • 
S 0 2 10.65(AS), 11.18(SA), 11.65(AA), 12.0(SS) 
Table 3 . 7 . 
Population Analysis of Thiirene and dimethyl S-Gxides(Standard Geometries) 
t > 5 ^ > 3 O 3 0 ^ > S 0 | > S 0 2 ^ > S 0 2 
Total S - 0 . 5 1 0 - 0 . 3 3 4 0 .120 0 .235 0 .457 0.601 
Charges £H O.255 0 .117 O.239 0 .200 0 .300 O.264 
0 - 0 . 5 9 8 - 0 . 6 3 2 - 0 . 5 2 9 - 0 . 5 6 4 
f (au) O.678 1.706 1.632 2 .109 2 .184 
Overlaps C-C C-S C-C C-S C-C C-S 
i n Thiirenes. 
tr . 4 9 4 - . 0 3 3 . 480 - . 0 1 0 
Symmetric . 7 2 3 - . 0 4 3 
(SS) + (SA) TT .261 - . O 6 9 . 2 2 5 - . 0 3 6 
Antisymmetric - . 2 4 1 . 1 5 0 - » 3 3 1 . 1 6 0 - . 3 9 9 .171 
(AS) + (AA) 
89. 
between o r b i t a l 3 show t h i s to be true. 
The CNDO/2 p a r t i t i o n bond overlaps from which the l a t e r ab i n i t i o 
geometries were calculated are essentially unchanged from these, as 
evident i n the sulphoxide where change of geometry does not a f f e c t these 
conclusions. Though the t o t a l energy f o r t h i s geometry was lower 
than that i n i t i a l l y assumed there was a negligible change i n energy 
employing the experimental geometry f o r the sulphone. Prom previous 
experience s i m i l a r basis sets underestimate the C=C separation by 
0.028. This i s l i k e l y to be the cause of the apparent d i s p a r i t y . 
I t i s pertinent to point out that such an analysis f o r the 
corresponding saturated series i s i n complete accord with these results. 
With the unsaturated molecules there i s a much greater v a r i a t i o n i n 
overlap between t h i i r e n e and i t s 1-oxide than with the dioxide. 
Replacement of acetylene by ethylene w i l l raise the o r b i t a l energies 
by~1.0eV wi t h a subsequent preference f o r overlap as indicated by 
Hoffmann.12*1 
b ) . Electronic Structure 
A comparison between the o r b i t a l s of the t h i i r e n e and dimethyl 
S-oxides raises a number of points of i n t e r e s t . F i r s t l y the AS o r b i t a l 
( f o r c l a s s i f i c a t i o n see Figure 3«2.) i 3 to lower energy f o r the dimethyl 
species. This o r b i t a l i s composed mainly from S-0 and the antisymmetric 
combination of the carbon o r b i t a l 3 : t h e i r repulsive i n t e r a c t i o n w i l l be 
greater i n the smaller angled CSC r i n g form. The highest occupied SA 
o r b i t a l , which is~1.6eV less stable i n t h i i r e n e than i n dimethyl 
sulphide is. of comparable energy i n the sulphones. The low value of 
t h i s o r b i t a l i n the sulphoxide r e f l e c t s the mixing-in of lower energy 
ringer molecular o r b i t a l s . A detailed analysis of the a.0. 
90. 
contributions i n corresponding o r b i t a l s displayed no great var i a t i o n s . 
Comparison of the t o t a l charges on each centre again indicates 1 the 
anomalous nature of the t h i i r e n e - 1 , 1-dioxide and dimethyl Gulphone. 
Whilst the charge increases i n the dimethyl species by «568e and 
.368e with addition of one and two oxygens the corresponding increases 
f o r the v i n y l species are .630e and .337e. This i s accompanied by a 
decrease i n the expected charge at carbon i n the cyc l i c sulphoxide. 
This r e f l e c t s the r e l a t i v e l y lower donation of charge to the S-0 sulphur 
due to i t s higher px o r b i t a l energy. Contributions to the t o t a l 
population from the symmetric <r o r b i t a l s support t h i s argument. The 
carbon populations f o r X = S (3.069e) X - SO (3.066e) and X » S 0 2 
(2.97e) display the decreased donation of charge to the sulphoxide sulphur 
( f o r X B SO a afr d i v i s i o n i s assumed at the carbon which should not 
greatly a f f e c t the argument). 
A useful i n t u i t i v e guide to the bonding i s often provided by the 
dipole moment. Experimentally determined values f o r the diphenyl 
thiirene-1,1-dioxide and dimethyl sulphone of 5»63D (soln. ) ^ ^ and 
k»k9 ( g a s ) ^ ^ respectively compare with that f o r dimethyl sulphoxide of 
3.S6V. 1 2 f 2 f The calculated values (Table 3»7. ) are i n agreement f o r the 
f i r s t two members of the dimethyl series with the experimental, the 
divergence f o r the sulphone suggesting a low experimental value. Of 
greater significance however i s the f a c t that the calculated dipole 
moments between the corresponding S-oxides are s i m i l a r . For the analogous 
carbonyl system conjugative s t a b i l i s a t i o n i s commonly invoked to account 
f o r the increased dipole i n diphenylcyclopropenone (5.14D)^^ over 
acetone (2.88D)^^ Thus these results indicate considerably l e s s , i f 
any, such i n t e r a c t i o n i n the c y c l i c S-oxides 
9 L 
I f ) . . E5CA Study of Some S-Oxideg. 
I t would be convenient i f theae calculations could be checked 
independently by an experimental technique to s i g n i f y the s i m i l a r 
charge d i s t r i b u t i o n s . For t h i s reason ESCA studies were performed on 
some substituted thiirene-1-oxides and 1,1-dioxide and dimethyl sulphone 
and sulphoxide. Liquid samples were expanded i n t o a reservoir shaft and 
diffused through a metrosil plug and condensed on gold as t h i n f i l m s . 
I t was convenient to mount the solids on scotch tape. Spectra were 
recorded on an AEI ES100 sDectrometer with MgKw.. _ as the X-ray course. 
For the t h i n f i l m samples energy referencing was accomplished by 
monitoring the Au 4f^y l e v e l at a binding energy of 8^.0 eV. For 
solids sample-Charging- was i n no case greater than 1 eV. Referencing 
was accomplished from the centroid of the Cls peak to 285.0 eV (BE). 
An i n t e r e s t i n g observation was that over a period of time the diphenyl 
t h i i r e n e 1-oxide peaks t o lower BE wesobserved appropriate to a C-S or 
&-S type environment though s u f f i c i e n t information was not available to 
produce any d e f i n i t e conclusion. There was also evidence f o r the 
formation of a lower BE peak i n dimethyl-1, 1-dioxide. For the Sgp 
levels spectra are shown i n Figure 3»6.a,b and the binding energies 
collected i n Table 3 .8 . As expected the S 0 peak s h i f t s to higher 
2 p 3 / 2 
BE i n going from the sulphoxide to sulphone. 
The binding energies may be discussed i n terms of the charge 
d i s t r i b u t i o n v i a the charge potential model i n which the binding energy 
i s related to the charge d i s t r i b u t i o n though equation 2.19. Since 
s i m i l a r absolute binding-energies f o r the S n l e v e l are observed f o r 
2 p 3 / 2 
both the substituted thiirene-1-oxide and dimetnyl sulphoxide i t can be 
infe r r e d that these related molecules possess a s i m i l a r charge 
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d i s t r i b u t i o n i n the v i c i n i t y of the sulphur atom. This conclusion 
also holds f o r the analogous dioxides and provides fu r t h e r i n d i c a t i o n 
that the charge d i s t r i b u t i o n i n the two S-oxide series are si m i l a r . 
Koopmans' theorem was also applied to determine the BE'3 and 
the theoretical s h i f t s . Though the calculated s h i f t s are 
overestimated there i s an almost l i n e a r relationship f o r the s h i f t s 
w i t h i n the same series. This overestimation though merely r e f l e c t s 
the neglect of the electronic relaxation energy i n the application of 
Koopmans' theorem as w i l l be discussed i n more d e t a i l i n the next 
chapter. 
5 ) . Contribution from 'd 1 type Orbitals i n the Bonding Scheme. 
No e x p l i c i t mention has been made above concerning p a r t i c i p a t i o n 
of d o r b i t a l s i n the bonding scheme. I t i s important that when 
discussing d o r b i t a l p a r t i c i p a t i o n i n the cy c l i c S-oxides a d i s t i n c t i o n 
be made betv/een that accepted to be observed i n a non-cyclic S-oxide 
and due to r i n g o-and TT bonding. There can be no argument of the 
former i n the S-oxides; the t o t a l d populations substantiate t h i s , 
but the l a t t e r ( r i n g contributions) are of some in t e r e s t and have been 
investigated. 
F i r s t l y i n the sigma Diane inclusion of d 2 2 and d o r b i t a l s 
x -y xy 
w i l l aid i n formation of hybrids i n the small angled rings. This i s 
indicated by the s l i g h t l y larger d populations of the r i n g sulphur 
(Table 3»9»)« Secondly i n the rr system there i s a considerable increase 
i n the S d of ~ ,11e i n the cy c l i c sulphone. This i s a combination xz " 1 
of charge polarization and conjugation between the cr oxygen and 
carbonnelectrons which i s aided by the symmetry of t h i s o r b i t a l as i s 
shown below. There i s no appreciable change i n the dyz population. 
Table 3 . 8 . 95 . 
ESC A Results f o r Thiirene and Dimethyl S-Oxides.(eV). 
[£>S ^ > S .Ph[[>SO ^>S0 Ph[J>S02 ^ > S 0 2 
E r p ' S 2 p 3 / 2 1 6 5 , 9 1 6 5 , 6 1 6 7 , 8 1 6 7 , 7 
Koopmans' 180.28 180 .05 184 .15 183.67 187.48 187.07 
Table 3.9. 
D Orbital Populations, (e) 
E> [i>Q5 0 ^ 2 
d 
xy 
.077 . 1 0 2 . 3 1 4 . 3 1 4 
d 
xz 
. 0 4 3 . 007 . 295 . 1 8 2 
d 
yz 
. 0 . 0 0 4 .241 . 2 4 6 
d 2 2 
x -y .011 f . 0 1 5 .260 . 0 7 2 
d 2 z - . 0 1 8 . 0 2 2 .228 . 364 
. 130 . 1 4 0 . 8 0 2 . 7 5 0 
Edir . 0 4 3 .011 .536 .428 
Table 3 . 1 1 . 
Fourier Analysis of Inversion Barriers i n some Thiirenest 
AE •= Aces (1-20) + Bcos(l -4f l ) (kcal.mole - 1) 
|>S-H | > S - p [ > 3 - 0 
A 42.1 3 4 . 5 5 2 . 7 
B 10.0 7 .5 26 .4 
0 . 
mm 




I t can be seen then that the major ro l e of the d o r b i t a l s i n these 
species i s involved with the S-0 drr -p?> bonding and t h i s accounts f o r 
the majority of the d bonding i n each series of S-oxides. Their 
inclusion i n the basis has the e f f e c t however of a lowering i n the 
sulphur o r b i t a l energies which w i l l increase the symmetric 
inte r a c t i o n s . On t h i s basis d o r b i t a l p a r t i c i p a t i o n i n these rings 
i s of secondary importance. 
6). Conformational Studies. 
The out-of- plane angle i n the sulphoxide was assumed to be 60°, 
the approximate angle i n the majority of s i m i l a r molecules. This arises 
from a consideration of the valency of the sulphur with i t s preferred 
tetrahedral configuration. There w i l l also be an additional 
d e s t a b i l i s a t i o n of any planar structure through the r e s u l t i n g 
antiaromaticity i n the r i n g . To investigate t h i s f u r t h e r the out-of-
plane angle has been varied f o r the c y c l i c sulphoxide and the energy 
computed f o r the various conformations. Similar calculations were 
performed on the S-protonated species. For completeness both sets were 
performed with the optional exclusion of d o r b i t a l s on the heteroatom. 
The resuBs from Figures 3»7a,c give large barriers to inversion, 
83 and 65 kcal.mole"^ f o r the protonated t h i i r e n e and 117-5 
105 kcal.mole - 1 f o r the sulphoxide, the barriers being calculated 
Inversion Barriers i n Thiirenes. Figure 5*7 
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respectively with and without d o r b i t a l o included i n the basis. There 
are several ways i n which t h i s b a r r i e r can be viewed. A commonly 
employed technique i s the decomposition of the t o t a l energy i n t o 
a t t r a c t i v e and repulsive ( V ^ ) elements. 1^ The t o t a l energy 
may then be w r i t t e n as 
E * VATT + VREL 
VATT ' Vnn + Vne + T 
V - V 
SEP ee 
with the nomenclature of the f i r s t chapter. 
With the la r g e r basis the barriers were found to be a t t r a c t i v e 
i n both cases (Table 3 . 10 ) . I t i s of in t e r e s t then that the computed 
antiaromaticity of protonated t h i i r e n e , calculated by localising the 
valence sulphur electron pair i s 86.3 kcal.mole" 1, comparable to the 
inversion b a r r i e r . An alternative view of t h i s s i t u a t i o n can be taken 
by considering e- and V protonation at sulphur. The highest a^c 
o r b i t a l has a substantial contribution from S, and t h i s o r b i t a l i s 
3?x 
considerably reduced i n energy upon protonation. I n the Tr protonated 
conformer the highest IT o r b i t a l i s lowered i n energy as the symmetry 
allows reduction of the C-S fr-f repulsion. Farther the v a r i a t i o n i n 
energy of t h i s V o r b i t a l q u a l i t a t i v e l y mirrors the t o t a l energy change 
on inversion. This though does not necessarily imply any special 
effe c t a t t r i b u t a b l e to the r i n g as w i l l be discussed below. 
Closer analysis shows a s i g n i f i c a n t lowering i n energy of the 
highest bgO" o r b i t a l i n going to the 7T protonated conformer. From the 
previous r a t i o n a l i s a t i o n of the bonding t h i s should be reflected i n an 
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t o t a l change i n the C-C overlap being due almost e n t i r e l y to these b 
o r b i t a l s . Thus i n going to the planar form the increased electron 
density on the sulphur raises the o r b i t a l energy, which i s then 
_* 
capable of increased donation to the p j i o r b i t a l of acetylene. The 
change i n bonding i n t h i s C-C u n i t w i l l thus account f o r the larger 
a t t r a c t i v e b a r r i e r . This behaviour and the high barriers f o r 
inversion w i l l be expected to be quite general f o r a l l small rings, 
the main fa c t o r a f f e c t i n g the b a r r i e r being the energy of the ' s j p y 
o r b i t a l * i n the bridging u n i t . Thus i n the sulphone the inherently 
higher o r b i t a l energy w i l l be expected to show a greater v a r i a t i o n i n 
overlap and a higher b a r r i e r i s observed. 
A dramatic i l l u s t r a t i o n of t h i s i s that as the b a r r i e r i s 
controlled by the potential at the sulphur, the motion of a u n i t charge 
should be e f f e c t i v e i n simulating the protonated t h i i r e n e b a r r i e r . 
Computations of the t o t a l energy with the r i n g i n the same geometry 
were thus employed with the basis functions of the hydrogen deleted. 
Tne computed b a r r i e r i s shown i n Figure 3»7b. The b a r r i e r height of 
68 kcal mole"^ i s i n excellent agreement with the true calculated 
baxrier. ( I n small r i n g systems t h i s method should then be most 
eff e c t i v e i n estimating the ba r r i e r to inversion and hence give 
information concerning the interactions involving the bridging atom. 
No two-electron integrals need be recalculated and s t a r t i n g vectors 
from previous converged runs may be employed to accelerate convergence). 
A f i n a l analysis was performed by expressing the barriers as a 
truncated f o u r i e r series. With symmetry about & = 0 i n the studied 
range - 9 0 ° < O < 90° the b a r r i e r may be expressed as (Table 3«11») 
V(6) •= A(1-cos2fl) + B(l-cosi»d) 
The A term with maxima and minima at 6 = 0 and ^ = 9O 0 respectively 
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w i l l represent the tendency f o r c/TT protonation, the B term f o r a hybrid 
(e.g.p;.; + p Z )as opposed to a tr i g o n a l sp c o n f i guration. As a check 
d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g t h i s equation f o r minimum & gives 
The results are g r a t i f y i n g l y i n accord with expectation. The 
larger A value r e f l e c t s the greater d i f f e r e n t i a l a/ft- interactions of 
the SO group as already discussed and s i m i l a r l y i t s larger B term the 
tendency f o r hybrid formation. Prom such a l i m i t e d expansion i t i s not 
surprising that @ ^  i s i n error f o r the protonated forms. Q u a l i t a t i v e l y 
however the results are i n good agreement though the accuracy f o r the 
sulphoxide i s f o r t u i t o u s . 
7 ) . Thermodynamic Cycles. 
Kuch mention has been made of the s t a b i l i t y of these bridged 
structures. Mainly these have been subjective analyses with comparisons 
between d i f f e r e n t molecules. The theory does not allow accurate absolute 
determinations of the heat of atomisation, and hence that involved i n 
dissociative reactions since correlation energy considerations are of 
importance. I t i s however s t i l l of some importance to calculate these 
quantities to shed l i g h t on t h e i r possible thermodynamic s t a b i l i t i e s and 
r e l a t i v e energies. Experimental geometries were employed where available 
w i t h additional data being derived from CNDO/2 studies.. Geometries f o r 
some of the larger molecules are given i n the appendix. The reactions 
themselves f a l l conveniently i n t o 5 classes an^ are discussed below. 
a). Chelotronjc .Reactions. 
The energies f o r the reaction 
11 JUN1974 
S E C T I O N 
X(Singlet). 
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Table 3 .12. 
* 
Chelotror'ic Reactions. 
^>X • C2K2 + X(singlet) kcal.mole - 1 
X E X E X E 
H + 157.1 0 35.3 F + 109.2 
c i + 103.1 s 41.0 so - 5.2 
S0 2 - 54.5 SH + (0°) - 0.8 SH + (75°) 84.1 
_1 
















Table 3 .13. 
Estimated Heats of Reaction. 
H - C = CH(SH) 
H - C «= CH(SH) 
> 
CH2 + CS + H* 
S + 
S + 





CS + CH2 76.6 
cs + CH2 + 0 134.4 
30 + CH2 + H : 
CS + CH2 + 2 0 177.7 
23.4 
r > s o 27.8 
j > s o 2 35-0 
S = C = CH, - 33.7 
- 5 9 . 5(planar) 
2 5 - 4 ( 7 5 ° ) 
278.5 
117 .0(planar) 
2 0 1 . 9 ( 7 5 ° ) 
- 24.7 
-1 * Including 15 kcal.mole r i n g correction. 
1 
have been mentioned i n d e t a i l above but f o r completion are grouped 
together i n Table 3»12 . A correction f a c t o r of 15 kcal.mole - 1 has been 
applied to account f o r the r e l a t i v e deficiency of the basis f o r the 
cy c l i c as compared with the non-cyclic reaction products. For the 
deprotonation reaction (X = H +) the calculated value (157*1 Kcal.mole -^) 
i s some 10 kcal.mole"^ higher than that, obtained from thermodynamic data 
and figure 3«1» ( Kcal.mole""1) but i n reasonable agreement i n view 
of the considerations mentioned above. I t i s also of some i n t e r e s t that 
f o r X = SH+ i n i t s stable conformer the bridged structure i s quite stable 
and shows no tendency to decompose i n t h i s manner. This i s reasonable 
from the above discussion of the out-of-plane s t a b i l i s a t i o n of t h i s 
molecule. 
b). C-H Bending. 
Though not s t r i c t l y c l a s s i f i e d as a reaction the angular s t r a i n i n 
the C-H u n i t varies quite considerably with the bridging group from 
Table 3.13-
This serves as a hypothetical point on the chelotropic potential 
energy surface. The ba r r i e r f o r t h i s process should as a f i r s t 
approximation correlate with the 'S, * o r b i t a l energy assuming a twisted 
3px 
leaving group X f o r convenience and i s i n q u a l i t a t i v e accord w i t h these 
r e s u l t s . 
c ) . King Opening. 
Three r i n g opening processes have been considered. With the 
standard basis the open v i n y l cation i s favoured by 21.6 k c a l . , reduced 
to 5 kcal fmole~^ however by a better bonding description of the r i n g . 
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Assuming a si m i l a r contribution to the bonding i n the other ring3, the 
conversion of th i i r e n e to thiaketene i s predicted to be exothermic by 
no more than 33 kcal.mole - 1. This s t i l l represents a r i n g d e s t a b i l i s a t i o n 
of ^30 kcals with respect to the bridged-prctonated acetylene. 
Protonation at sulphur with a consequent out-of-plane bending produces a 
bridged structure which i s now to lower energy however by 25 kcals than 
the ^3-thionyl cation. (A calculation of t h i s process i n the l i t e r a t u r e 
which gave results at variance to these has been checked and the author 
has since kindly informed that there was an unfortunate error i n h i s 
1 L.7 
work). This i s consistent with results from studies on the 
substituted fluoro-and chloroethyl cations. Indeed i f the r i n g opening 
reaction of the bridged protonated acetylene i s assumed to be 
~6 kcals.mole' 1 more exothermic than the analogous ethylene reaction and 
the isoelectronic C l + and SH+ exhibit a s i m i l a r exothermicity again f o r 
the analogous reaction i n the ethylene system (15-81 kcal.mole - 1 ) 1 ^ 
then the r i n g opening of the protonated t h i i r e n e i s anticipated to be 
endothermic by -22 kcals. i n close agreement with the calculated. This 
again emphasizes the conventional behaviour of the small ringed 
protonated t h i i r e n e . 
d). Decomposition. 
Some feasible decomposition reactions are also shown i n Table 3*13* 
These energy changes w i l l be subject to considerable error i n certain of 
the equations since the corr e l a t i o n energy of the products w i l l often be 
considerably d i f f e r e n t from the reactants. This w i l l be supplemented by 
the underestimation of the energy of the r i n g system. I t i s notable that 
the majority of the fragmentation reactions considered are highly 
endothermic. This i s mainly a t t r i b u t a b l e to the reactions considered 
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including the singlet states only of the products, which l i e several 
tens of ktfals.mole -^ above the t r i p l e t electronic states. 
e). Disproportionation. 
The energetics f o r the isodesmic reaction 
should be well described with the H.F. formalism. The energy change 
has been computed f o r t h i s reaction f o r both the thi i r e n e and dimethyl 
series. The exothermicity calculated f o r the l a t t e r (-24.7 kcal.mole -^) 
i s i n excellent agreement with that calculated from t h e i r heats of 
formation ( -25.5 kcal.mole -^) giving some foundation f o r the 
qu a l i t a t i v e energy changes calculated with t h i s basis. For the r i n g 
forms the reaction i s now calculated to be endothenoic by 10 kcal.mole - 1 
using the p a r t i a l l y optimised geometries, r e f l e c t i n g the r e l a t i v e 
decreased s t a b i l i t y of t h i i r e n e . 
8 ) . Studies of some Thiophenes. 
Though not s t r i c t l y w i t h i n the l i m i t s defined f o r t h i s chapter the 
thiophews make an in t e r e s t i n g study i n comparison with the thiirene. as 
aromatic and antiaromatic systems respectively. Calculations at the 
CNDO le v e l provided much background data f o r the above analyses and was 
found to be q u a l i t a t i v e l y accurate i n many cases. Notably the b a r r i e r to 
inversion of the S-protonated t h i i r e n e was quite accurately reproduced 
and the charge d i s t r i b u t i o n s were found to be i n good q u a l i t a t i v e 
agreement wi t h the non-empirical results and gave reasonable estimates 
of s h i f t i n the core levels f o r the ESCA data. Two notable f a i l u r e s were 
that i n the planar S-protonated geometry the basis with d o r b i t a l s 
converged to the wrong state and the b a r r i e r i n the sulphoxide was 
greatly underestimated. With t h i s i n mind calculations at the same l e v e l 
2 • SO S + SO 
Fiftixe 3 » 8 . 
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of accuracy were performed on thiophene and i t s S protonated and 1-and 
1,1-dioxides. A standard geometry was taken f o r the r i n g derived from 
thiophene and d o r b i t a l s were optionally removed from the basis, 
convergence to the correct state being checked closely i n each 
calculation. The barriers f o r the S-protonated thiophene were 
computed to be 37*7 kcal.mole -* and 27.4 kcal.mole -* with and without 
d o r b i t a l s respectively. The out-of-plane angle ( 9 0 ° ) was much larger 
than has been reported from non-empirical studies ( ^ 7 0 ° ) . * ^ For the 
sulphoxide the b a r r i e r with d c r b i t a l s of 24.5 kcal.mole -* i s quite 
reasonable. 1^ the out-of-plane angle being ~ 5 5 ° » 
The series thiophene, thiophene-1-oxide and i t s - 1 , 1-dioxide can 
be treated i n a s i m i l a r manner as the analogous thiienes. I n figure 
3 .8 . the v a r i a t i o n i n the higher o r b i t a l i s shown schematically. Whilst 
the agM level remains approximately constant the b^ 77 i s lowered i n energy 
upon i n t e r a c t i o n with the oxygen 2p o r b i t a l s , with enhancement from the 
large contribution from S, o r b i t a l . This increases the l o c a l i s a t i o n 
3pz 
i n the r i n g as i s seen from measurements of the p a r t i t i o n bond overlap 
where the values f o r butadiene are included f o r completeness. This i s i n 
accord with the chemical properties of these molecules, viz the increased 
diene character. 
Two main conclusions can be drawn from these results i n comparison 
wit h those f o r the analogous t h i i r e n e series. 
a). Whereas introduction of oxygen at sulphur s t a b i l i s e s the 
thiirene3 by reducing the X-fr repulsions (antiaromaticity) and lowering 
the s u s c e p t i b i l i t y to one electron oxidation the r e a c t i v i t y i s increased 
i n the thiophene series as the diene nature i s increased and the 
aromaticity reduced. 
b) There i s a natural tendency then to r a t i o n a l i s e the large 
difference i n the magnitude and d i r e c t i o n of the barriers i n the 
t h i i r e n e and thiophenes i n terms of these two factors. Though 
s u p e r f i c i a l l y t h i s i s correct i t i s important to recognise the 
contribution from the C-C bonding i n the thiirenes i s of comparable 
importance. 
CHAPTER IV. 
Studies of some Group V Heterocycles 
derived from Pyridine. 
109. 
Introduction 
The modification of the electronic structure and r e a c t i v i t y 
consequent on replacing a CH group by N i n going from benzene to 
pyridine (I) i s of considerable i n t e r e s t . Further, the recent 
synthesis of the corresponding phosphorus ( I I ) and arsenic ( i l l ) 
analoges of pyridine 1"' 0 has raised additional points of i n t e r e s t , 
more p a r t i c u l a r l y concerning the v a r i a t i o n i n energies of the outer 
valence lev e l s . I n t h i s chapter these somewhat larger 7T systems have 
been examined with consideration to both the above mentioned points. 
The geometries employed i n the calculation are shown i n f i g . 4 . 1 . and 
151 
are derived from experimental data f o r pyridine J and 2 ,6-dimethyl-4-
152 
phenyl phosphabenzene . The r i n g geometry f o r the l a t t e r d i f f e r s 
insignificantly from that recently determined f o r phosnhabenzene by 
153 
microwave spectroscopy For arsabenzene a bond order-bond length 
relationship together with standard tables of bond lengths was used to 
estimate the carbon-arsenic bond length, the carbon hydrogen skeleton 
being derived from that f o r phosphabenzene. For comparative studies of the 
three r i n g systems STO 3C basis sets were employed, augmented by 3d 
( f o r P ) and 4d ( f o r As) functions f o r I I and I I I respectively. 
Standard exponents were taken f o r carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus atoms 
154 
appropriate to a molecular environment together with an optimised 
27 
value f o r hydrogen derived from studies of benzene ( /=» 1.21) For 
arsenic, best atom exponents were employed. The valence d functions 
155 
were chosen employing Burns' rules J J and gave values f o r phosphorus 
1 =1.4 and arsenic J= 0 .95. A more f l e x i b l e STO 3-310 was also 
employed f o r the ground states of I and I I , but was not economically 
or computationally feasible f o r I I I or the more detailed studies of the 
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programs on both the ICL 1906a and IBM 370/195 computers. 
1). Ground State Properties. 
a) Pyridine. 
The minimal basis set calculation ( t o t a l energy - 2Z+3.591 au.) 
and the extended basis set calculation ( t o t a l energy - 243.819 au.) 
give energies considerably higher than those reported i n the 
l i t e r a t u r e due t o Clementi 1^, Petke 1-^ and Roos and co-workers 1^. 
This i s due to the l i m i t e d gaussian expansion of Slater o r b i t a l s 
inadequately describing the cusp regions of the is type core o r b i t a l s . 
F i r s t order energy considerations though w i l l not be of importance i n 
t h i s section. For the valence electron d i s t r i b u t i o n , the basis sets 
used here should be comparable to those of Clementi's and Roos's 
respectively. 
As a rough guide to the overall electron d i s t r i b u t i o n i n I , I I 
and I I I , Table 4.1. shows the results of Mulliken population analysis 
f o r the comparable STO 3G basis sets. . For pyridine i t i s clear that 
the nitrogen i s an overall electron acceptor f o r both 0" and rr systems. 
For the <y system t h i s arises pr edominantly from electron migration 
from the adjacent (ortho) CH groups w h i l s t the bui l d up of rr density 
at nitrogen i s accompanied by a decrease at the Cy (para) and (ortho) 
carbon atoms. I t i s notable that the decrease i n rr density at Cj i s 
more than double that at C w and t h i s may be at t r i b u t e d to the larger 
density at the former. 
The populations f o r the hydrogens are essentially the same. I t 
may naively be argued therefore that (ex. ) substituents should produce a 
substantial perturbation to the crsystem whilst substituents at the 8 
positions should influence the TT system rather more. This receives 
112. 
Table 4 .1 . Kulliken Population Analysis of I , I I , I I I . 
I I I I I I 
X 6.97 11.788 23.735 
(=N,P,As) 1.055 3.034 9.459 
7.252 14.822 33.195 
d. Population - .350 10.306 
C 4.943 5.106 5.189 
.990 1.015 .870 
5.933 6.130 6.061 
c 5.042 5.077 5.067 
1.001 .929 .922 
6.043 6.006 5.989 
c 5.059 4.999 5.058 
.963 I .O58 .952 
6.022 6.057 6.OO9 
H1 .954 .974 .928 
H2 • 955 .966 .945 
H3 .955 .970 .946 
overlap densities 
x-c .257 . .282 .316 
c -c .254 .241 .227 
c - c .254 .249 .240 
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some support from recent low energy photoelectron studies of chloro " 
and f l u o r o 1 ^ substi tuted pyridines but f u r t h e r discussion of the 
o r b i t a l energies w i l l be deferred t i l l l a t e r . 
To re in fo rce an e a r l i e r comment concerning the delocalised nature 
o f the na tura l o r b i t a l s a density contour p l o t f o r the ' lone p a i r ' 
o r b i t a l i s shown i n Figure Z+.2. This c l ea r ly indicates that although 
there i s a considerable degree of l o c a l i s a t i o n of the ' lone p a i r ' there 
are s i g n i f i c a n t contr ibut ions from other atoms. 
b).Phosphabenzene and Arsabenzene. 
The calculat ions on I I were performed using three d i f f e r e n t basis 
sets and the resu l t s are shown i n Table 4 .2 . There are several features 
of in te res t . F i r s t l y , addi t ion of the 3d funct ions on the heteroatom 
(basis set 2) lowers the energy by a r e l a t i v e l y small amount 
( 0.07 au i n 326 au. ) , especial ly when compared wi th the f u r t h e r 
lowering i n energy of ^ 0.03 auupon addi t ion of the s(d) f u n c t i o n . 
This suggests that these funct ions merely serve to increase v a r i a t i o n a l 
freedom of the basis set . That these d o r b i t a l s are mainly ac t ing as 
po l a r i z a t i on funct ions f o r the valence sp basis set i s c l ea r ly 
demonstrated by an analysis of the electron d i s t r i b u t i o n on phosphorus. 
The d o r b i t a l population on phosphorus f o r basis set 3 (Table 4 . 2 . ) 
( • 5 ° 7 e ) contrasts w i th the increased t o t a l population compared w i t h basis 
set 1 (Table 4*2.) (.25te). S imilar considerations are expected to apply 
to I I I . These f ind ings are contrary to those of Schweig and c o - w o r k e r s ^ 
though the semi-empirical CNDO/2 ca lculat ions are now known to 
overestimate the con t r ibu t ion of d o r b i t a l s at t h i s l eve l of approximation. 
The resu l t s of the population analysis f o r I , I I and I I I (Table 4 . 1 . ) 
show a decreasing c electron density at the heteratom i n the order 
114. 
F igure 4 .2 
Density p lot of the a 0 'lone p a i r ' o r b i t a l of pyridine i n the molecule 
Contours are '001, '005, » 0 i ; '03, *06 t •10 plane. 15 a.u 
< 2 > O 
o 
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I > I I >III," thus f o r pyr idine the overa l l N c charge i s negative 
w h i l s t f o r phoaphabenzene and arsabenzene the heteroatoms are now 
overa l l or- e lect ron donors to the adjacent CH groups. Quant i ta t ive ly 
i t can be seen that the changes i n population i n going from I to I I are 
greater than f o r I I to I I I . This i s reasonable i n the l i g h t of simple 
162 
e l e c t r o n e g a t i v i t y considerations ( N 3 .04, P 2 .19, As 2.18) . 
The valence rr e lectron densit ies at the heteroatom f o l l o w the 
unexpected order As>N>P . This i s probably an a r t i f a c t of the 
Mul l iken analysis . The r a d i a l maxima f o r the relevant valence o r b i t a l s 
are f o r I , I I and I I I ( e .g . f o r 2s , 3s and ks 1.10, 1.70 and 1.78 au 
respect ively f o r N, P, As ) This increase of size has two probable 
consequences concerning the analysis. F i r s t l y , there w i l l be increasingly 
a r b i t r a r y d i v i s i o n of overlap densi t ies between the atoms w i t h increasing 
' s i z e 1 d i f f e r e n t i a l between the o r b i t a l involved, Secondly, and probably 
of more importance, as the loca t ion of the r a d i a l maxima moves f u r t h e r 
away from the nucleus the concept o f apport ioning charges to atoms i n a 
molecule becomes more tenuous i n absolute terms. For t h i s reason more 
rel iance was placed here on r e l a t i v e populations w i t h i n each molecule 
rather than between s i m i l a r s i tes i n d i f f e r e n t molecules. 
With the above consideration i t i s probably quite s i g n i f i c a n t that 
the e lec t ron populations on carbon i n I I and I I I f o l l ow the order 
Cja(meta) < C^(para) <Cpc(ortho) which i s the exact opposite of that 
calculated f o r I . The . f> electrons themselves exhib i t a s i m i l a r though 
somewhat less precise order. A clearer i n d i c a t i o n i s given by the rr 
overlap populat ion. The increased bond l o c a l i s a t i o n i n the series I t o 
I I I i s c l e a r l y evident . For example, the C^-Ca bond overlap decreases 
1.16 
Table 4.2. Energies and d Populations f o r IEand I I I . 
Basis Set ( l ) (2) (3) (4) 
Minimal +5D +6D ST03-31G + 6D 
Total Energy I I ( a . u . ) -526.5450 -526.6154 -526.645O -526.9732 
Total Energy I I l ( a . u . ) -2401.7099 
Total Popn. at P i n I I 14.590 14.822 14.841 
d Popn. at P i n I I - 0.350 O.567 
Table 4.3» Valence Orbi ta l Energies and Ion iza t ion Potent ials f o r 
the Highest I lolecular Orb i ta l of each Symmetry of 1,11,111. 
E l . reorg I 5 1 H I 
I 
Orb, j r Exp. G_ Hole Exp, g Hole Exp, e 
a 2 1.58 0.04 9.8 8.15(9.09) 7.52 9.8 7.89(8.21) 8.57 9.6 8.66 
b 1 1.28 O.39 10.5 8.69(9.80) 7.98 9.2 6.41(9.20) 7.74 8.8 7.41 
a,, 1.21 O.75 9.7 9.09(10.40) 6.58 10.0 8.37(9.79) - 9.9 8.78 
b 2 1.02 O.35 12.5 12.54(13.53) 12.09 10.84(12.35) 12.0 11.0 11.21 
£ % Koopmans1 Values 
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w i t h respect to the Cj?- and (^-heteroatpm. bond overlap i n the ser ies . 
Though the chemistry of I I and I I I are s t i l l r e l a t i v e l y unexplored 
experimental evidence indicates an increase i n the diene - l i k e 
character i n the same order ( I < I I < I I l ) ^ ^ . 
The computed dipole moments f o r I and I I w i t h the s p l i t basis sets 
are 2.14D and 1 . 7 5 D respect ively . These are i n excellent agreement 
w i t h the experimentally .determined values of 2 . 2 D 1 ^ and 1 . 5 5 D 1 ^ both 
i n magnitude and d i r e c t i o n . The single zeta basis though gave less 
sa t i s f ac to ry values of 2;0D f o r I , O.54D f o r I I and 3.18D f o r I I I , the 
l a t t e r value again being an a r t i f a c t of the basis wi th regard to arsenic. 
The computed decrease i n the s:p r a t i o i n the lone p a i r o r b i t a l 
not only a f f e c t s the dipole but w i l l also have a profound e f f e c t on the 
b a s i c i t y . The point charge model was thus employed ( inc lud ing e lec t ronic 
re laxa t ion) to shed f u r t h e r l i g h t on t h i s f i e l d . Two react ion paths 
were taken i n which a u n i t pos i t ive charge, s imulat ing the proton, 
approached the heteroatom, e i the r i n the emplane along the Cg axis 
or along the p g axis of the heteroatom. The v a r i a t i o n i n energies f o r 
these two approaches are shown i n Figure if . 3 . 
There are two main fac tors a f f e c t i n g the energy p r o f i l e . F i r s t l y , 
i n the plane the approach of the u n i t charge i s 'steeper' i n I due t o 
the less polar izable 'harder ' lone pa i r of n i t rogen compared w i t h I I . 
At shorter distances a greater r e l a t i v e i n t e r a c t i o n occurs at N: thus 
protonat ion i n the cr plane i s more favourable f o r I . Secondly, the 
smaller loss of aromatici ty and the p o l a r i z a b i l i t y of the p o r b i t a l 
z 
renders I I more favourable to n attack than I . 
From the pos i t i on of the energy minima an estimate can be made o f 
the r e l a t i v e aromatic i ty of I I . This should be related to the d i f fe rence 
Figure 4»3 Approach of Point Charge to Heteroatom i n 
Pyridene and Phosnhabenzene. 
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i n energy between the minima foro-andir protonat ion. The value f o r 
I (~85 Koal mole" 1 ) i s considerably reduced i n I I (~25 Kcal mole" 1 ) and 
i s hence ant icipated to be less than f o r I I I , 
c ) . E l ec t roph i l i c Attack. 
The point charge model was employed to simulate the approach of an 
e lec t rophi le (H*). to the three t r i g o n a l carbon s i tes i n pyr id ine . The 
r e su l t of t h i s addi t ion was anticipated to lead to a s t ructure related 
to the 'Wheland I n t e r m e d i a t e ' 1 ^ . A hypothet ical react ion path f o r t h i s 
formation i s the approach of the u n i t charge along the 'Wheland ax i s ' o f 
one of the C-H bonds wi th the out-of-plane bending of the other hydrogen. 
O 
At long range t h i s out-of-plane bending i s expected to be smal l . Points 
on the react ion surface f o r approach of the point charge to the u,^ 
and 2f carbons of planar pyridine were thus computed and the energy 
p r o f i l e s are shown i n Figure 4.4. There i s a s l i g h t a c t i va t i on energy o f 
the order of 1.2 Kcals at large in ternuclear separation. The energy drops 
qui te r ap id ly as shorter range in terac t ions become dominant and the order 
of >j9>$ i s i n fe r r ed from the minima. At these distances however (-"1.4A) 
the model w i l l not be v a l i d as both out-of-plane bending and the 
con t r ibu t ion from the point charge Ms ao' w i l l not be i n s i g n i f i c a n t . 
I n the c lass ica l model of protonation the pos i t ive charge i s assumed 
to be delocalised over the ortho and para r i n g posi t ions as indicated below. 
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The movement of charge i n the substrate w i t h a point charge carbon 
separation of 2 .0^ was taken to invest igate t h i s electron 
rearrangement;. Though t h i s w i l l be somewhat d e f i c i e n t i n 
representing the Wheland s tructure i t should give an i nd i ca t i on of the 
type and degree of e lectronic rearrangement consistent w i th the 
approach of an e l ec t roph i l e . The change i n c and n charge i s shown i n 
Figure i f . 5 . There are a number of points of interest . . F i r s t l y the 
approach of the u n i t charge to the pos i t i on gives the greatest 
increase i n p e lectron density compared w i t h the <x and X at tack. I n z 
the ground state the carbon also has the largest e lectron densi ty; 
overlap i n forming the new bond w i l l be largest at theJ3 carbon. 
The increase of rr density at the s i t e of attack i s accompanied 
by a decrease i n Tr density at the other s i t es i n the order para » 
meta~ orth.o. . Clear ly , iubs t i tuents i n the para p o s i t i o n , where the 
chnage i n rr density i s greatest w i l l thus have a profound e f f e c t on the 
rr e lectron d i s t r i b u t i o n . This i s i n agreement w i t h the propert ies of 
para substi tuents i n phenyl l ig -nds in f o r example t r a n s i t i o n metal 
complexes. The r e l a t i v e l y small change i n 7Y density at the ortho s i tes 
can be r ead i ly understood i n terms of t h i s po l a r i za t ion of the fr cloud 
by the point charge . Thus the atoms remote from the per turbat ion , but 
s t i l l d i r e c t l y conjugated to i t show the largest changes i n e lectron 
densi ty . This i s we l l i l l u s t r a t e d i n Figure 4 .6 . by p l o t t i n g density 
d i f f e rence maps i n the molecular plane and at a distance above i t (1 .15A) 
(corresponding to the r ad i a l maxima of a carbon 2p ao ) f o r a point 
charge - carbon distance of 2.OA at the carbon para to n i t rogen . 
An a l t e rna t ive view of t h i s study i s to examine the changes i n 
e lec t ronic s t ructure which occur f o r a ) a} pos i t ion of the n i t rogen i n r 6( , JS o os i t ion f t  i t r  i  Z 5 
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the point charge-ring. With N i n the t pos i t i on to the point charge 
the f low of rr electrons i s accentuated w i t h respect to C due to the 
greater e l ec t ronega t iv i ty of n i t rogen. The p pos i t i on to the s i t e of 
at tack by the point charge however gives the largest loss i n c-
elect ron densi ty , the crelectron f low to the adjacent atoms a id ing the 
movement of rr charge to the s i t e of a t tack. This in t e rp lay of o/rr 
charge w i l l also be apparant i n the next section i n i on i sa t i on of 
valence ft l e v e l s . 
2 ) . Core and Valence Energy Levels. 
Both high energy (ESCA) and low energy (UPS) photoelectron 
spectroscopy provide powerful tools f o r inves t iga t ing s t ructure and 
bonding. Conversely the data a r i s i n g from these inves t iga t ions 
provide a c r i t i c a l t es t of t heo r . e t i c a l treatments. These qui te large 
systems exh ib i t some most i n t e r e s t i ng propert ies and a deta i led 
analysis was thus undertaken to shed f u r t h e r l i g h t on the ion iza t ions 
of I , I I and I I I . 
a ) . Valence Ion i za t i on . 
n -j 67—8 
A confi rmat ion of previous assignments of the UPS spectra o f I , 
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I I , I I I has been obtained ' from corre la t ions w i t h i on i za t i on po ten t i a l 
170 
data f o r the f r ee heteroatoms and t h e i r hydrides . The i o n i z a t i o n 
po ten t i a l of the top b^rr occupied o r b i t a l of I , I I , I I I should correla te 
w i t h the i o n i z a t i o n po ten t i a l of the f r ee atoms X = N, P,As,Sb (^S^£ ^PQ) 
N,14 .53; P>11.0; As,9«81; Sb,8.64eV respec t ive ly , the data f o r antimony 
complementing that f o r I , I I , I I I . A l i n e a r leas t squares f i t y ie lded 
the re la t ionsh ip 
IP ( b ^ ) - 5.24 eV + 0.362 IP(X) r = .9998 
As indicated by the co r re l a t ion c o e f f i c i e n t ( r ) the regression i s 
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alaost pe r fec t . Further f o r IP (C) «= 11.26 a value of 9.32 eV i s 
obtained f o r the corresponding ( f i r s t ) i on i za t i on po ten t i a l of benzene 
171 
(experimental 9.24 ' ) . S imi l a r l y by employing the i on i za t i on of the 
lone pa i r o rb i t a l s of NH^, 10.9; 10.6; AsH^, 10.5; SbH^, 10.0 eV, 
these may be correlated w i t h the corresponding a^o* ' lone pair* o r b i t a l 
i n I , I I and I I I . A semi-empirical study by Schweig and co-workers 
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i s also consistent w i t h t h i s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 1 . I t i s of considerable 
i n t e r e s t however to determine the basis f o r the v a r i a t i o n i n these 
valence o r b i t a l energies of I , I I and I I I . 
As a f i r s t step i n the theore t i ca l study, the fou r highest 
valence ion iza t ion potent ia l s of I , I I and I I I were computed from the 
ground state calculat ions employing Koopmans* theorem. From the 
resu l t s (Table 4 .3») a- reversal i n the ordering of the agfr and b^rr 
o r b i t a l s i s observed i n going from I to I I and I I I . This i s 
consistent wi th much of the character of the heteroatom discussed above, 
the increased size and decreased e lec t ronega t iv i ty w i l l tend to 
destabalise the b ^ o r b i t a l . 
The SL^IT o r b i t a l has a node passing through the heteroatom. I t s 
o r b i t a l energy should not vary therefore , at leas t to f i r s t order, upon 
change of the heteroatom (wi th d i f f e r e n t basis sets t h i s w i l l not 
necessarily be r e f l e c t e d ) . I f t h i s o r b i t a l i s taken as a standard 
then the SL^I -a^y separation derived from Koopmans* theorem i s seen 
to decrease from 1eV f o r I to . 1eV f o r I I I . Experimentally there 
i s very l i t t l e d i f fe rence i n separation (—.2eV) i n going from I to I I I 
2 
w i t h the ks* being the lowest energy state i n I . With the double zeta 
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basis and from other studies i n the l i t e r a t u r e the ' lone p a i r ' 
o r b i t a l of ni t rogen (a . jC) i s of lower o r b i t a l energy than e i the r the 
a,, rr or b^Tr . This consistency f o r a l l of these calculat ions 
shows that the r e su l t i s not basis set dependent. This suggests 
therefore that there may we l l be large d i f ferences i n the re-organisat ion 
and/or co r re l a t ion energies f o r ion iza t ions from the highest c and rr 
o r b i t a l s . 
I n the p a r t i c u l a r case of I and I I , t h i s was investigated 
by performing calculat ions on the valence ionized states. This proved 
to be a very i n t r i c a t e process un l ike the core hole state ca lcu la t ion 
discussed i n the next sect ion. Convergence to the required state was 
not always guaranteed, especially when another state of the same 
symmetry and s i m i l a r energy to that required exis ted . S ta r t ing vectors 
from the ground s tate were employed and convergence was accentuated by 
jud i c ious ly chosen values of the missing c o e f f i c i e n t s between the three 
classes of o r b i t a l s (doubly and s ingly occupied and v i r t u a l ) employing 
15 2 the SCP method , H i l l i e r and Saunders . For the f i r s t ( Agjr" ) 
state of pyr id ine a convergence l i m i t of 10 • ' in energy was reached i n 
91 cycles. 
Considering f i r s t l y the resul t s f o r py r id ine , f o r the a 2 r r , "b^TT 
and the bg cr ioniza t ions there i s r e l a t i v e l y l i t t l e change i n energy. 
The i o n i z a t i o n from the a ^ o r b i t a l i s however appreciably lowered i n 
energy and the order i s now i n accordance,, - though somewhat 
overestimated, w i t h that experimentally observed. Clearly there must 
be considerable e lec t ronic re-organisat ion to account f o r t h i s charge. 
Further ins igh t i n t o t h i s re-organisat ion was gained by comparing 
the deviations i n the atomic o r b i t a l populations at each centre f o r the 
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the unrelaxed and relaxed ca t ionic species. With the nomenclature 
of equation 2.5* 
I f an e lec t ron i s removed from o r b i t a l k the expression becomes 
% =
 2 i $ k c A
 + 2
V £ i 5c ° /> i c v i s / . . + crk + >^ cAk c v k S ^ 
For the unrelaxed i on the wavefunction f o r the neut ra l molecule 
was taken and the analysis carr ied out w i t h a s ingle occupancy o f 
o r b i t a l k . S imi l a r ly f o r the relaxed ion the valence hole state 
wavefunction was employed. The e lec t ronic re-organisat ion was then 
given by (Table 4 . 3 - ) • 
KL.reorg. "= E ( q (relaxed) - q (unrelaxed) ) 
f T 
There i s an approximate co r re l a t ion between the energy of 
re-organisat ion (E.reorg) and E l . r eo rg . during relaxation. This 
r e l a t ionsh ip w i l l be complex however as a greater energy charge w i l l 
be involved f o r var ia t ions i n the populations of n i t rogen than at 
2 2 
carbon as indicated f o r the o" and Bg cr s tates. The r e l a t i v e 
magnitudes do however indicate the important re-organisat ion from 
electrons i n symmetries other than those undergoing i o n i z a t i o n . This 
i s s t r i k i n g l y so f o r the Ag rr s tate where almost the whole of the 
charge i s due to the electrons. Closer examination reveals that t h i s 
i s composed of a considerable ( 50$ ) d r i f t o f c e lectron density from 
theC^ and C^ hydrogens to the carbon atoms to r e l i eve the loss of 
e lect ron density: ar donation a iding rr i o n i z a t i o n . 
12.°. 
H/rui"; L.7?- . Density Dif ference Ilr.p (Hole State -Ground; S t a t e ) i n o 
IIoleculr.r Plane for b 1 I o n i z a t i o n I (Contours 1-6 
12Q 
ensi ty Difference Hap (Hole State - Ground State) i n Fi.njre L.lb. 
Ion i sa t i on I (Contours 1-5 i;olecul;^r Plane f o r 1 
0 .05) . 0.02, - 0 . 0 1 , 0 .01 , 0.02 
to 
G 
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A clearer i nd i ca t i on of the manner of t h i s re-organisat ion i s 
given by p l o t t i n g the density d i f fe rence maps between the unrelazed and 
2 2 
relaxed species, 5hus f o r the B^ n and A^rr states t h i s o* d r i f t 
(.lt58e and ,472e respect ively) i s seen to be considerable (Figure 4 .7») 
The state displays considerable re-organisat ion at the n i t rogen . 
There i s a net loss from the N 0 o r b i t a l of ,6J+0e but t h i s i s p a r t l y 
2py 
o f f s e t by an increase f o r the 2pz o r b i t a l o f »380e . There i s also ft-
considerable change i n the e lec t ronic s t ructure i n the res t of the 
molecule. 
For I I -the hole state calculat ions give higher energies f o r the 
relaxed ion than that ant icipated from the o r b i t a l energies. These 
values f o r the single zeta ca lcu la t ion are however qui te low i n absolute 
terms as a resu l t ' o f the minimal basis . The ordering and r e l a t i v e 
separation are i n good agreement w i t h the UPS r e su l t s . 
Though the Koopmans' theorem f o r valence i on i za t i on has been seen 
to be d e f f i c i e n t i n the strong form i . e . no re-organisat ion, i t can be 
employed w i t h most encouraging resu l t s i n a weak form where studies are 
made of re la ted molecules. This can be w e l l i l l u s t r a t e d by considering 
the divergence of the double zeta o r b i t a l energies from those of 
2 
spectroscopic s tudies . The agreement i s good except f o r the A^cr state 
where d i f f e r e n t re-organisat ion energy f o r the N andP ' lone pa i r s ' are 
expected. 
b) Core Ion iza t ion . 
When a more local ised electron i s ionised a considerable amount o f 
e lec t ronic re-organisat ion i s ant icipated to r e s u l t . To q u a l i f y t h i s . 
13L 
f o r core i o n i z a t i o n , binding energies were computed from Koopmans' 
theorem and hole state calculat ions f o r I . These have been compared 
w i t h s o l i d state EECA measurements i n t h i s laboratory where 
assignments were made i n terms of Koopmans1 theorem and the charge 
173 
po ten t i a l model v i z : ground state models . The resu l t s are 
displayed i n Table 4 .4 . w i t h due account taken of the d i f fe rence i n 
reference l eve l s . 
The r e l ax&on energies f o r the levels though qui te substant ia l 
( l0 .7eV) are essent ia l ly constant at the d i f f e r e n t s i t es w i t h i n the 
molecule. Ri r ther , the absolute binding energies from the hole state 
ca lcula t ions are i n excellent agreement w i t h experiment. I n a s i m i l a r 
manner to the above, the valence e lec t ronic relaxation accompanying core 
i o n i z a t i o n was computed. This i s now much la rger (~3.6e) than the 
re-organisat ion from valence i o n i z a t i o n . I t i s more convenient and 
conceptionally u se fu l to display t h i s relaxation i n terms of movement of 
or and rr charge as shown i n Figure 4.8. The s t r i k i n g feature i s the 
large net migrat ion of electron density i n both the or and r» systems to 
the atom on which the core hole i s l oca l i s ed . The most i n t e r e s t i n g 
re su l t i s a considerably greater population at t h i s s i t e due to the 
greater po ten t ia l f i e l d of the now less e f f i c i e n t l y screened, nuclear 
charge* PUrther, the fr e lectron r e d i s t r i b u t i o n f o r <y core i o n i z a t i o n 
const i tu tes 1+0^  of the t o t a l change. 
Intermediate between the loca l i sed core holes and the delocalised 
valence hole states are the hypothet ical delocalised holes. These 
were investigated by de loca l i s ing the s ingly occupied molecular 
o r b i t a l over the <*(<*') and P(P') C-\g o r b i t a l s to represent the G* and C p 
the *(<*•) and B(B') C over 1s 
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Table 4.4. Core Orbi ta l Energies & Ion iza t ion Potentials of I s Orb i ta l 
f o r I , I I , I I I . 
Core Hole l (eV) I I a ( e V ) I l l ( e V ) 
e x p . b - 6 j Hole - g j 
N 404.2 U7.21 if05.31 
C 290.3 301.16 290.48 298.75 301.08 
(296 .15)° 
c 289.5 300.33 289.47 300.22 301.48 
(295-22)° 
c 289.9 300.62 289.79 299.51 301.25 
a Basis Set (2) Table 4.2 
b Values taken from Ref. 173 w i t h so l i d state correct ion of 4 eV. 
c Values i n parenthesis r e f e r to delocalised hole state 
ca lcula t ions . 
delocalised holes respect ively . The resu l t s from Table 4.4. c l e a r l y 
show that energet ica l ly loca l i sed holes are pre fe r red . This i s i n 
agreement w i t h the resul t s from s i m i l a r studies of smaller systems. 
There i s also quant i ta t ive support f o r the proposal that delocalised 
holes over t centres w i l l produce a hole charge of 1 / t f o r that o f a 
loca l i sed hole w i t h a corresponding decrease o f l / t i n the t o t a l 
. . 174 re-organisat ion energy . 
I n l i g h t of the success of Koopmans* theorem f o r I i t may be 
reasonable expected that such an approach extends to I I and I I I . The 
ordering of the core binding energies i s now inverted w i t h reBpect to 
I and the separation becomes less d i s t i n c t . The reduction i n 
e lec t ronega t iv i ty of the heteroatom thus influences not only the 
valence e lect ronic s t ructure but also r e f l e c t s i n the r e l a t i v e energies 
of the core leve ls of I , I I and I I I . 
n ) . C o r r e l a t i o n Energy Considerations. 
For the core leve ls considered above the close agreement between 
theory and experiment tends to indicate that co r re l a t ion energy 
d i f ferences between the neutral molecule and core hole states must be 
qui te small . For valence leve ls there i s s t i l l considerable divergence 
between theory and experiment. The d i f f e r e n t spa t i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n of 
the electrons between d i f f e r e n t valence o r b i t a l s w i l l lead to 
d i f ferences i n co r re l a t ion energy changes upon i o n i z a t i o n . An attempt 
was made to estimate t h i s con t r ibu t ion by means of the pa i r population 
method. 
From equation 1.111. 
i n t r a = j - i Z f 
corr i * f i 11 k j i j v i ^ j . 
This expression however, applies s t r i c t l y to closed she l l systems. An 
estimate f o r the hole state co r re l a t ion energy was obtained by tak ing 
^ as the t o t a l ao electron d e n s i t y c i n the expression 
& E i n t r a ( h o l e s ta te) = £ t P . £. . + X . P . P . ? . . - E v f t 
" corr v ' 1 v i n i < j v i \ j i j l \ k i l i 
where P i s the e lect ron density of the s ingly occupied molecular 
v k i 
o r b i t a l k • The l a s t term w i l l compensate to some extent f o r the 
hypothet ical co r r e l a t i on of the yw and ^ ? electrons i n the s ingly 
occupied MO being absorbed i n t o the f i r s t terms. The atomic p a i r 
co r r e l a t i on energies ( C) are taken from Snyder and Basch^. 
The resu l t s (Table 4 .5 . ) f o r the ST0-3G basis indicate that 
e lec t ron co r re l a t ion changes are l i k e l y to be considerably smaller f o r 
core as opposed to valence ion iza t ions . Though the number of e lectron 
pa i rs i s reduced upon i o n i z a t i o n , the large increase i n electron density 
i n the v i c i n i t y of a core ionized atom i s more than s u f f i c i e n t to 
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TABLE.4.5. Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Core and Valence 
Ion iza t ion Potentials of I Corrected f o r Correlat ion E f f e c t s . 
Hole E (eV) cor r v ' < ^ o l e + E co r r>< e V > E (eV) *(eV) 
a 2 1.45 8.97 9.8 0.8 
b1 1.53 9.51 10.5 1.0 
a 1 1.49 8.01 9.7 1.6 
*2 1.30 13.39 12.5 -0.9 
N .11 405.44 404.2 1.2 
C .27 290.75 290.3 0.5 
C .19 289.66 289.5 0.2 
C .27 29O.O6 289.9 0.2 
comDensate f o r t h i s loss i n E . 
cor r 
With the above corrections the agreement between the calculated 
and experimental valence ion iza t ion potent ia ls i s improved. A more 
f l e x i b l e basis would however account f o r some of the discrepancy as 
s p a t i a l l y s imi l a r o r b i t a l s appear to exh ib i t a s i m i l a r divergence. 
CHAPTER V. 
Studies of Thiathiophthen. 
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I n t h i s chapter the most i n t e r e s t i ng thiathiophthen system i s 
17*5 
considered. These molecules, though f i r s t prepared i n the 1920's J 
were only structurally characterised i n the l a t e 1950's 1 , and have 
since provoked considerable in t e res t i n the formulat ion of the 
bonding of the S-S-S system where the S-S distances (-2.4A ) are 
considerably shorter than the sum of t h e i r Van de Vaal r a d i i (~3»1A). 
This bonding pat tern i n the neutral molecule, rad ica l anion and 
dianion and e f f e c t of change of geometry i n the t r ia tomic sulphur 
u n i t have been investigated together w i th comparison v i a Koopmans' 
theorem w i t h ESCA data f o r the neut ra l molecule. Substituent 
e f f e c t s have also been simulated to determine t h e i r l i k e l y e f f e c t on 
the e lec t ronic s t ruc tu re . I t i s per t inent to indicate that these 
studies exh ib i t an i n t e r e s t i ng comparison w i t h the above studies of the 
thiirene3 and thiophenes. Whereas f o r the former l i t t l e i s known of 
both the chemistry and bonding, the reverse applies to thiophene. 
For the thiathiophthen system however, though there i s a considerable 
amount o f experimental data now avai lable there has been l i t t l e study 
of the bonding. 
The calculat ions i n t h i s chapter employed the ST0-3G basis set 
op t iona l ly augmented by d o r b i t a l of exponent 1.2 on sulphur. This 
basis lacks the f l e x i b i l i t y of the basis of Chapter 3 f o r these very 
large molecules due to computational expense ( i n t eg ra l evaluation on 
the ICL1906a f o r thiathiophthen was ~ 1 2 hours). The main in te res t i s 
however i n i n t e r p r e t i n g trends i n bonding propert ies f o r which t h i s 
basis has previously been proved adequate. 
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1) In t roduc t ion 
The 6a - th ia th iophthen system was only recently discovered i n 
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1958 by Bezzi et a l through an X-ray crys ta l lographic study of the 
2,5 - dimethyl der iva t ive which had previously been assumed to be a 
1,2 d i th iep ine s tructure r e su l t i ng from the react ion of diacetylacetone 
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and P S The sulphur sequence was found to be l i n e a r w i t h S-3 . : 
^ 5 
bond of 2.36A as compared w i t h the value of 2.1 OA f o r the length of a 
S-S . s ingle bond i n a cis-planar disulphide group. Subsequent 
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experimental inves t igat ions on a number of der ivat ives have indicated 
an aromatic 1,0tr system and S-S bond lengths which vary g rea t ly w i t h the 
substi tuent pa t te rn . This has most conveniently been ra t iona l i sed i n 
terms of a or skeleton comprising C-C and C-S bonds and delocalised S-S 
cf bonds w i t h a10rr system delocalised over the whole molecule. The 
three sulphur sequence i s assumed equivalent to that i n the t r i h a l i d e 
1T8 
ions and i s re fe r red to as a three-centre four -e lec t ron bond . This 
sulphur sequence i s then, though both or and rr i n character, weak and 
more l i a b l e to change when e i the r the c or Tr system i s perturbed. 
There have been a number of l i m i t e d theore t i ca l studies on the 
symmetry of the t r i a tomic sulphur system. A great wealth of 
crys ta l lographic data now indicates a l i n e a r or almost l i n e a r sulphur 
system and the inves t igat ions have e i the r considered displacement o f the 
central sulphur along t h i s l i n e of the centres of the three sulphur 
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atoms (CKDO) , or by p ivo t ing the centra l sulphur about C3a(EHT) , 
the l a t t e r study by ELeiter being complimented by e lec t ronic po l a r i za t i on 
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studies . Though the resul t s are mutually contradic tory , the former 
p red i c t i ng a broad po ten t i a l minimum, the l a t t e r an unsymmetrical 
s t ruc ture w i t h a double minimum, i t appears that there i s r e l a t i v e l y 
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l i t t l e d i f fe rence i n energy between these two s t ructures . A 
non-empirical study has been reported by Palmer and F i n d l a y 1 8 ^ . 
I t has proved possible to d i f f e r e n t i a t e between these two 
structures by ESCA s t u d i e s 1 1 ^ ' 1^Jt-l86 0 f the sulphur molecular core 
binding energies and these studies of Siegbahn, Clark, Lindholm, Davis, 
have yielded valuable informat ion concerning the e lec t ronic s t ructure 
of subst i tuted thiathiophthen. Studies of the valence energy levels by 
UPS where interatomic in te rac t ions are at a minimum have also proved 
u s e f u l 1 8 4 . 
Much i s now known of the chemistry of these species. I n general 
they undergo attack by nucleophiles at C2,C5 and e lect rophi les at C3,C1+. 
Reactions invo lv ing attack a t , or replacement o f , a sulphur atom lead to 
a va r i e ty of products depending on the substrate and provide a method f o r 
the preparation of a wide va r i e ty of s i m i l a r species 1*^. 
Table 5.1. 
Total Energies of I , I I , I I I as a func t ion of Basis Set. 
Structure ' * 
Basis Set 
Energy(au) 
I Minimal (1) 1368.0253 
I Minimal + 5 d on S (2) 1368.2207 
I Minimal + 6 d on S (3) 1368.3092 
I Minimal + 6 d on S6a only ( i f ) 1368.1093 
I I Minimal + 5 d on S (2) 1368.2207 
I I I Minimal + 5 cl on S (2) 1368.2196 
Basis Set type i n parenthesis. 
13?. 
2) . Molecular Structure. 
For the symmetrical r i n g system ( I ) the geometry established f o r 
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the 2,5 - dimethylthiathiophthen was employed. To s i m p l i f y the 
ca lcu la t ion a prototype unsymmetrical s t ructure ( I I ) was generated by 
displac ing the centra l sulphur 0.1 A towards S6 along the l i n e of the 
three sulphur atomic centres. This d i f fe rence of 0.2A between the 
S6a-S6 and S6a-S1 bond lengths corresponded qui te c losely to that found 
i n 3,4 diphenylthiathiophthen ' . An extreme d i s t o r t i o n of the centra l 
sulphur of 0.2A was also considered ( I I I ) . 
The resu l t s (Table 5 . 1 . ) emphasize the very small energies that 
are l i k e l y t o be involved i n d i s t o r t i o n : of the centra l sulphur. 
Further comment cannot be made on the basis of the energies however as 
the geometry f o r the remainder of the molecule i s unoptimised* 
Displacement of the centra l sulphur w i l l c e r t a i n ly r e su l t i n second 
order charges, not icably i n the C3a-S6a bond l eng th . This r e s u l t , 
taken i n conjunction w i t h the semi-empirical data mentioned above 
indicates that not only intra-molecular perturbations but also 
intermolecular forces i n the c rys t a l l a t t i c e may produce non-symmetrical 
s t ructures . The X-ray crys ta l lographic r e s u l t s , together w i t h the 
majorityofESCA data r e f e r to bulk properties and as such can only measure 
the combined e f f e c t of these two forces . Spectroscopic studies i n the 
gas plane,where intermolecular in te rac t ions are grea t ly reduced, are 
therefore required to experimentally determine the structures o f . t he f r ee 
molecules. At present the accuracy required i s d i f f i c u l t to a t t a i n . 
To elucidate the molecular s t ructure from calculat ions f o r 
subst i tuted thiathiophthens there are two established courses of ac t ion 
which may be taken. 
HO. 
a) . A complete ca lcu la t ion f o r the symmetric and unsymmetric 
substi tuted r i n g system. This w i l l be computationally very 
expensive. 
b) . Considering only the symmetric r i n g ca lcu la t ion the 
S6a-S6 and S6a-S1 overlaps may be compared, the greater overlap 
would then be expected to produce the shorter bond. This s t i l l 
involves recalculat ions of a large number of new in tegra l s 
invo lv ing the substi tuent group. 
For molecules of t h i s size therefore an a l t e rna t ive approach was 
required. This was based on approximating an e f f e c t i v e po ten t i a l at 
the atom i n the substituent which i s bonded to the r i n g . For example 
methyl and phenyl substi tuents are bonded to the r i n g through sp^ and 
SP2 hybr id orbital-: ,respectively, the l a t t e r w i l l i n general be lower i n 
energy than the former. The approximation i s then to consider only t h i s 
r i n g bonding atom and represent i t s po ten t i a l by means of an s-type 
f u n c t i o n . By varying e i the r the exponent or the nuclear charge the 
e lec t ronega t iv i ty of the substi tuents as compared w i t h hydrogen may be 
considered. I f the nuclear charge i s varied however only the 1 centre 
in t eg ra l s require recomputation. An SCF ca lcu la t ion then produces the 
wavefunction of a model subst i tuted thiathiophthen. This method was 
therefore adopted. Nuclear charges of 1.03 and 0 .97 were taken to 
represent substituent of greater and lesser e lec t ronega t iv i ty than 
hydrogen. Calculations were performed on both the symmetrical and 0 . 1 A 
unsymmetrical r i n g s tructures f o r the model substi tuents C (5 ) . The two 
structures i n each model of I and I I are now separated i n energy, but 
only by a very small amount (*v»t k c a l . ) These models though predic t 
d i f f e r e n t structures i n accord w i t h pos i t ion of the central sulphur to 
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minimise the nuclear repulsion but f u r t h e r inves t iga t ion of the energy 
was not considered i n view of the comment above. 
A t t en t ion was focused therefore on the overlaps of the sulphur 
atoms i n the symmetric r i ng s t ruc ture . An overlap analysis (Table 5 .2.) 
supports the above energy analysis , the main d i f fe rence i n density 
occurr ing i n the pa-pv overlap. With the greater nuclear charge at 
the H5 s i t e there i s a s l i g h t decrease (wO.OOle ) at S6 compared w i t h S1. 
The jr. density i s however increased by a s i m i l a r amount. The overa l l 
e f f e c t then i s to replace some cr bond character w i t h Tf density and thus 
reduce the overlap. The converse applied w i t h a nuclear charge of . 9 7 
at H5 • With t h i s interchange i n o^iT bonding i t i s perhaps not 
su rpr i s ing that f o r 2-phenyl substi tuents the S-S-S geometry i s a 
c r i t i c a l f unc t i on of the o r i en t a t ion of the phenyl r i n g w i t h respect to 
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the molecular plane of the thiathiophthen . ' 
3 ) . Electronic Structure 
I t has been previously mentioned (Chapter 3 ) » that the s t ructure 
and bonding i n cases where sulphur i s formal ly dicovalent can be we l l 
understood without invoking J>& o r b i t a l p a r t i c i p a t i o n . The same analysis 
f o r d o r b i t a l p a r t i c i p a t i o n was applied to the symmetric thiathiophthen 
and resu l t s are shown in(Table 5 . 1 . ) . Addi t ion of the contracted f i v e d 
basis to the minimal basis set produced, a s i g n i f i c a n t energy lowering of 
. 1933 a .u. This i s mainly due however to the increased v a r i a t i o n a l 
freedom of the sp basis set as i s shown by the f u r t h e r lowering i n 
energy of .0885a.u. upon addi t ion of the three f u r t h e r s(d) func t ions . 
The resu l t s from a Mull iken population analysis (Table 5 « 3 « ) indicate 


















Figure 5.2. Orbi ta l In te rac t ion Diagram f o r 5 - 5 - S 3 Centre Bond. 
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Table 5.2. 
Sulphur-Sulphur PBO w i t h v a r i a t i o n of Nuclear Charge at H5 
Hue. Charge: 0.97 1.0 1.03 
Soa-S6 S6a-S1 S6a-S6(Q S6a-S6 s6a-S1 
0.1756 0.1747 0.1745 0.1735 0.1748 
O.O84O O.O839 O.O839 O.O839 O.O84O 
O.H78 0.1164 0.1171 0.1164 O.H78 
Table 5.5. 
I-fulliken Population Analysis with Basi3 Set (2) f o r I and I I 
Centre I I I 
LL EC Tr 
S6a 12.307 3.370 12.303 3.673 
S6 12.406 3.756 12.311 3.817 
S1 12.406 3.756 12.527 3.683 
C3a 5.039 O.786 5.033 0.793 
C2 5.093 0.822 5.111 0.800 
C5 5.093 0.822 5.O69 O.854 
C3 4.954 1.094 4.969 1.068 
C4 4.954 1.094 4.969 1.068 
Table 5.4. 
Orbital Energies of I and I I with Basis Set (2) (k i n parenthesis 
Orbital l(eV) l l ( e V ) Orbital l(eV) II(eV) 
6.27(5.87) 6.27 6.39(6.41) 6.28 
8.58(8.40) 8.57 9.24(9.H) 9.29 
11.00(10.67) 11.00 11.60(11.39) 11.59 
S 6 a 2 p 176.41(175.41) H6.39 S 6 2 p 173.25(172.52) 174.21 
s i 2 p 173.25(172.52) 172.35 
Table 5.5. 
Sulphur 2p Core Binding ^nerfries with Basis Set ( 2 ) f o r I and I I . 
I I I 
Centre Exp. Calc. Exp. Calc. 
S1 (0) (0) -0.7 -0.43 
S6 (0) (0) 0.7 O.48 
S6a 1.5 1.55 1.5 1.55 
H 5 . 
sulphur. A calculation with a minimal + 6 d type functions on the 
central sulphur indicated no great effe c t above and beyond that of 
increased v a r i a t i o n i n the basis set. 
The re s u l t s of t i l l l i k e n population analysis ( I and I l ) r e v e a l quite 
s t r i k i n g l y the transfer of or charge density from S6 to S1 as the 
S6a-S6 bond length i s decreased. This i s accompanied by a d r i f t of 
ii. electrons from S1 to S6, thus though the differences i n t o t a l 
population at the two terminal sulphur i s only 0.08e the net difference 
i n cf electron density i s more than twice t h i s , thus supporting the 
concept of the longer bonded terminal sulphur being much more 
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nucleophilic than i n the symmetrical species . The electron 
d i s t r i b u t i o n i n the rest of the r i n g and especially at S6a remains 
essenti a l l y unchanged i n going from I to I I . The s t r i k i n g feature i s 
then that geometrical changes of the central sulphur may be expected i n 
general, to have only a small effe c t on the chemistry of the molecule. 
The electronic structure f o r I i s well described by a density contour 
map (Figure 5.1.) The weak S-S bonds are well reproduced i n comparison 
wit h the C-C and C-S bonds apparent. The bond, no bond reasonance theories 
which have been applied with much vigour to these compounds are not easily 
r a t i o n a l i s e d by these r e s u l t s . I t i s perhaps better to consider the 
central sulphur residing i n a two dimensional p o t e n t i a l well bonded by the 
terminal sulphurs. An extension of the three centre k electron bond 
model i s then capable of explaining the nature of the electronic structure 
i n a more r e a l i s t i c manner. 
An i n t e r a c t i o n scheme f o r the highest occupied molecular o r b i t a l s of 
I i s shown schematically i n (Figure 5*2.). The o r b i t a l SS^ i s 
destabilised due to i n t e r a c t i o n with the 3s o r b i t a l of the central 
H 6 . 
sulphur. Further support that no d o r b i t a l p a r t i c i p a t i o n operates here 
to lower t h i s energy i s as given by comparing the differences i n the 
a.jC and a.gr o r b i t a l energies of I f o r basis sets (1) and (2) (Table 5.4.) 
The values of O.55 and 0.6leV respectively indicate no appreciable 
s t a b i l i s a t i o n by d o r b i t a l s at t h i s l e v e l . The highest TV o r b i t a l ( AS) 
i s shown below S3 0 i n accordance with calculated o r b i t a l energies, ( see 
below). I f t h i s scheme i s applied to structure I I then t h e i r antiboriding 
i n t e r a c t i o n w i l l cause a priori a d r i f t of electron density i n t h i s o r b i t a l 
to S1. A flow of electrons to the S6a o r b i t a l i n the o r b i t a l (AA ) 
(not shown) formed from the two terminal sulphur ps o r b i t a l s w i l l then 
account f o r the increased Tr density of S6a. 
There i s a most important corollary to t h i s approach, namely, that 
coupled with the charge density data the triatomic sulphur system may be 
considered as an almost separable e n t i t y i n so f a r as deformations i n the 
structure are conceited. This was dramatically i l l u s t r a t e d by a 
calculation of the dipole moment along the x and y axes i n I and I I . 
As expected the x dipole i n I I of 1.18D i s directed along the axis i n a 
manner i n accord with the population analysis data. The s t r i k i n g feature 
was the almost constancy of the y component (3.5 ^ 1 D i n I» 3»543D i n I I ) . 
f u r t h e r , the model substituted species of I displayed no appreciable 
changes i n the differences i n t o t a l populations at the sulphur atoms, 
beyond that of the carbohydron skeleton acting as overall electron 
a t t r a c t o r s or donors. Changes i n overlap do occur however and t h i s may 
r e s u l t i n some change of geometry which w i l l depend on the nature of the 
substituent. 
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4 ) . Core and Valence Energy levels. 
The core & valence energy levels of I and I I are shown i n 
Table 5»4. The notable feature i s that there i s l i t t l e o v e rall 
difference i n the energies f o r e i t h e r structure. This i s not 
surprising however as the majority of the higher levels are e i t h e r 
weak or non-bonding i n the sulphur u n i t . The results correlate well 
w i t h He 51+8A nhotoelectron spectra but indicate that an analysis of 
UPS spectra i s u n l i k e l y to aid i n the elucidation of the molecular 
structure i n contrast to some observations from c o r r e l a t i o n w i t h 
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Huckel calculations . Indeed t h i s i s not surprising since the 
Huckel scheme w i l l be i n error due to the large calculated changes i n 
both cr and Tr populations. 
I t i s of some interest then that there are quite large differences 
i n the core 2p levels f o r the terminal sulphurs. Previous experience 
has shown that w i t h t h i s small basis a scaling f a c t o r i s required to 
i n t e r p r e t the s h i f t s i n binding energy to accommodate f o r the fact that 
the basis i s a considerable way from the Hartree-Fock l i m i t . With t h i s 
correction the s h i f t i n binding energy f o r the S 2 P 3 /2 c o r e l e v e l s i n 
Table 5«5« between the central and terminal sulphur f o r I obtained from 
the S„ core l e v e l eigenvalues i s determined to be ~-1»55eV. This i s i n 
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good agreement with previously reported measurements i n t h i s laboratory . 
For the model unsymmetrical structure ( I I ) there i s a marked change i n 
the core l e v e l eigenvalues of the terminal sulphur, that at S6 moving to 
higher energy. These theoretical results f o r the s h i f t s are again i n 
good agreement with results taken from 3i 4 - diphenylthiathiophthen. 
For t h i s and other substituted unsymmetrical structures, analysis by the 
charge p o t e n t i a l model has indicated that substituent e f f e c t s are small 
U 8 . 
as f a r as the S core levels are concerned. The model structure I I i s 
thus l i k e l y to be a very good approximation of the changes i n the core 
energy lev e l s . To examine t h i s f u r t h e r and with the usual notation 
* E i - k * i + r V i d 
an analysis employing the charge potential model was undertaken. 
A population analysis showed ne g l i g i b l e change i n t o t a l 
population on S6a but a corresponding increase at S1 and decrease at S6 i n 
going from I to I I . The S6a core o r b i t a l s w i l l thus remain essentially 
unchanged i n energy from equation (1) though there w i l l be an approximate 
corresponding increase and decrease i n the S6 and S1 binding energies 
respectively. 
The bonding scheme above therefore accounts f o r the remarkable 
r e s u l t that d i s t o r t ion of the symmetrical thiathiophthen r i n g system 
produces a f a r greater effe c t on the core l e v e l s , which are not involved 
i n bonding, than on the valence levels which are. 
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I t i s also of in t e r e s t to note that i n a recent study by Sieghahn 
using a high resolution ESCA instrument the observed S 0 l i n e s were 
2p 
extremely broad'. This has been rationalised i n an analogus manner to 
those of CH. i n chapter 2 and the conclusion of a very broad potential 
minimum i n the ground state i s i n complete accord with the f i n d i n g above. 
5) . Radical Anion 
There were two main points of int e r e s t i n a study of the radical 
anion. F i r s t l y , the lowest unoccupied molecular o r b i t a l of thiathiophthen 
i s anti-bonding i n the triatomic sulphur u n i t . This change i n bonding may. 
d r a s t i c a l l y a l t e r the shape of the potential energy curve f o r the motion 
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Table 5.6. 
Snin Densities i n I and I I I with Basi c Set(2) 
Centre S-dn(l) S p i n ( l l l ) Centre Soin(l) S n i n ( l l l ) 
S6a 0.106 O.O98 36 0.068 O.O64 
S1 0.068 0.086 C3a 0.423 O.4O6 
C2 0.119 0.107 C5 0.119 0.132 
C3 0.001 0.011 . C4 0.001 0.001 
Total Energy I 1368.1480au. Total Energy I I I -1368.l454au. 
Table 5 .7. 
Mulliken Population Analysis v/ith Basis Set (2) of I and. Il ( D i a n i o n ) 
I I I 
Centre 9T U 0 ^ TT 
S6a 12.455 4.170 12.364 4.151 
S6 12.491 4.087 12.340 4.H3 
S1 12.491 4.O87 12.647 4.013 
S6a-S6 0.200 0.074 0.240 0.036 
S6a-S1 0.200 O.O74 0.144 0.024 
Total Energy (au) - 1367.8391 - 1367.8382 
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of the central sulphur. Secondly, the actual d i s t r i b u t i o n of the 
unpaired electron i s of inte r e s t as ESR studies are unable to give a 
di r e c t measurement. 
The resultsindicated from Table 5*6. that there i s a s l i g h t 
lowering i n energy of the symmetrical radical structure and t h i s i s 
supported by the observation of the symmetric 2,5-diphenylthiathiophthen 
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radi c a l anion compared with the s l i g h t l y unsymmetrical parent . 
The unpaired electron d i s t r i b u t i o n displays a much larger density 
at C2 and C5 than C3> OU and i s i n q u a l i t a t i v e agreement wi t h results 
f o r the 2,5-diphenylthiathiophthens. The largest density i s at CJa with 
-».25e i n the triatomic sulphur sequence. 
6). Pianion 
Single or double electron additions do not i n general play an 
important r o l e i n the chemistry of a molecule. I t was of some in t e r e s t then 
to examine the f e a s i b i l i t y of a proposed scheme f o r the rearrangement of 




involves uptake of 2 electrons producing a transient intermediate before 
rearrangement and loss of sulphur to form the s i x membered r i n g structure. 
The c r i t i c a l feature was the s t a b i l i t y of the dianion which has now been 
demonstrated to be quite stable by polarographic studies. Calculations 
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were performed on I , I I and I I I with the lowest unoccupied Tr o r b i t a l 
of the thiathiophthen doubly occupied. The s t r i k i n g feature 
(Table 5.7) wa3 the increased s t a b i l i t y of the S-S-S 3 centre bond 
even though the 71 o r b i t a l i s antibonding i n the triatomic sulphur 
system. Though t h i s Tf overlap i s indeed reduced, the rearrangement 
i n the or system csn t m i t e n t with uptake of two electrons strengthens 
the cr S-S bonds. Of the increase i n cr electron density at the 
central and terminal sulphurs i n the dianion, no more than 20$ can be 
a t t r i b u t e d to d o r b i t a l p a r t i c i p a t i o n . Protonation at e i t h e r the 
central or terminal sulphurs w i l l weaken the o~ bond and the r i n g 
structure i s anticipated to r e s u l t . Again i t i s i n t e r e s t i n g to note 
that the unsymmetrical dianion structure i s of comparable energy to 
the symmetrical species. There i s however, a considerable difference 
i n the overlap and hence the bonding between S6a - S6 and S6a - S1. 
For highly unsymmetrical thiathiophthens the reaction may not be 
general. 
CHAPTER VI. 




The i n t e r a c t i o n of a electrophile with an o l e f i n i c centre has 
received considerable experimental study. I n contrast however the 
corresponding radical addition has received r e l a t i v e l y l i t t l e 
t h e oretical study and the models so f a r developed to account f o r the 
experimental observables have derived i n general from q u a l i t a t i v e 
arguments. There are d e f i n i t e advantages i n a detailed study of 
t h i s process i n that t h e o r e t i c a l l y calculated values can be related 
to the experimentally determined gas phase values of generally both 
AH** and AS* which correspond to the isolated molecules. Despite 
t h i s fact however, the t h e o r e t i c a l treatment i s more d i f f i c u l t 
requiring a somewhat greater computational expense than that f o r the 
analofpis cation species. 
Both IfJDO and non-empirical calculations have been performed i n 
t h i s chapter i n an attempt to produce better q u a l i t a t i v e and where 
possible quantitative arguments to r a t i o n a l i s e t h i s body of 
experimental data. 
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1). Experimental & Theoretical Background. 
191 The pioneering work of Mayo and Walling 7 was mainly confined to 
a study of the thermodynamic s t a b i l i t y of various r a d i c a l - o l e f i n 
products and lead to the anti-Markovnikov r a t i o n a l i s a t i o n of orientation 
of attack i n unsymmetrical o l e f i n s . Although there has been much 
subsequent q u a l i t a t i v e work on radical addition reactions, notably i n 
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the f i e l d of polymer chemistry y , there have been few k i n e t i c studies 
u n t i l quite recently. The previously employed gas phase radical 
techniques f o r studying radical abstractions were modified i n i t i a l l y by 
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Szwarc and co-workers , who applied comparative rate studies i n the 
determination of the rate of attack of methyl radical to a number of 
19L..1Q5 
ole f i n s and aromatics. J ' Cvetanovic has also undertaken s i m i l a r 
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studies with a number of radicals. y With the advent of coupled gas 
chromatographic/mass spectrometry methods, accurate detailed studies have 
since enabled not only the overall rate of addition to an o l e f i n but the 
ind i v i d u a l rates at each centre to be determined. The radicals employed 
have ranged from the very e l e c t r o p h i l i c F»1^7 and 0(^P)1°^ to the more 
'nucleophilic 1 CH^ » Hotable i n t h i s f i e l d of study with substituted methyl 
radicals has been the work of Tedder and co-workers who have indicated 
the a c t i v a t i o n energy to be largely responsible f o r the orientations i n 
199 
radical addition. y y 
Despite the increasing wealth of experimental data there have been 
few satisfactory theoretical studies to account f o r the rates and 
orie n t a t i o n of radical addition. Iftich consideration has been given to 
the properties of the reactants. The chemical r e a c t i v i t y index, free 
valence, was derived by Coulson^"^ as a measure of the r e a c t i v i t y of a 
s i t e i n a conjugated molecule. Szwarc et al. l a t e r developed i n a series 
of papers a treatment r e l a t i n g the iy l o c a l i s a t i o n energy to the methyl 
154. 
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a f f i n i t i e s of the o l e f i n • P J 1 . The repulsive influence of the 
pot e n t i a l energy surface was also considered and a considerable body 
of experimental data was rationalised. Fukui has also applied his 
202 20"^  
f r o n t i e r o r b i t a l theory to t h i s class of reactions ' J and studies 
have demonstrated the importance of the carbon 7T electron density i n 
204 
the o l e f i n i n orientation of attack. I n a novel approach Haselbach 
has applied UPS data from some o l e f i n studies i n a r a t i o n a l i s a t i o n of 
t h i s problem^"*. 
Recently attempts have been made to depart from these isolated 
molecule approximations to determine the nature of the t r a n s i t i o n 
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state. At the ab i n i t i o l e v e l Euenker and co-workers considered 
the reaction i n terms of a repulsive and a t t r a c t i v e surface, f o r the 
amino radical-ethylene system which i s known to have a high a c t i v a t i o n 
energy and found an approximate 60$ change i n the hybridisation at the 
reactant centre. Studies by Basilevsky and Chlenov ' and Hoyland , 
who calculated the geometry of the methyl radical-ethylene t r a n s i t i o n 
state at the MBJDO l e v e l , have demonstrated the reactant nature of the 
T/S. An in t e r e s t i n g analysis by Yamabe et al. employing t h i s geometry 
considered the o r b i t a l i n t e r a c t i o n i n a CI analysis where the wavefunction. 
209 
was constructed from that of the isolated reactant molecules . 
2 ) . Some Studies of Typical Radical - Olefin Addition. 
a). Method 
A systematic study of the potential energy surface, even at the 
INDO l e v e l , f o r a series of o l e f i n radical reactions to investigate the 
importance of o l e f i n substituents and the nature of the radical was 
deemed l i k e l y to prove computationally impractical. The INDO calculations. 
155. 
were found to y i e l d an incorrect surface as has been reported i n other 
210 
studies and a more detailed investigation at the ab i n i t i o l e v e l 
* 
would have t o , f o r computational reasons at t h i s time, be very l i m i t e d ^ 
Hirther, a c t i v a t i o n energies between si t e s are l i k e l y to d i f f e r by the 
-1 211 
order of only 5 Kcal mole , and should generally be r e l i e d upon 
only i n closely related structures. The study has thu3 been approached 
i n two ways. 
i ) . S t a t i c Study. This included investigations of the f r o n t i e r 
o r b i t a l s , charge d i s t r i b u t i o n s and s t a b i l i t i e s of the 
reactants. Consideration to s i m i l a r properties of the 
radical products i s also included i n t h i s section together 
w i t h the r e l a t i v e s t a b i l i t i e s of the radical conformers i n 
comparison with the analogts cationic and anionic species, 
i i ) . A dynamic study of the i n t e r a c t i o n of a radical with a 
double bond i n both the HHF and UHP formalisations by 
computation of a P.E. surface f o r attack. 
The more sensitive properties v i z ; densities and overlaps of the two 
extremes on the P.E. surface (products and reactants) which r e f l e c t more 
clearly the v a r i a t i o n i n bonding with substituent changes were therefore 
employed i n i t i a l l y to develop a model f o r the t r a n s i t i o n . s t a t e . This 
was then employed to t r y to ra t i o n a l i s e data r e l a t i n g to rate and 
orie n t a t i o n of radical attack. I n the main fluorethylenes were taken 
as the substrates with hydrogen, methyl and f l u o r i n e radicals f o r which 
a reasonable amount of experimental data i s available. This series was 
l a t e r extended to consider a wider range of substituent effects i n the 
radical and o l e f i n i n the INDO studies. The calculations were performed 
at both the semi-empirical INDO l e v e l ^ ( t o enable a wide study with l i t t l e 
computational expense per calculation) and the non-empirical l e v e l 
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(detailed analysis) employing a HP 4»31G basis ,(see appendix ) i n the 
RHP and UHP formalisms. Though the single excited states can i n t e r a c t 
d i r e c t l y with the ground state doublet (compared with doubly excited 
states f o r closed shell species), the single determinantal wavefunction 
becoming therefore less precise, RHP and, especially i n spin density 
studies, UHP calculations have however been previously employed with a 
s u f f i c i e n t accuracy to encourage t h e i r use i n t h i s study without any CI 
analysis. This i s c e r t a i n l y a considerable deficiency however i n some 
of the l a t e r studies quoted here but i n view of the lack of study i n t h i s 
most important f i e l d , i t was deemed j u s t i f i a b l e i n a f i r s t i n vestigation 
to obtain a bett e r q u a l i t a t i v e i f not quantitative description. I n the 
non-empirical studies the ATMOL series of programs were employed, 
implemented on IBM 370/195 machines. The d i f f i c u l t i e s encountered i n 
convergence (especially i n i i ) necessitated considerable user monitoring. 
The r e s t a r t f a c i l i t i e s of the ATMOL SCP routines enabled a GEC 2050 work 
sta t i o n to be used i n a semi-interactive mode wit h the 370/'l95> t h i s was 
especially important i n the f i r s t ten cycles of the SCP to ensure the 
correct electronic configuration. 
b ) . The Olefin (X) 
In Table 6.1. i s shown the v a r i a t i o n i n the highest occupied c 
and TT o r b i t a l energies and charge densities f o r f l u o r i n e and methyl 
substituted ethylenes. In the plane of the molecule the f l u o r i n e acts 
to s t a b i l i s e the cr MO's whilst the TT o r b i t a l i s destabilised. This 
perfluoro e f f e c t has been observed experimentally i n the UV photoelectron 
212 
spectra of C„H. and C0P. . There i s an accummulation of 
charge at the least heavily fluorinated carbon i n accord w i t h simple 77 
electron theory . The methyl group acts i n an analogous manner except 
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that the greater proximity i n energy of the methyl pseudo- 7T o r b i t a l e 
raises the highest fT mo by a greater amount; A^CjH^P/CgH^ 0.67eV. 
(A£rCpH^IIe/C2H^ 1.34eV. The LUMO i3 also lowered i n energy. 
As w i l l become apparent l a t e r the form of the localised HCtlO 
and LUI'IO are of considerable importance i n a discussion of these 
reactions. Also included then i n Table 6.1. are the ^ Qpz coe f f i c i e n t s 
of these two o r b i t a l s which w i l l be important i n determining the 
magnitude of the overlap with o r b i t a l s of the r a d i c a l . An estimation 
of the r e l a t i v e energies of these pz o r b i t a l s at each carbon may be 
obtained from the HOMO <* and^3 spin o r b i t a l s of the product r a d i c a l . 
Taking a number of substituted ethyl radicals (see below and Table 6.4.) 
these o r b i t a l s were found to be essentially localised on the t r i g o n a l 
2 
C sp centre; t h e i r energies should thus represent the localised 
o r b i t a l energies at each s i t e . With increased o( f l u o r i n a t i o n tha'.SGMO 
i s increased i n energy. On the other hand ^ 3 f l u o r i n e s u b s t i t u t i o n 
r e s u l t s i n a greater lowering i n energy. Though the eigenvalue of the SCMO 
i s not d i r e c t l y related to o r b i t a l energies i t i s seen that f o r the same 
number of flu o r i n e substituents there i s l i t t l e appreciable change i n 
t h e i r eigenvalues. Quantitatively these results r e f l e c t the i n t e r a c t i o n 
of the f l u o r i n e lone pairs . with a h a l f closed shell o r b i t a l and mirror 
i n many aspects the previously mentioned experimentally observed 
perfluoro effect from the UV photoelectron studies. 
I t i s of some importance to note that the INDO results generate 
charge d i s t r i b u t i o n from a normalised basis assuming no overlap between 
centres. The r e l a t i v e ft charge d i s t r i b u t i o n at the d i f f e r e n t s i t e s 
w i t h i n the molecules studied should be however quite reasonable and 
consistent with results from non-empirical valence double zeta calculations 
on the o l e f i n s . I n t h i s context i t i s possible to separate the 
159. 
contribution to the Tf population at each carbon from the overlap i n the 
Mulliken population of the double zeta results and to investigate the 
r e l a t i v e Tr overlaps, size and populations of the localised 2pz 
o r b i t a l s of carbon. The results from Table 6.1. indicate that w h i l s t 
the general conclusion of the INDO results s t i l l holds the INDO basis 
does not show the variations i n the t o t a l Tr density of a ao as a 
function of fluoridation. Thus i n going from ethylene to 1,1 d i f l u o r o e t h y l 
the C„ population at both carbons i s increased (that at the CH_ .. 2pz x 2 
carbon s t i l l being greater); the r e l a t i v e occupancies of the two 
components i n the double zeta C_ basis indicate that the C« 
2pz 2pz 
atomic o r b i t a l has undergone contract w h i l s t the r a d i a l maxima 
of the atomic CHg Qxbi'bal increases. This i s not unreasonable 
on the :basisof the inductive power of f l u o r i n e . Further evidence i s 
provided from studies of the acetylenes i n Chapter 2 when < l / r > 
indicated the contraction of the S.C-F and =C-Cl carbon charge cloud. 
The important ramification of t h i s i s that with f l u o r i n e s u b s t i t u t i o n 
at the <* carbon the repulsive i n t e r a c t i o n with an approaching radical 
w i l l be less at long internuclear distances; at the other carbon centre 
the overlap w i l l be however somewhat greater. Consistent with t h i s 
approach i s the increase i n overlap population with increasing f l u o r i n e 
s u b s t i t u t i o n (the INDO results giving the incorrect order due to the 
decrease i n the magnitudes of the C_ ao with P s u b s t i t u t i o n ) . 
2pz 
Analysis of the cross terms from the double zeta 2pz basis again indicate 
the somewhat larger contribution from the C'A^ carbon function of larg e r 
radical maxima. 
c) . Radical Intermediate (RX) 
The production of the radical intermediate (RX) results i n the 
formation of a new sigma bond. The strength of t h i s new C-R bond as 
160 
Table 6.2. 
Overlaos and Snin Densities i n Proauct Radicals. 
Radical R-X PBO Energies Snin Density on R 
(£») 1 
yg.XlO4 «^x10* £ : c 1 0 
H - CH2 = CHg (o) (0) (0) (0) 
H - CH2 = CHF 5 (0) -12 5 
H - CHP = CHg -7 2 0.0230 9 18 
H - CH2 - CF2 if 47 (0) -22 5 
H - CF2 = CHg -6 5 0.0393 13 36 
H - CHF = CFg 3 53 (0) -11 24 
H - CF2 = CHF 7 38 0.0154 1 43 
H - CF2 = CF2 7 58 . - 7 42 
H -. CH2 = CH2 (0) (0) 
CH^ - CH2 = CH2 372 273 
HH2- CH2 = CH2 r-936 -899 
F - CH2 = CH2 -804 -657 
CH^  - CH2=CH2 (0) (0) 
CF3 - CH2=CH2 - 4 28 
(CH3)2CH - CH2=CH2 - 17 -124 9.541 9.435 
(CH^CF - CH2=CH2 -109 -110 12.524 12.438 
(CF 3) 2CH - CH2=CH2 - 70 - 90 
Geometry. 
C-C 1.43A C-H 1.08A C-F 1.33A 
CH2 10 out of plane. HCH 122° 
Tetrahedral at attacked centre, staggered conformer. 
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reflected i n the « and P.B.0. has been determined f o r a number of R 
and X and i s shown i n Table 6 . 2 . ( i n a l l these calculations a staggertd1 
geometry i s assumed f o r RX). I n general the changes i n the structure 
of X do not greatly change the <*PB0 but do r e s u l t i n some change i n 
the ^ aPBOj changes i n the nature, both i n size and electronegativity 
of R cause large variations both i n oc and^tf PBO. An i n t e r e s t i n g 
feature i s that increase of the electron withdrawing powers of R 
actually increase the pPBO whilst decreasing the PBO. This i s also 
apparent i f the differences i n <* £y9 overlaps are considered with 
change of the bonding atom i n R: A P B 0 ( ^ - « ) CH^(-0.002),F(0.012). 
For the substituted ethylenes with R=H the and^ overlaps are 
greater at the methylene s i t e as a resu l t of the greater ^ d e n s i t y . The 
s i m i l a r i t y i n t o t a l overlap at both s i t e s i n the tri f l u o r o e t h y l e n e 
however i s due largely to the increased^ PBO at CFg. 
The spin densities are also included i n Table 6 . 2 . The main point 
of i n t e r e s t here i s that whilst the c< spin density of R remains 
approximately constant with increased f l u o r i n a t i o n of X due to a 
balancing of inductive and delocaHsng effectr there i s a marked increase 
\x\.j9 spin density. A s i m i l a r observation with increased f l u o r i n a t i o n i s 
observed f o r R. 
The r e l a t i v e s t a b i l i t i e s of the radical products i s often used as.j 
a guide to give the preference i n addition to o l e f i n s . I n Table 6 .3. the 
addition of H and F to a number of f l u o r o o l e f i n s has been considered 
where the geometry f o r the product assumes no r o t a t i o n of the methylene 
function ( i . e . staggered). I n the case of R=H the results are i n accord 
with classical ideas concerning the s t a b i l i s i n g influence of F - cX to 
an unpaired electron. For R = F however there i s a much smaller 
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Table 6 .3 . 
SOHO Energies of some Radicals, (au.) 
Radical r s a i o £• SUMO 
CEj -0.528(-0.438) 0.109(0.142) 
CH2P -0.492(-0.443) 0.092(0.138) 
CHP2 -0.486(-0.421) 0.068(0.133) 
CF^ -0.509(-0.i t1l) 0.034(0.128) 
sa;o SUMO sa-io SUMO 30MO SUIIO 
CH^ -CH2 -0.2*05 0.121 -CHF -0.384 0.121 - c ? 2 -0.373 0.119 
CH 2F -CE 2 -0.^38 0.088- -CHF -0.418 0.088 -CF 2 -0.404 0.088 
CHP2 -CH2 -0.479 O.O59 -CHF -0.449 0.061 -CF 2 -0.434 0.061 
Values i n parenthesis r e f e r to planar geometry, otherwise 
tetrahedral or as Table 6.2. 
Table 6.4. 
Rotational Barriers i n some Substituted Ethyl radicals. 
'Radical' 9 E e E 9 E J 3 
F CH2-CH2. b (0) . « 0.005 90 0.009 0.009 
F CH 2-CF 2 .,,0 (0) 0.0 90 0.001 0.001 
CH^ CHF-CFg 0 (0) 30 0.001 90 0.001 0.001 
CH_ CF0-CHF p (0) 60 -0.003 90 -0.004 -0.004 
120 -0.003 180 0.0 
F CH2-CF2+ 0 (0) 90 0.022 0.022 
F CH2-CH2+ 0 (0) 90 O.O46 O.O46 
F CH 2-CF 2- 0 (0) 90 -0.008 -0.008 
F CHg-CHg- 0 (0) 90 -0.002 -0.002 
Geometries as Table 6.2. except planar sp employed. 
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preference and i n the opposite d i r e c t i o n . This i s i n accord however 
to the preference f o r f l u o r i n e saturation of a carbon atom where 
theitnochemical data indicates a r e l a t i v e s t a b i l i t y of CF,-CH, over 
3 3 
CFgH-CFHg of some 1.3 kcal.mole" 1. Further l i m i t e d investigations 
employing CH^  and CF^ a3 the radical indicated these to give 
preferences i n an analogous manner to H. This i s p a r t i c u l a r l y 
i n t e r e s t i n g i n the case of CH^ /CgHF^  where experimental study 
indicates a preference f o r attack at the CF^ carbon: the product 
* 
radical CH^ -CHF-CFg i s hov/ever calculated to be considerably more 
21 "5 
stable than i t s isomer J* 
d) . The Reaotant Radical. 
I t i s relevant merely to state three important points concerning 
the r a d i c a l . 
i ) Increase i n substitution w i l l decrease the spin density at the 
attacking radical atom. The co e f f i c i e n t at t h i s atom of the SQMO w i l l 
also be decreased. 
i i ) Increase i n size w i l l increase the repulsion (nuclear and 
electronic) with the o l e f i n . 
i i i ) I n the series CH^  - CF^ the SQMO, largely localised on the 
carbon w i l l be altered i n energy less than that f o r the SUI-IO (=LUHOJ9) 
(Table 6.3.). 
e) . Discussion. 
From the data discussed above a model was developed w i t h i n which 
the addition of R to one of the si t e s i n X could be studied. This i s 
shown i n Figure 6.1. where the <* and^ spin electrons are considered 
separately. For example i n the reactant ethylene there w i l l be equal 
con t r i b u t i o n s of j>e to the pz population i n carbon from electrons of 
Figure 6 .1 . Orbital Interaction Diagram of 5GttO(R).with f i , 7i (X). 
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both « and^a spin. In the product radical one centre w i l l have almost 
exclusively ex spin; the T/s w i l l l i e i n a region somewhere between these 
two extremes. 
I f the formation of the radical product i s considered i n terms of 
a t t r a c t i v e and repulsive surfaces then considering the change i n 
bonding only the main contributions w i l l arise from the energy of the 
new C - R bond with a decrease i n energy due to the weakening of the 
2 ^ 
C-C bond of X i n the t r a n s i t i o n from a sp to an sp^ hybridisation at 
the centre of attack. These reactionsare thus i n general very 
exothermic and the T/s may be expected to occur early i n the reaction 
i n accord with the general proposition f o r the form of P.E. surfaces 
of Polyani. Both reactant and product properties were however 
included i n the model to develop a more detailed picture of the T/S. 
I n the i n i t i a l stages from Figure 6.1. the c< electrons may be 
thought of as acting repulsively i n the R-X i n t e r a c t i o n w h i l s t the^s 
electrons give an a t t r a c t i v e i n t e r a c t i o n . The electronic repulsive curve 
w i l l follow an approximatel/r ndependence at large intemuclear 
distance ( i . e . a sensitive function of ?) and w i l l be greatest at the 
s i t e with the largest density. Convera&y the LUl'IOyS" spin o r b i t a l of 
Rwill also gives the greatest a t t r a c t i v e overlap with t h i s s i t e . 
Employing t h i s model then i t i s possible to r a t i o n l i s e many of 
the subtleties of the data presented above. This has the ef f e c t of 
buildi n g a picture of the various contributing factors which may be 
evident i n the T/S and hence discerning how the nature of the 
reactant may a l t e r electronic structure and s t a b i l i t y of such a 
proposed species. 
Considering f i r s t l y the e electrons. The lower the energy of the 
166, 
SUMO of R the greater w i l l be the overlap with the HOMO of the o l e f i n . 
This i s reflected i n the increase of the PBO from Table 6.2. i n 
going from (CH^CH to (CP^CF. Again t h i s overlap w i l l be 
greatest i n unsymmetrical o l e f i n s at the s i t e with highest Tr 
density (Table 6.1.) as seen from the fluoro substituted ethyl radicals. 
I t i s of some importance that i n t h i s series there i s comparatively 
l i t t l e change i n the c*PBO across the series compared with the ^/S PBO 
Change i n R however produces a comparable change i n both the «* and^ 
PBO. Thus i f the product radical represented the T/s then d i f f e r e n t i a l l y 
i t appears that the bonding as indicated by the f PBO of the new r a d i c a l -
o l e f i n bond w i l l be of greater importance i n determining the ori e n t a t i o n 
of addition. This proposition has been tested previously i n a 
d i f f e r e n t presentation by Tedder and co-workers who related the 
act i v a t i o n energy of the addition to the bonding p o s s i b i l i t i e s of the 
olefin, 1 99,214 
Eobs = A ( V + V 
where ^Q-^a i s the ac t i v a t i o n energy, Iy* the rr l o c a l i s a t i o n energy, 
<£e the tt electron density at the s i t e of addition and A and B are 
constant, the theoretical quantities being derived from Huckel 
calculations. I f overlap i s the dominant factor i n the T/s there 
should be a direc t relationship between the a c t i v a t i o n energy and the 
Cn c o e f f i c i e n t of the highest occupied IT MO of the o l e f i n f o r addition dx>z 
21L 204 
of the same R. Tedder's experimental values f o r C-jFy and CCl-^  
gave good correlations for the expression E . = 
obs 
Const. - k. c o e f f • C 2 p Z 
Radical Const. k r 
0 H 5 
3.0 -8.9 .47 
20.1 22.7 .86 
3 .7 .85 CCl^ 14.4 15-0 
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(v/here the coeff.C ? refers to the INDO results) though i n the case 
energy with the new bond C-C somewhat weaker than i n -CCl^ or "C^Fy 
and hence overlap with HOMO of the ethylenes w i l l be comparatively 
less. Other factors may thus be of some importance. 
The « electron of the radical as shown i n t h i s scheme w i l l be 
involved i n both a t t r a c t i v e and repulsive interactions. I f f o r 
example an unsymnetrical X i s taken (e.g. CPg = CHg) then from 
Figure 6.2. the picture i s more complicated. F i r s t l y considering 
overlap as reflected i n the magnitudes of the coef f i c i e n t s of the f r 
o r b i t a l s of X with a standard ft there w i l l be a marked preference f o r 
a s t a b i l i s i n g i n t e r a c t i o n with the CFg function v/here c o e f f i c i e n t s of 
the HOMO and LUHO Tf o r b i t a l s are respectively lower and higher than at 
the CHg carbon. The opposite conclusion i s reached however i f the 
dependence upon the r e l a t i v e energies of the o r b i t a l i s involved, there 
now being a preference f o r the CHg carbon. Similarly f o r thej3 electrons 
the c o e f f i c i e n t s and overlap argum ents give c o n f l i c t i n g orientations at 
the CHg and CFg sites respectively. Since however the overlap i s 
approximately proportional to the product of the co e f f i c i e n t s but only 
inversely related to the separation of the energy l e v e l s , the variations 
i n the former are anticipated to have a greater effe c t on the ac t i v a t i o n 
energies. Further, available experimental evidence together with these 
studies indicate addition to the CH^  carbon. I t appears then that the 
o< electrons i n the majority of cases e f f e c t i v e l y play l i t t l e part i n 
determining the orientation of attack. 
For radicals where the electron repulsive surface i s anticipated 
2pz 
213 of CH the correlation was unsatisfactory. This r e s u l t i s not 
unreasonable as the LUHO^ o r b i t a l of CH,» i s r e l a t i v e l y higher i n 
168. 
to be more important (e.g. CH^) the changes i n Tr density at each s i t e 
i n the ethylene must now be considered as a f f e c t i n g both a t t r a c t i v e 
and repulsive surfaces and generally i n opposite senses. As t h i s 
becomes more important so departures from product s t a b i l i t y and T/S 
bonding methods w i l l increase. I f t h i s repulsive surface i s major 
i t should be possible to correlate the a c t i v a t i o n energy now with the 
repulsion as reflected by the Vf charge densities at the carbons. 
Unfortunately no satisfactory c o r r e l a t i o n was found with the INDO 
results though d i f f e r e n t size of the localised C„ ao makes any 
2pz 
correlations tenuous. 
The t o t a l C-R overlaps f o r s i m i l a r radicals i s seen to decrease 
as R becomes less electronegative. Indeed f o r CH^  and CP^  t h i s change 
i s comparable with that at the CHg and CHF s i t e s i n ^HF^ ^ n a s 
already been established that f o r CH^  no c o r r e l a t i o n i s obtained 
between the a c t i v a t i o n energy and the bonding properties. Thus i f the 
t r a n s i t i o n s tate, which w i l l have a weak R-X bond, exhibit comparable 
changes i n t h i s overlap the entropy of t h i s weak complex should show 
considerable changes. This w i l l be reflected i n the v a r i a t i o n i n the 
A f a c t o r . A decrease i n bonding i n the T/s w i l l r e s u l t i n an increase 
i n the entropy of activation and hence the A factor w i l l also be 
increased ( A o f e ^ ^ ). The much larger A factor encountered f o r 
methyl radical attack compared with perfluoroisopropyl andtrichloromethyl 
radical mitigate f o r some factor other than the energy of the repulsive 
interactions. There i s alsoevidence from these A factors f o r methyl 
radical addition that t h i s term i 3 of greater importance i n 
determining the orientation i n certain of the fluoroethylenes than 
21L 
with the other radicals. For the present i t i s pertinent to comment 
b r i e f l y upon the observation of attack at the CFH s i t e i n t r i f l u o r o e t h y l e n e 
169, 
by methyl radicals. Indeed from the comments concerning the size and 
electron d i s t r i b u t i o n from the non-empirical studies of the ol e f i n s 
the propensity f o r attack by a nucleophilic type radical at the s i t e 
where the charge cloud has undergone the greatest contraction i s not 
unreasonable. An explanation based on these entropy argum ents i s 
also e n t i r e l y reasonable. I t i s apparent from the above that the lack 
of c o r r e l a t i o n with the HOMO of the o l e f i n by implication also 
indicates an increased i n t e r a c t i o n with the LUMO. With the available 
data i n d i c a t i n g the coefficents as opposed to separation between the 
energy levels being of greater importance i n determining the 
orie n t a t i o n the predicted attack at the CFg s i t e i s i n accord with 
the experimental findings. 
3). Rotational Barriers i n Radicals (Cations and Anions) 
a). Semi-anpjrical Study. 
The previous analysis was i n terms of a separation of components 
a r i s i n g from o< andyff spins conforming to anionic .uid cationic h a l f 
s h e l l electronic species respectively. This naive approach proved an 
ef f e c t i v e method of analysis of the addition reaction. I t was thus 
decided to investigate t h i s method f u r t h e r by the consideration of 
ro t a t i o n a l barriers i n some radicals. The characteristic feature of 
these barriers i s that they are low compared wi t h t h e i r charged 
counterparts but there exists i n general a s l i g h t preference f o r the 
215 
eclipsed conformer i n substituted ethyl radicals. Physically t h i s 
i s not surprising i n view of the r e l a t i v e l y larger calculated barriers 
96 
f o r the cation from studies by Pople and co-workers. Barrier to 
r o t a t i o n i n some substituted ethyl systems have been calculated and 
are shown i n Table 6.5* With the o r b i t a l i n t e r a c t i o n scheme employed 
170 
i n the second chapter introduction of fl u o r i n e at a cationic carbon 
w i l l serve to raise the energy of t h i s 2prr ao with the r e s u l t that 
the b a r r i e r to ro t a t i o n f o r the cation i s reduced. The b a r r i e r i s 
somewhat overestimated due to the standard geometries employed. The 
opposite s i t u a t i o n i s found i n the anions though now the difference 
i s considerably less. I n the radical then the behaviour i s as 
expected i n d i c a t i n g the power of t h i s approach. The quite complex 
b a r r i e r i n the f l u o r i n e substituted propene radicals also exhibits t h i s 
underlying trend i n f l u o r i n a t i o n at the radical centre. 
I t may be argued that repulsive interactions across the C-C 
bond between the atoms rather than the i n t e r a c t i o n with the 1 C_ ^  ! 
do i> 
o r b i t a l are responsible f o r these ba r r i e r s . To eliminate t h i s 
p o s s i b i l i t y calculations were performed on a number of 2-propene 
radicals where any atom-atom interactions are expected to be small. 
The results are shown i n Table 6.5. The barriers are again small and 
i n q u a l i t a t i v e agreement with the above. I t i s of i n t e r e s t now that 
introduction of the f l u o r i n e at the terminal CH2 carbon increases the 
b a r r i e r . There are two reasons f o r t h i s . F i r s t l y the 5QM0, now one 
carbon u n i t remote from the two f l u o r i n e s , i s lowered i n energy 
(CHy-C = CH2 £ = 0.330au, 01^-6= CF2 e = 0.422au) 
Secondly the fluorines now i n the same plane as the p o r b i t a l can 
reduce the repulsive (cx) i n t e r a c t i o n by withdrawing electrons from t h i s 
a.o. (eclipsed FCH2-C = CX2 ; X - H 1.027, X = F 0.972) 
I n going to the eclipsed from the stagg&red form i n XCHg-C = CHg 
a considerable increase i n c* spin density i s observed on X accompanied 
by a si m i l a r decrease i n d e n s i t y . (This has been used as a probe f o r 
determination of the conformer i n substituted ethyl radicals by 
Table 6.5. 
* 
Rotational Barriers and Overlaps i n some 
Substituted Propyl Radicals. 
Staggered Eclipsed 
Compound _E SL 
H - CH2 - C - CH2 0.0 0.336 0.335 0.331 0.330 
F - CH2 - C - CH2 0.0020 0.2^3 0.240 0.232 0.244 
H - CF2 - C - CH2 -0.0019 0.336 0.335 0.333 0.331 
F - CF2 - C - CH2 0.0 0.243 0.242 0.246 0.245 
H - CH2 - C - CP 2 0.0 0.336 0.335 0.332 0.325 
F - CH2 - C - CF2 0.0082 0.243 O.231 0.233 0.243 
* PBO Overlaps i n X - C Radical 
172. 
Figure 6.3. Energy Components f o r Rotational Barriers i n Sthyl Species. 












Cation: Radical Anion 
C H 2 F CH; 
173. 
calculation o f ^ hyperfine coupling constants). ' ' With X •» F t h i s 
i s accompanied by changes i n and j3 bond overlaps according to the 
scheme 
P 
c - * — c _c — — c 
1 H H H H 
7* 
which w i l l be reduced by electronegative goups (CPg) i n the same plane, 
b). Non-Hhinirical Study, 
The ro t a t i o n a l - b a r r i e i s i n the ^3- f l u o r o e t h y l species were f u r t h e r 
investigated by a non-empirical study. The 4-31G Hartree-Fock basis was 
employed and a standard geometry f o r the radical taken. The CHg centre 
was assumed planar w i t h a HCH angle of 110°. The t o t a l energies f o r the 
cation, anion and radical (both R1IF and UHF) together with the component 
energies are given i n Table 6.6. Due to the short C-C bond the cation 
and anion barriers are again overestimated: the barriers f o r the radical 
i s s i m i l a r i n both calculations and i n accord with experiment 
(O.46 kcal.mole -^) . These variations i n energy are quite n i c e l y 
represented i n Figure 6 .3 where the changes i n t o t a l , a t t r a c t i v e 
(defined as Vne) and repulsive energies i n the cation, anion and radical 
i n the staggered and eclipsed conformer have been plotted. The addition 
of one and two electrons to the cation results i n the expected 
r e l a t i v e l y smaller a t t r a c t i v e and repulsive energies i n the eclipsed 
conformer; the t o t a l energy i s seen however to mirror the changes of the 
a t t r a c t i v e energy component; v i z . the barriers are a t t r a c t i v e i n a l l 
three species. This i s a most i n t e r e s t i n g observation since repulsive 
effects i n the anion might'a priori*be anticipated to be dominant. 
A number of points of in t e r e s t arise from an analysis of the 
< l l 
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o r b i t a l s and e l e c t r o n d i s t r i b u t i o n s i n the c a t i o n and a n i o n . F i r s t l y 
the "barriers and c a l c u l a t e d lowest energy conformer are c o n s i s t e n t 
w i t h the a n a l y s i s i n terms o f over lap o f the carbon 2p a .o . w i t h the 
pseudo 77 o r b i t a l s o f the f l u o r o m e t h y l g roup . The magnitudes o f the 
V A T T a n < i VK3? t e I m s "though are much s m a l l e r i n the an ion . A f u r t h e r 
i n d i c a t i o n t h a t the e l e c t r o n i c changes i n the anion are s m a l l e r than 
i n the c a t i o n i s g i v e n by p l o t t i n g the d e n s i t y d i f f e r e n c e map f o r 
the two confo rmers in a plane 4 .4 a . u . behind the methyl carbon 
{Figure 6 . 4 ) . Both q u a l i t a t i v e l y and q u a n t i t i v e l y there i s a s m a l l e r 
v a r i a t i o n i n the a n i o n . 
S i m i l a r examinat ion o f the r a d i c a l shows i t s energies and 
e l e c t r o n i c s t r u c t u r e t o be composed o f unequal components o f the c a t i o n 
and an ion w i t h , c o n s i d e r i n g s o l e l y the t o t a l ene rg ie s , a l a r g e r 
c o n t r i b u t i o n f r o m the l a t t e r . Th is i s a r e s u l t ©f the r e p u l s i v e 
i n t e r a c t i o n s i n the anion be ing overest imated i f i n t e r p o l a t i o n t o the 
r a d i c a l i s employed. Though f o r t u i t o u s the i n t e r p o l a t e d V.^jip employing 
the c a t i o n and an ion energy data i s i n e x c e l l e n t agreement w i t h t h a t 
c a l c u l a t e d i n the r a d i c a l . Recourse t o the o r b i t a l i n t e r a t i o n diagram 
shows t h a t w h i l e these 7r a t t r a c t i v e i n t e r a t i o n s are d i f f e r e n t i n c a t i o n 
and an ion the r e p u l s i v e i n t e r a c t i o n i s o n l y found i n the a n i o n . A 
r e d u c t i o n i n t h i s r e p u l s i o n by d e l o c a l i s i n g the nega t ive charge i n the 
an ion (and hence r a d i c a l ) w i l l tend t o produce a staggerer! conformer . 
Th i s p rov ides an a l t e r n a t i v e r a t i o n a l i s a t i o n o f the p re fe rence f o r the 
staggared anion i n FCHg-CFg as c a l c u l a t e d above where the f l u o r i n e now 
d e l o c a l i s e s t h i s nega t ive charge. 
I n conc lus ion i t has r e c e n t l y been r epor t ed t h a t the /?Cl e t h y l 
215 216 
r a d i c a l e x i s t s i n a f o r m approaching a b r idged s t r u c t u r e . D l From 
H 7 
s t u d i e s o f the b r idged c a t i o n s , b o t h P + and C l + are known t o be 
favoured i n b r i d g i n g environments as opposed t o the j2 p o s i t i o n i n the 
120 217 218 
c a t i o n . ' C a l c u l a t i o n s a t the INDO l e v e l on the corresponding 
2-P e t h y l r a d i c a l where a l l geometr ic parameters were v a r i e d gave 
however no tendency t o b r i d g e . Th i s i s i n accord w i t h p a r t i a l l y 
op t imised s t u d i e s by Hudson and B i d d i e s . 7 Though s e m i - e m p i r i c a l 
c a l c u l a t i o n s tend t o overes t imate the s t a b i l i t y o f b r idged s t r u c t u r e s a 
p re fe rence f o r a geometry approaching a b r i d g i n g fo rm has been r epo r t ed 
220 
f r o m an IHDO study o f ^ 3 c h l o r o e t h y l r a d i c a l . T h i s evidence suggests , 
t o g e t h e r w i t h data a v a i l a b l e concerning the s t e r e o s e l e c t i v i t y o f r a d i c a l 
221 
a d d i t i o n t o o l e f i n s ( e . g . B r 2 ) , t h a t the b r i d g i n g c a p a b i l i t i e s i n the 
r a d i c a l might p a r a l l e l those c a l c u l a t e d f o r the c a t i o n . 
4 ) . Rad ica l A d d i t i o n t o A l l e n e s . 
a ) . Method. 
As a s u b j e c t o f some i n t e r e s t c a l c u l a t i o n s a t the INDO l e v e l were 
a l so performed t o i n v e s t i g a t e the r e a c t i o n o f f r e e r a d i c a l a d d i t i o n t o 
a l l e n e s . There i s r e l a t i v e l y l i t t l e documentation i n the l i t e r a t u r e on 
t h i s s u b j e c t bu t the a v a i l a b l e da ta may be conven ien t ly r a t i o n a l i s e d by 
222 
the f o l l o w i n g scheme 
XCH2 - C = CH 2 
H 2C = C = CH 2 + X- ^ - 1 
k" A / X k 
CH 2 d • ^ C H 
C e n t r a l a t t a c k proceeds w i t h a r a p i d r o t a t i o n t o g i v e a resonance 
s t a b i l i s e d i n t e r m e d i a t e w h i l s t t e r m i n a l a t t a c k proceeds r e v e r s i b l y , t he re 
178 
be ing no s i m i l a r s t a b i l i s i n g i n f l u e n c e . For a l l e n e i t s e l f t e r m i n a l 
a t t a c k i s i n v a r i a b l y p r e f e r r e d w h i l s t s u b s t i t u t i o n a t the t e r m i n a l 
222 
carbons g r e a t l y increases the p re fe rence f o r c e n t r a l a t t a c k . 
F l u o r i n e atoms a l so appear t o have a s l i g h t p re fe rence f o r c e n t r a l 
a t t a c k . 
The procedure f o r i n v e s t i g a t i o n was s i m i l a r t o t h a t employed 
f o r the o l e f i n . The a l l enes themselves were s tud ied f o r over lap and 
charge d i s t r i b u t i o n and the produc t r a d i c a l s f o r the s t a b i l i t y and 
bonding t rends i n the T / s . This was augmented by l i m i t e d s t u d i e s o f 
the p o t e n t i a l energy s u r f a c e s . 
b ) . The A l l e n e s . 
I n Table 6 . T . are shown the #Tpopula t ions f o r a number o f s imple 
a l l e n e s . The p i c t u r e i s complicated somewhat due to the two 
or thogona l systems and bo th ir r e p u l s i o n and e~inductive e f f e c t s are 
seen t o be i m p o r t a n t . The f e a t u r e s ev iden t i n the e thylenes are s t i l l 
r e t a i n e d . For a l l e n e i t s e l f the Tr p o p u l a t i o n i s cons ide rab ly h i g h e r 
a t the t e r m i n a l carbons. I n t r o d u c t i o n o f a methyl group r e s u l t s i n . an 
inc rease i n the p o p u l a t i o n o f the p/r o r b i t a l o f the C=CHMe group which 
i s l e s s than t h a t observed f o r f l u o r i n e s u b s t i t u t i o n ; both i n accord 
w i t h the f i n d i n g s f o r e thy lene . The i n t r o d u c t i o n o f two f l u o r i n e atoms 
a t the same s i t e r e s u l t s i n a markedly h i g h e r pp p o p u l a t i o n on the 
c e n t r a l carbon compared w i t h e i t h e r t e r m i n a l carbon. 
I n t r o d u c t i o n , o f the F and Me. groups a l so a f f e c t s the tr over lap 
p o p u l a t i o n s . For a l l e n e the Tr over lap ( .947e) i s increased s l i g h t l y i n 
the CH2= C u n i t t o ,958e w i t h s u b s t i t u t i o n o f F and by ,950e w i t h Me. 
The changes i n the o t h e r fragment are oppos i te and cons ide rab ly l a r g e r 
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? i T i r c 6 .5 . IITDO I l n i n i s e r . Geometries o f seme S u b s t i t u t e d 
A l l y l ruirl P r o l y l i - r . r j j ca l s . 
X -
X V X-Cl Ci-C2 C1-C3 9 
l 






H H 1-08 + 1-37: 1-371 117-8 117-B 124-3 123-2 124-3 123-2 
H F 1-08 + 1-364 1-379 119-4 119-2 124-6 123-3 130-1 124-3 
F . H 1-355 1-J75 1-375 U6-0 116-0 124-8 121-2 124-8 121- 2 




X Y Z X-C3 C3-C1. C1-C2 e 
1 
0 2 63 
H H H l - 0 8 + 1-417 1-287 112-5 111-2 119-1 125-4 
H H F l-08+ 1-428 1-232 114-2 112-8 117-5 125*3 
H F H l-08+ 1-412 1-304 111-3 111-8 ii8-e 127-4 
F H H l-37+ 1-423 1-234 112-8 111-4 119-7 125-2 
F H F L37 + 1-424 : 1-281 118-1 113-1 120-6 125-2 
F F H l-37+ 1-423 1-302 112-2 111-6 119-5 127-2 
Assumed dihedral angle 
181. 
o f these rr o r b i t a l s . The conc lus ion i s then t h a t increased s u b s t i t u t i o n 
w i l l inc rease the app rop r i a t e Tr d ens i t y a t the c e n t r a l carbon w i t h a 
r e d u c t i o n i n the 7> bonding f r o m the s u b s t i t u t e d group to the c e n t r a l 
carbon. F u r t h e r i n a t t a c k a t the c e n t r a l carbon atom i t i s t h i s 
weaker C-C bond which undergoes r o t a t i o n t o g i v e the p l ana r 
r a d i c a l . 
c ) . Product Rad ica l s . 
The minimised geometries ( * 0.1 k c a l . m o l e ) and energies f o r a 
number o f product r a d i c a l s are shown i n F igure 6 .5 . and Table 6.8. 
Cons ider ing f i r s t l y the a d d i t i o n o f H t o a l i ene and 1 , 1 - d i f l u o r o a l l e n e the re 
i s a s l i g h t p re fe rence f o r the product f r o m c e n t r a l a t t a c k . I n t r o d u c t i o n 
o f two f l u o r i n e s now inc rea se? th i s p r e f e r e n c e . The bond l e n g t h s and 
angles are q u a l i t a t i v e l y reasonable , f l u o r i n e t end ing t o l eng then the 
ad jacen t C-C bonds. The analogous products f rom f l u o r i n e a d d i t i o n g i v e 
the oppos i te p re fe rence f o r c e n t r a l a t t a c k , d i f l u o r i n a t i o n now g i v i n g r i s e 
t o a p re fe rence f o r a t t a c k a t the CFg group due t o the s t a b i l i t y o f the 
CFj f u n c t i o n . 
The cons is tency o f these c a l c u l a t i o n s i s i n d i c a t e d by the s i m i l a r 
geometry o f the C «= CHg group i n the r a d i c a l products and the r e s u l t s f o r 
d i f l u o r o a l i e n e w i t h H and F are i n reasonable agreement w i t h the l e s s 
22L 
f l e x i b l e s tudy o f K i s p e r t , P i t tman and co-workers . * 
The charge and over lap p o p u l a t i o n f o r the t e r m i n a l r a d i c a l s has been 
mentioned above and f o l l o w c l o s e l y the t rends i n the e t h y l r a d i c a l s . The 
a l l y l r a d i c a l s show most i n t e r e s t i n g v a r i a t i o n i n the & and ^3 s p i n 
over laps w i t h the new C-H o r C-F bond as seen i n F igure 6 .5 . The °< and 
/ 3 ove r laps f o r C-H are both increased w i t h d i f l u o r i n a t i o n ; the C-F c* 
and^0 over laps show opposing v a r i a t i o n s , the i n c r e a s e d ^ over lap be ing 
182, 
Table 6 .8. 
R e l a t i v e Product S t a b i l i s e s o f Al lenes w i t h v a r i o u s Rad ica l s (kca l .mole"" 1 ) 
A l l e n e + H Terminal(C3) Cen t ra l Terminal (C2) 
CH 2 = C « CH 2 0.3 (0) 0 .3 
CH 2 o C = CP 2 20.6 (0) 21.8 
CH 2 = C = CHMe 12.1 (0) 15.9 
A l l e n e + F 
CH 2 = C = CH 2 8 .0 (0) 8 .0 
CH 2 = C = CP 2 17.6 (0) - 2 .9 
CH 2 = C - CHMe 5.0 (0) 8 .2 
A l l e n e + Me 
CH 2 = C = CH 2 0.3 (0) 0.3 
( -ve i n d i c a t e s more s t a b l e produc t r a d i c a l ) 
* For p a r t i a l l y minimised geometry o n l y , a l l o the r s 
f u l l y minimised geomet r ies . 
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l a r g e r however. 
Bnp loy ing non-minimised standard geometr ies a methyl s u b s t i t u e n t 
i s seen to f a v o u r the c e n t r a l a t t a c k o f bo th H and P r a d i c a l s 
(Table 6 . 8 . ) . L i m i t e d c a l c u l a t i o n s a l so i n d i c a t e d t h a t the re was 
l i t t l e d i f f e r e n c e i n the r e l a t i v e s t a b i l i t i e s f o r c e n t r a l o r t emina l 
a t t a c k w i t h methyl r a d i c a l . Thus i n genera l the product s t a b i l i t y 
i n d i c a t e s then t h a t f o r the r a d i c a l s H* CH • w i t h a l l e n e there i s 
j 
l i t t l e p re fe rence f o r c e n t r a l or t e r m i n a l a t t a c k but w i t h s u b s t i t u t i o n 
c e n t r a l a t t a c k becomes more f a v o u r a b l e over the u n s u b s t i t u t e d carbon as 
the s u b s t i t u e n t d e l o c a l i s e s the unpa i red e l e c t r o n . 
d ) . React ion Surface f o r A t t ack o f H» and F « t o A l l e n e s . 
The r e a c t i o n scheme as proposed imbodies two impor tan t s teps , 
i ) Terminal a t t a c k w i l l be thermodynamical ly c o n t r o l l e d 
i . e . product s t a b i l i t i e s w i l l be o f cons iderab le impor tance . 
i i ) The f o r m a t i o n o f the a l l y l r a d i c a l i n v o l v e s a c r o s s i n g 
o f energy su r faces and poses the ques t ion a t which stage o f the r e a c t i o n 
does the r o t a t i o n occur . 
The fo rmer has a l ready been p a r t i a l l y answered w i t h a genera l 
f a v o u r i n g f o r a t t a c k a t the u n s u b s t i t u t e d end. To i n v e s t i g a t e the 
l a t t e r the two PE curves f o r approach t o p l a n a r and p e r p e n d i c u l a r a l l e n e s 
have been c a l c u l a t e d t o determine the crossover p o i n t . I n t h i s r e g i o n 
the b a r r i e r s were then c a l c u l a t e d . Wi th i n c r e a s i n g s u b s t i t u t i o n the 
crossover occurred a t l a r g e r i n t e r n u c l e a r d i s t a n c e , the r o t a t i o n a l 
b a r r i e r be ing ve ry smal l (—1 k c a l . m o l e " ^ ) . 
Though i t i s no t p o s s i b l e a t the INDO l e v e l t o c a l c u l a t e the 
p o s i t i o n o f t h i s r o t a t i o n ( w . r . t . the energy maxima) on the p o t e n t i a l 
energy su r f ace i t i s reasonable to suppose t h a t t h i s increased 
i n t e r n u c l e a r crossover d i s t ance w i t h s u b s t i t u t i o n v / i l l r e s u l t i n an 
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increased c o n t r i b u t i o n o f the lower p l ana r a l l y l r a d i c a l energy su r f ace 
i n the T / s . Wi th the a t t a c k i n g r a d i c a l now locked onto t h i s l ower 
energy su r f ace the re w i l l hence be l e s s tendency f o r a t t a c k a t the 
t e r m i n a l carbons. 
5 ) . N o n - a n a i r i c a l React ion Surfaces f o r A d d i t i o n o f Radica ls 
t o O l e f i n . 
a ) . Method. 
To t e s t the v a l i d i t y o f the p r e v i o u s l y developed models, 
c a l c u l a t i o n s a t a n o n - e m p i r i c a l l e v e l have been performed on s t r u c t u r e s 
r e p r e s e n t i n g the t r a n s i t i o n s t a t e a r i s i n g f rom methyl r a d i c a l and 
f l u o r i n e atom a d d i t i o n t o e thy l ene . These represent two extremes o f a 
n u o l e o p h i l i c a n d e l e c t r o p h i ] i c r a d i c a l r e s p e c t i v e l y . Though a MINDO 
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op t imised geometry i s a v a i l a b l e f o r the fo rmer no i n v e s t i g a t i o n has 
been r epo r t ed foar the l a t t e r . 
I t has been a l ready s t a t e d t h a t the Hartree-Pock s i n g l e 
de terminant method i s g e n e r a l l y incapable o f o b t a i n i n g a r e l i a b l e 
d e s c r i p t i o n o f the p o t e n t i a l energy su r face o f a bound system. I n t h i s 
p a r t i c u l a r case the number o f c losed s h e l l s remains the same and 
225 
c o r r e l a t i o n c o r r e c t i o n s should be o f minor impor tance . An RHP 
approach should thus i n t h i s con tex t be o f reasonable q u a l i t y . A 
c r i t i c i s m o f t h i s approach i s however t h a t the closed s h e l l o< a n d ^ 
s p i n charge d i s t r i b u t i o n w i l l be e q u i v a l e n t . To i n t r o d u c e maximum 
f l e x i b i l i t y , geometry o p t i m i s a t i o n f o r the f l u o r i n e - e t h y l e n e system 
employed the UHP f o r m a l i s m . This serves to i n t r o d u c e h i g h e r double t 
s t a t e s i n t o the w a v e f u n c t i o n but s u f f e r s f rom the . d e f i c i e n c y o f 
18 
q u a r t e t , o c t e t e t c . , con t amina t i on . . 
The bas is set employed was o f double ze ta q u a l i t y f o r the valence 
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atomic o r b i t a l s . Though t h i 3 g r e a t l y increases the computa t iona l 
t ime the cons iderab le degree o f charge p o l a r i z a t i o n neces s i t a t e s a 
f l e x i b l e b a s i s . This has been v i v i d l y i l l u s t r a t e d . by Buenker and 
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co-workers i n a s tudy o f the amino r a d i c a l e thy lene system. The 
p r e v i o u s l y employed 4,31G f i t t o the H.F . f u n c t i o n s was employed i n 
a l l the subsequent c a l c u l a t i o n s . 
b ) . F» and CHj. A d d i t i o n t o E thy lene . 
Despi te the cons iderable symmetry a f u l l geometry o p t i m i s a t i o n 
t o determine the energy maxima on the minimum energy PE su r f ace f o r 
the r e a c t i o n was c o m p u t a t i o n a l l y no t f e a s i b l e . The f o l l o w i n g 
assumptions were thus employed. 
2 ^ 
i ) . The C-C bond l e n g t h and the sp -sp con fo rma t ion a t 
the s i t e o f a t t a c k change i n a l i n e a r manner. 
i i ) . The t r i g o n a l una t tacked s i t e r e t a i n s the same geometry 
i i i ) . No change i n the C-H bond l e n g t h s , 
i v ) . A t t a c k by the f l u o r i n e atom proceeds a long the 
t e t r a h e d r a l a x i s w i t h a f i x e d CHgF ' t e t r a h e d r a l ' ang le . F l u o r i n e i n 
b r i d g i n g environments gave energies cons ide rab ly h i g h e r } 
(4 .3 k c a l . m o l e - ^ a t a d i s t ance o f 2.2+A f rom each carbon) and t h i s 
s t r u c t u r e v / i l l thus no t be on the minimum energy PE s u r f a c e . Th i s i s i n 
accord w i t h p rev ious s tud i e s i n t h i s l a b o r a t o r y on p f l u o r o e t h y l c a t i o n 
and f l u o r o n i u m i o n where the LUHO eigenvalues o f the c a t i o n species were 
employed t o es t imate the r e l a t i v e s t a b i l i t i e s o f . t h e r a d i c a l . 
The problem i s now reduced t o o n l y two v a r i a b l e s , namely the change 
i n h y b r i d i s a t i o n o f the e thy lene and the C-F s epa ra t i on . L i m i t s o f 1.34A 
and 1J+4A v/ere employed on the C-C sepa ra t i on f o r f l u o r i n e a t i n f i n i t e 
s e p a r a t i o n f r o m the e thylene and i n staggered f l u o r o e t h y l r a d i c a l . A 
186. 
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g r i d o f 9 geometries was then set up corresponding to th ree e thy lene 
c o n f i g u r a t i o n s (Osp^, 0.5sp^, 1.0sp') and th ree C-F d is tances 
(2.2fA, 2.OA, 1 . 7A) . UHP c a l c u l a t i o n then enabled a p o t e n t i a l energy 
su r f ace to be cons t ruc ted and t h i s i s shown i n F igure 6.6. I t i s 
immedia te ly c l e a r t h a t the T / s occurs e a r l y i n the r e a c t i o n (~25^ 
change i n the e thylene s u b s t r a t e ) . Th is i s somewhat g r e a t e r than 
208 
t h a t c a l c u l a t e d f o r methyl r a d i c a l but cons ide rab ly l e s s than t h a t 
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f c r amino r a d i c a l . The charge d i s t r i b u t i o n (Table 5. 90 obtained 
f rom e i t h e r RHP and UHF c a l c u l a t i o n w i t h a 25$ convers ion t o sp^ 
s t r u c t u r e i n d i c a t e s the r eac t an t n a t u r e . F i r s t l y the RHP c a l c u l a t i o n 
g i v e s as the lowest energy c o n f i g u r a t i o n the s t a t e w i t h the unpa i red 
e l e c t r o n e s s e n t i a l l y l o c a l i s e d on F. The charge d i s t r i b u t i o n 
f u r t h e r i n d i c a t e s l i t t l e change i n the e thy lene s u b s t r a t e . The UHF 
c a l c u l a t i o n s , though probably o v e r e s t i m a t i n g the s e p a r a t i o n , g i v e a 
cons ide rab le p o l a r i z a t i o n o f charge i n the e thy lene u n i t , the gross 
charges though m i r r o r i n g q u i t e c l o s e l y the RHF r e s u l t s . The ne t 
t r a n s f e r o f the unpai red e l e c t r o n f rom f l u o r i n e i s q u i t e smal l ( ~ . 1 5 © ) . 
F u r t h e r a n a l y s i s o f the i n d i v i d u a l of and^3 s p i n d e n s i t i e s r evea l s t h a t 
t h i s i s due i n f a c t ma in ly f rom t r a n s f e r o f a p e l e c t r o n f r o m e thylene 
t o f l u o r i n e w i t h a decrease i n the C1-C2y? bond o v e r l a p ; there i s on ly a 
v e r y smal l tendency f o r t r a n s f e r o f an <* e l e c t r o n i n the oppos i te 
d i r e c t i o n 
Th i s i s a most impor tan t and f a r reach ing o b s e r v a t i o n . The 
r a m i f i c a t i o n s o f t h i s are t h a t w h i l s t the s i t u a t i o n i n so f a r as the 
geometry and t o t a l s p i n d e n s i t y i n d i c a t e a ' r e a c t a n t T / S ' , the 
cons iderab le degree o f charge sepa ra t ion o f the a and^g e l e c t r o n s 
t o g e t h e r w i t h the p a r t i a l t r a n s f e r o f a^9 e l e c t r o n t o fo rm the C-F 
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Table 6 .9 . Popu la t ion Ana lys i s f o r He- anrl F- + C ^ H ^ T / S ' B . 
H ^ . 
7 
T o t a l Dens i ty Spin Dens i t y 
Centre £ L KEF UHF(</-/s) E H F SCMO 
C1 2.832 3.547 6.379 6.431 -0.715 0 .018 
C2 3.669 2.771 6.440 6.447 O.898 O.O56 
H1(H2) 0.2*09 0.349 0.758 O.76O 0.060 0 . 0 
B3(H4) 0.343 O.418 O.761 0.761 -O.075 0.002 
F 4.994 4.149 9.143 9.078 O.845 0.921 
F-C1 -0.043 0.007 • -O.036 
C1-C2 0.210 0.189 0.399 
Me + C 2 H^ 
C1 2.811 3.594 6.405 6.409 -O.783 -0.019 
C2 3.669 2.818 6.487 6.501 O.851 0.044 
H1(H2) 0.418 0.357 0.775 0.774 0 .061 0 . 0 
H3(H4) 0.353 0.424 0.777 0.772 -0.071 -0.001 
C3 3.957 2.721 6.678 6.678 1.236 0.971 
H5(H6) 0.337 0.431 O.768 0.765 -O.O94 0.001 
H7 O.346 0.444 O.790 0.739 -O.098 0.002 
(CH 3 ) 4.977 4.027 9.OO4 8.997 O.95O 0.975 
C3-C1 -O.O42 -0.020 -0.062 -0 .119 
C1-C2 O.223 0.224 0.447 O.55O 
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bond c o r r e l a t e w i t h a ' p roduc t T / S 1 . I f t h i s obse rva t ion i s genera l 
the e x p l a n a t i o n o f the c o r r e l a t i o n s o f a c t i v a t i o n energies w i t h p roduc t 
s t a b i l i t y , the f o r m a t i o n o f the s t r o n g e r C-X bond and a l so l o c a l i s a t i o n 
energies o f the o l e f i n subs t ra te e t c . , as observed f o r a number o f 
previously i n v e s t i g a t e d systems f o l l o w , immedia te ly . 
Prom the above the c o r r e l a t i o n w i i h l o c a l i s a t i o n energies i n the ... 
o l e f i n has been q u a n t i t a t i v e l y succes s fu l f o r a l a r g e number o f 
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r a d i c a l s . ' A no tab le f a i l u r e i s however i n the case o f the 
methy l r a d i c a l . The r e s u l t s o f Hoyland i n d i c a t e d a r eac t an t geometry 
f o r the t r a n s i t i o n s t a t e but no charge d i s t r i b u t i o n s were quoted . To 
i n v e s t i g a t e t h i s f u r t h e r , c a l c u l a t i o n s were performed on a model methyl 
r a d i c a l - e t h y l e n e t r a n s i t i o n s t a t e employing the C 0H. geometry o f the 
^ *+ 
F + 0 o K T/S w i t h a H,C-C sepa ra t i on o f 2.5A. The r e s u l t a n t UHP 
charge d i s t r i b u t i o n s are a l so shown i n Table 6. 9 • For the oc s p i n 
e l e c t r o n s t h i s d i s t r i b u t i o n i s very s i m i l a r ; the re i s l i t t l e t r a n s f e r 
o f an « e l e c t r o n t o e thylene but cons iderab le and s i m i l a r p o l a r i z a t i o n 
o f the c< s p i n e l e c t r o n s . T h e s p i n e l e c t r o n s e x h i b i t however a q u i t e 
cons iderab le d i f f e r e n c e there being now on ly a very smal l ne t t r a n s f e r 
o f /3 e l e c t r o n s t o the methyl group w i t h the Cj-Cg ^ bond ove r l ap -
comparable t o the ex bond o v e r l a p . Th i s i s i n accord w i t h the LUMO 
s p i n o r b i t a l be ing o f h i g h e r energy i n methyl r a d i c a l : hence l e s s 
over lap and charge t r a n s f e r . Though the p o l a r i z a t i o n i n the e thy lene 
i s s t i l l q u i t e s i g n i f i c a n t (' ,-2/3e ) the new C-C bond w i l l be q u i t e 
weak. As a r e s u l t though the a c t i v a t i o n energy should show some 
dependence on the l o c a l i s a t i o n energy o f the 77 system. Any charge 
dependent o r d e n s i t y dependent term i n v o l v i n g bonding o f the a t t a c k i n g 
methyl r a d i c a l w i l l be very s l i g h t . For a s i m i l a r but more e l e c t r o p h i l i c 
190. 
r a d i c a l ( e . g . CP^) however, a Btronger bond i s a n t i c i p a t e d and a b e t t e r 
c o r r e l a t i o n . 
There are a number o f f u r t h e r p o i n t s o f i n t e r e s t i n comparison 
o f the methyl r a d i c a l and f l u o r i n e atom r e s u l t s . F i r s t l y the a c t u a l 
magnitudes o f the a c t i v a t i o n energies as c a l c u l a t e d are i n q u a l i t a t i v e 
agreement w i t h the expe r imen ta l . Though no data i s a v a i l a b l e f o r 
f l u o r i n e the energy (3.07 k c a l . m o l e - 1 ) compares f a v o u r a b l y w i t h the 
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r e s u l t s o f Howlands and co-workers and i s cons ide rab ly les3 than 
t h a t f o r methyl r a d i c a l (7*09 k c a l . m o l e - 1 ) the l a t t e r i n good 
—1 211* 227 
agreement w i t h the exper imental (<~8 kcal .mole"" ) . ' Zero p o i n t 
energy c o r r e c t i o n s may be o f some importance due t o low b a r r i e r s and 
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have been est imated to be o f the o rde r o f 1 kca l .mo le . 1 I n 
l i g h t o f the weakness o f the new bond t h i s should be considered as an 
upper l i m i t and i t i s a n t i c i p a t e d t h a t f o r the same r a d i c a l , d i f f e r e n c e s 
i n these c o r r e c t i o n s w i l l be s m a l l . The a c t i v a t i o n energies as 
c a l c u l a t e d by the RHF method are cons ide rab ly h i g h e r 10.98 and 11 .99 
k c a l . r a o l e " 1 r e s p e c t i v e l y f o r F and CH^. Q u a l i t a t i v e l y the r e s u l t s are 
i n good agreement w i t h the t o t a l charge d i s t r i b u t i o n for the UHF 
procedure"* the U;HF s i n g l e de te rminan ta l procedure" appears thus 
adequate i n r a t i o n a l i s i n g the t o t a l e l e c t r o n i c charge. (Th i s i s 
f o r t u n a t e a3 cons iderable d i f f i c u l t y i s experienced i n UHF convergence 
w h i l s t t h a t f o r the HilF procedure though r e q u i r i n g cons iderab le 
m o n i t o r i n g d i d no t s u f f e r f r o m the same l i m i t a t i o n s ) . F i n a l l y the 
o v e r a l l d i s t r i b u t i o n s between r a d i c a l and e thy lene f rom these c a l c u l a t i o n s 
are c o n s i s t e n t w i t h the model proposed and embodies the p rev ious 
p r o p o s i t i o n o f Sswarc t h a t a methyl r a d i c a l adds to o l e f i n cen t res i n 
191* 
a n u c l e o p h i l i c f a s h i o n . ^ 
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c ) . CEy Addition to Trifluoroethylene. 
An experimental result of some interest i s the reversed 
21^ 
orientation to that expected for CH^ additions to CgHFj. ^ V/hilst 
tho normal mode of radical attack i s at the CHP centre there i s a 
preference with methyl radicals of -711 for the CFg centre. To 
investigate this , calculations were performed on the CH^ / CgHFj 
system with a 25$ conversion to the product radical of the ethylene 
substrate as a model for the T / s . Unfortunately the UHP procedure 
did not lead to any converging situation. The RHP method was 
operable however and the results are displayed in Table 6.10. The 
activation energies as calculated for attack at the CPH and CPg s i tes 
of 9.01+ and 8.22 Kcal.mole - 1 are qualitatively in accord with those 
of Tedder (8 .6 , 6.2 Kcal.mole"1 respectively) and ref lect the 
inverted orientation pattern. 
The results of a Mulliken population analysis again indicate 
l i t t l e transference of the unpaired electron to the olef in. I t i s of 
interest that whilst the unpaired electron density on the methyl i s 
s imilar for both s i tes there i s a s l ightly higher total density for 
addition at CP^. This i s again in agreement with the observed higher 
j3 spin INDO densities for the substituent at the most fluorinated 
s i t e observed in the product radicals . The magnitude of the difference 
(,007e) i s however verymuch smaller than in the product radicals . 
There i s an increasing amount of data becoming available that 
repulsive interactions are of great importance in determining the 
rate of reaction.at a centre. In this particular case the total energy 
has been separated into attractive (v^,) repulsive components. The 
changes in both components are large' between the two s i tes , the 
192. 




Me at CFB. iiHF lie at CF„ 
-412.2295 E T 0 T -412.2308 
-651.6659 E m Elec . -655.5854 
239.4365 243.3547 
-1044.7263 1 Elec . -1052.5851 




1042.3119 VREP 1050.1615 
Total Spin Centre Total Spin 
5.963 -0.009 C1 5.295 0.004 
5.330 0.028 C2 5.959 0.015 
9.363 0.002 P3 9.369 -0.001 
9.363 -0.003 F4 9.369 -0.001 
9.362 0.002 P5 9.364 0.001 
0.628 -0.003 H6 O.646 0.0 
6.705 O.976 C7 6.717 0.975 
0.749 0.002 E8 0.755 0.002 
0.765 0.002 H9 O.765 0.002 
0.771 0.002 H10 O.76O 0.003 
8.99O - 0.982 Me 8.997 0.'982 
-O.O85 C1-C7 -0.047 
O.469 C1-C2 0.473 
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term i s however dominant indicating the greater attractive 
interaction at the CFg s i te . This i s substantiated by the bond overlap 
populations of the new C-C bond (though these are negative i n each 
instance). This i s contrary to the findings for the product radical 
vhere greater overlap was found at the CFH s i te for a number of radicals . 
(An HJDO calculation for attacking methyl radical also substantiates 
t h i s ) . One possible conclusion i s that changes in overlap density are 
due to the interactions of the radical SOMO with the LUI10 of the olef in 
and follows the dependence established above on the coeff icients . Indeed 
th is overlap i s reduced (employing the HHP data) i n the order 
CPg > CPH > CHg. This interaction with the LU1-I0 of the ethylenes i s 
209 
consistent with the interpretation of Yamabe and co-workers. y Concerning 
this overlap i n the new bond i t i s of interest to compare i n the UHF 
procedure the <* and y9 overlaps of the substrate with He and P radica ls . 
I t i s evident that for ethylene substrate the p overlap i s increased with 
respect to the <x overlap for the fluorine T/S i n accord with the lower 
energy LUIIC^ spin orbital of P, 
To complement this study by now changing the ethylene substrate a 
f i n a l calculation was performed on the model T/s (25/J conversion) for 
fluorine atom addition to CPg carbon i n trifluoroethylene in the UHP 
formalism and the <x andja spin overlap populations i n the new bond 
computed (with the same C-P bond length as in P./CgH^). With comparison 
to the ethylene substrate the <x overlap (-0.028e) i s now increased whilst 
a decrease i s observed in thep overlap population (-0.02f8e). Prom 
Table 6.10. the energies of the localised CHF and CFg carbon .pz 
orbitals are seen to be closely s imilar i n these environments. However 
194, 
the Pr charge cloud in the v ic ini ty of the CF^ carbon i s anticipated to 
be somewhat contracted as compared with the CHg carbon in ethylene 
thus reducing the repulsive and attractive interactions in the C-P 
bond. This alternative suggestion w i l l also account for the observed 
order in the computed CH^-C EHF overlaps. I t i s probable that both 
schemes play an important role jndeteraining the orientation of addition 
in CHPWCPg. I t should be appreciated however that only in such cases 
where the rrcloud i n the olefin i s drast ical ly altered wi l l (which 
can generally be regarded as second order effect) the ' s ize ' of the 
localised n orbital in the olefin become of importance. 
APPENDIX, 
Co-ordinates, Basis Sets, 
Therciochemical Data, Programs Ihiployed. 






S = C = CH, 
H - C - CC H 
[>°2 
Atom X Y z 
S 1.889763 0.0 0.0 
C 4.139425 2.581567 0.0 
C 4.139425 -2.58I567 0.0 
0 1.067741 0.0 -2.65552 
H 3.172717 4.339765 0.0 
N 5.340305 2.5OO857 -1.659962 
H 5.340305 • 2.SOO857 1.659962 
E 3.172717 -4.389765 0.0 
E 5.340305 -2.5OO859 -1.659962 
E 5.340305 -2.5OO859 +1.659962 
C 3.144477 1.246894 0.0 
C 3.144477 -1.246894 b.o 
S 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0 -1.353070 0.0 2.343517 
0 -1.353070 0.0 2.343517 
E 3.959229 3.O7686O 0.0 
E 3.959229 -3.O7686O 0.0 
C 0.0 0.0 0.0 
s 2.900410 0.0 0.0 
s -2.947840 0.0 0.0 
c 0.0 0.0 0.0 
c 2.482990 0.0 0.0 
E 3.466300 1.794692 0.0 
E 3.466300 1.794692 0.0 
c 0.0 0.0 0.0 
c 2.607870 0.0 0.0 
S 4.395060 2.916428 0.0 
E 2.498494 4.594367 0.0 
E -2.012596 0.0 0.0 
E 3.626450 1.764235 0.0 
c 2.905460 1.266068 0.0 
E 4.134008 2.956941 0.0 
S 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0 -1.453091 0.0 2.329283 
Molecule Atom 














CH. > SO, 
s I.889763 0.0 0.0 
c 3.995525 2.647311 0.0 
c 3.995525 -2.647311 0.0 
0 0.456935 0.0 -2.379917 
0 0.456935 0.0 2.379917 
H 2.9487O8 4.410341 0.0 
H 5.198817 2.620530 -1.659962 
H 5.198817 2.620530 1.659962 
H 5.198817 -2.620530 1.659962 
H 5.198817 -2.620530 -1.659962 
H 2.9487O8 -4.410341 0.0 
Coordinates of some Acetylenes (as employed in Chanter 2) a.u. 
Molecule Z Coordinates (Molecule aligned along this ax i s ) . 
HCCH 0 .0, 2.002, 4.283, 6.285. 
FCCH 0.0, 2.417J 4.6809, 6.67O8. 
C1CCH 0.0, 3.O84, 5.3725, 7.3605. 
NCCCH 0.0, 2.1864, 4.7980, 7.0714* 9.0688. 
Coordinates of 6a-thiatnionhthen (as employed in Chapter 5) a.u. 
S6 S1 Soa 
S6a 0.0 0.0 0.0 
S6 4.440942 0.0 0.0 
S1 -4.440942 0.0 0.0 
C3a 0.0 3.310076 0.0 
C5 4.551276 3.159645 0.0 
C2 -4.551276 3.159645 0.0 
C4 2.425286 4.593639 0.0 
C3 -2.425286 4.593639 0.0 
H5 6.344892 4.133497 0.0 
H2 -6.34*4892 4.133497 0.0 
H4 2.603163 6.626815 0.0 
H3 -2.603163 6.626815 0.0 







and F« to 
C o H l 
2 4 
C 2HF 3 i n T/S 
Geometries. 
Atom X Y z 
F 3.587900 2.4329OO 0.0 
C 2.7021*00 0.0 0.0 
C 0.0 0.0 0.0 
H 3.400500 -0.958900 1.660900 
H 3.400500 -0.958900 -1.660900 
H -1.081500 1.730900 0.0 
H -I .O8I5OO -1.730900 0.0 
H -I .O8I5OO 0.0 1.730900 
E -I.O8I5OO 0.0 -1.730900 
C 0.0 0.0 0.0 
C 2.570076 0.0 0.0 
H 3.651608 1.730818 0.0 
H 3.651608 -1.730818 0.0 
H -O.989468 1.769777 -0.232994 
H -O.989468 -1.769777 -0.232994 
C -1.551206 0.0 4.461966 
H -0.773879 -1.722206 5.033409 
• H -0.773879 1.722206 5.033409 
H -3.576934 0.0 4.013181 
F -1.357305 0.0 3.729171 
. C 0.0 0.0 0.0 
C 2.570080 0.0 0.0 
H 3.758154 1.659493 0.0 
F 3.890737 -2.138414 0.0 
F -1.331839 -2.113236 -0.278211 
F -1.331839 2.113236 -0.278211 
C 0.0 0.0 0.0 
C 2.570080 0.0 0.0 
H -1.081534 -1.716011 -0.225916 
F -1.218512 2.179448 -0.286932 
F 4.047405 -2.033370 0.0 
F 4.047405 2.033370 0.0 
Basis Sets Employed 
Gaussian Basis Sets ( a 3 employed in Chapter 3) 
Exponent Coefficient Exponent Coefficient 
Carbon S Oxygen S 
994.7 0.032628 2200.0 O.O267586 
160.0 0.214349 332.2 0.195756 
39.91 O.824315 76.93 0.846397 
11.82 1.0 21.74 1.0 
3.698 1.0 6.773 1.0 
0.6026 1.0 1.103 1.0 
0.1317 1.0 0.3342 1.0 
Carbon P Oxygen P 
4.279 0.209524 8.356 0.221139 
O.8699 0.881228 1.719 O.872694 
0.2036 1.0 0.3814 1.0 

















79.0448 1.0 0.626108 1.0 
27.5705 1.0 0.175223 1.0 
6.49476 1.0 
2.42078 1.0 Sulphur D 






Basia Sets linnloyed. (contd.) 
Acetylenes (Slater Orbitals) 





1s 1.000 0.9716 1.2321 
2p 1.375.0.79 
1s 5.6727 5.2309 7.9690 
2s 1.6083 1.1678 1.8203 
2p 1.5679 1.2557 2.7263 
3d 1.895,1.429 
1s 6.6651 6.1186 8.9384 
2s 1.9327 1.3933 2.2216 
2p 1.9170 1.5059 3.2674 
3d 1.935,2.437 
1s 8.6501 7.9179 11.0110 
2s 2.5638 1.9467 3.0960 
2p 2.550 1.8454 4.1710 
3d 2.186,3414 
1s 16.5239 12.0587 17.6501 
2s 5.7152 4.9261 6.9833 
2p 6.4966 5.3574 9.5674 
3B 2.3561 2.0091 3.3416 
3P 2.0387 1.6092 2.8587 
3d 2.022,2.103 
Pyridine, Phosphabenzene, Arsabenzene, 6a-thiathiophthen(5T0 3G) 
H 1s 1.21 
C 1s:2s:2p 5.67,1.73,1.73 
N 1s:2s:2p 6.67,1.95,1.95 
P 1s:2s:2p:3s:3ps3d 14.50,5.31,5.31,1.90,1.90,1.40 
S 1s:2s:2p:3s:3?:3d 15.47,5.79,5.79,1.95,1.95,1.20 
As 1s:2s:2p:3s:3p:3d: 32.28,12 .06,H.54,6 .20,5.95,5.79, 
4s:4p:4d "2.24,1.86,0.95 
Basis Sets anployed (contd.) 
Hadical-Olefin HF Basis (as employed Chapter 6 ) . 
Exponent Coefficient Exnonent Coefficient Exponent Coefficient 
Carbon 1s Carbon 2s 
153.79200 O.O648888 32.165900 -0.0874263 
28.85820 0.2815200 5.550890 -O.244412O 
7.82464 O.533898O O.425297 O.6464920 































Value3 refer to 0°K (or from non-empirical^studies) 
except where otherwise stated. 
Molecule Molecule Molecule 
0 - 9.589 s 22.562 C 2 \ 14.515 
58.98 S / P ) 66.1 C 2 H 2 54.32 
F + 419.57 C l + 327.47 C H 4 - 15.991 
CHjF - 54.08 CEjCl - 18.764 H + 365.14 
c ^ c i - 23.331 C 2 H 6 - 16.523 C 2 H 3 + 269.* 
C 2 V 
** 
219. 
(CH 3 ) 2 S - 5.033 (CH^SO - 31.427 
(CH 3) 2so 2 - 83.3 
CEjCH^ CHjCHgf (0) 
CH^CHgF FCH2CH2+ 9.9 
CHjCHgCl C1CH2CH2+ 7.2 
* Reference 118. 
** Reference 117. 
*** References 119,120,217,218. 
Programs Employed 
Many of the programs employed i n this thesis are versions 
of the program packages discussed in Chapters 1 and 2. These were 
adapted where required to comprise an ef f ic ient and compact system*. 
This work entialed production of:-
a) Geometry Minimisation Routine attached to the. 
CNINDO program. Modification also allowed CHDO and IHDO 
calculations with optional inclusion of d orbitals , variable 
convergence f a c i l i t i e s , partition bond overlap calculation and 
convergence monitoring. 
b) Interconversion of ATMOL-IEMCL input decks. Libraries 
were constructed for the easier formulation of IBMOL decks i n Chapter 3» 
An improved version of POPAN 3 of VEILLAKD and co-workers was employed 
for a l l the contour maps enclosed from both IBMQL and ATMOL 
calculations. 
c) Applications Programs. Several programs for internal 
use have been developed. Of particular importance to this work are the 
following; 
i ) Correlation Energy estimates for molecules comprised 
of f i r s t row atoms. 
i i ) Line Printer Plotter for rapid production of contour 
maps. 
Detailed below are three, of the main programs employed; f o r 
geometry minimisation (Subroutine Kain) contour mapping and for 
correlation energies. Al l are in FORTRAN I V . 
1 PLOTTER PPCGPAV FOR DENS TTY•CCNTCUR "APS 
2 
3 C1NENS1CN * f 21C »1C I ,E(210, 1C ) ••'.CAT! 1C) ,P( 12C12C) 
4 D IHE^S If!f{ 7 (10) 
5 HiyENSIC'-. TITLF(20) 
6 PF / s c(f,27) m u E m , 1 = 1 , 2 0 
7 27 FORMAT(2CA4) 
8 wRITE ( 6 . 27) ( T I T l F.( I I . l = l . 2 c : i 
S RFACI5 fi:)N'JTYPF.AVAX,A»'IN ,n r'AX,BylNrCCT 
10 C CJTYPE IS 1 THFN ONE CONTOUR PER PAPER 
11 1C FCFCAT< 12 ,4F7.4.41 1 
12 RFAC(5,53I I Z ( I ) , 1 = 1 . 1 0 ) , I C K C I C 
13 C PEAC I N F-1P"«T.A1. CA'J EE A 6 C 0 E...CR X X X X X ETC. 
14 53 FCP»ATflTAltll) 
15 D I"ENS ICr-. TCP! 120 I 
16 Of! 16 1 = 1,120 
17 16 TTP(I )=C~T 
18 OC 26 J = l , 1 2 
IS K = K « J 
20 26 T0P(K)=Z(1) 
21 RE AC(5, 11 INCCMT < '.'TYPE , (NCAT( I ) . I=1,\C0NT) 
22 C NCCNT NC GF CCMTO'JBS NTYFE ANYTHING NEAT NC PF CATA I N FAO CONT 
23 11 F ~ F A T ( 12, I 2 i 1 ? I 4 ) 
24 C CARCS HERE FCR CAT* REACING 
2 5 DC 21 K = 1»NCCNT 
26 I F I ICl-CIC.EC.O ) SFACI5.72L) NDAT(K) 
27 721 FCRWATU3! 
28 I L = N C A T ( K I 
29 OC 22 L = 1 , 11. . A 
30 22 REA0I5.13) A I L , K I , fi ( L , K } . A < L * l , K I , P. ( l«-l , K I , A (L +2, K I , B ( L+2, K J , 
31 lA(L«?,K ) , e i L+3,K) 
32 13 FCR"AT(4UX,F6.3,1X,F6.3,3X)) 
33 C IKSERT HERE 
34 21 CONTINUE 
35 AO! F = AVAX-AMN 
36 BCIF=BVAX-fiVlN 
37 IFtNJTYPE)40,40,41 
3E 40 CCMINIJF 
35 CO S2 1=1,120 
40 CO S2 J=1,12C 
41 92 PI J . I l = C . C 
42 DC 51 1=1,NCCNT 
43 I L = M:AT(I> 
44 X = Z U ) 
.45 IFI\7YPE) 60.6T.61 
46 6' C'N'TINUE 
47 DC 52 J=1,1L 
48 I I = A I J. I 1*12C/ACIF 
45 JJ=P.<J,I)*12C/PCIF 
50 52 PI J J.1 I ) = > 
51 GC TC 62 
52 61 CPNTINUc 
5 3 C~ 15 2 J = l, I L 
54 I I = A ( J , I ) * 1 2 C / A C I F 
55 J J = l i ( J , I J*l2f:/B0IF 
56 1 52 P ( I I , J J ) = X 
57 62 CONTINUE 
5B 51 CONTINUE 
5S WRITE(6,73) 
6C WEI7E(6,72 J TCP 
61 D~ 45 1=1,120 
62 PI I ,123)=TCP< I ) 
63 45 KRITF(fc,72l (P« I , J ) ,J= 1, 12CI 
64 GC TO 8C 
6 5 4 1 CONTINUE 
66 PC 64 I = l,fiCC'4T 
67 CC SI IV=1,12P 
68 DC SI J w=1,120 
65 <?1 o( JJ., YW J=G..-
7G v>PITF(6,73) 
71 73 F C P V A T ( 11-; ) 
72 » ? ! l E l f c t 7 2 n C P 
73 IL = .NDAT(II 
74 X = Z ( I ) 
75 IFINTYPE )2C6,206,207 
76 206 CCNTIMJE 
77 Cr. 65 J = l , I L 
76 I I = A<J,I>*12r/ACIF 
75 JJ=EI J . l ) * 1 2 C / e C I F 
ec P « J J . I I I = X 
81 7? FCBViTdHS, 1 20A 1) 
82 6 5 CONTINUE 
8 3 GO 10 2CS 
84 207 CCMINUF 
65 Df 241 J = l i TI 
66 I I = A(J,I» + 12C/ACIF 
£7 JJ=E(J , I )*12i./BGIF 
ee 241 P 1 I I . J J ) = X 
85 20e CCrTINUE 
5(! DC 32 1K=1,120 
51 P ( I K , 1 2 0 ) = T r p ( I K ) 
52 32 K<UTF(t,72) (P1 I K , J ) , J = 1 , 1 2 C ) 
53 64 CONTINUE 





55 CORRELATION ENERGY PPCGRA* 
ICC 
101. ClfENSICN flCI7),4N(7),ACI7),AF(7l 
1G2 C CCPBElATICN ENERGY PROGRAM 
103 CC^CN/ELKI/AH,AC»AN,AC»AF 
1C4 niPENSICN P?P(5,?C».1TYFFC2GI,AP(5.5) ,CCP(5,5 ),CR(5 ) 
105 CI»ENSICN TITLE(2C) 
106 500 CONTINUE 
107 v>RITE<6,125» 
ICR 125 F r p v A T U h l ) 
ICS 1C5 FCP^AT(25A3) 
11C C REAC IN CATA 
111 REAC»5,li"5) 1 7 I T L E H ) , 1 = 1,2C) 
112 C CPTICN CA«C FOR FURTHER RUNS 
113 WPrTF(£,lC5) TITLE 
114 RFAC15.1C) NATCPS 
115 10 FCPWATI 1 4 ) 
l i t C REAC FCPS FOR EACH ATC!* 
117 P.EAC<5,11MITYPE(II,(FCF{K,11,K = 1,5», I = 1. N ATOM S ) 
11B 11 FOR!"ATI I 4 , 6 X , 5 F l j . 6 ) 




123 CC 12 w=l,NATONS 
124 I I = I T YPE(V) 
125 GC TC (70,20,20,20,20.30,40.50,60,20,201, I I 
126 30 DC 31 1=1,7 
127 31 CR(I)=ACM> 
12B GC TO 80 
125 4C CC 41 1=1,7 
130 41 CR<I)=AM I I 
131 GC TC ec 
132 50 CO 51 1=1,7 
133 51 CP( I l = AC(I) 
134 GC TC EC 
135 6 " CO t l 1=1,7 
136 61 C R ( I ) = A F ( I I 
137 GC TC 6C 
136 70 CC 71 1=1,7 
135 71 CP( I )=C 
14C CR(1)=AF 
141 eo CONTINUE 
142 C SET UP OENSTY v/aRIx 
143 CC 13 K=l,5 
144 00 13 1=1.5 
145 AP(K,L ^ F r P l n . V J i p C P U . w ) 
146 13 CCNT Ir-UE 
147 C 
148 C SET UP CCPPEL MATRIX 
145 CCR(1,1 ) = C R ( 1 ) 
150 CCP.I2,2) = CR(4) 
151 DC !6 1=3,5 
15? CrRl 1, I >=CPI61 
153 CriMl,!)=C»<3) 
154 OJR(2,II=CR<5) 
155 lfc CCNTIMiE 




ice nc 17 L=l,5 
161 CC 17 * = 1.5 
162 17 CCP.(K,L)=CCP(L,K) 
163 C 




168 DC 48 K=l,5 
165 r r 1? L=1,K 
170 18 SUN=SLN+CCR(L,K)*AP(L,K) 
171 S=S + CCR(!<,K)*AP(K,K) 
172 CHAPGE=CFARGE+PCP(K,y) 
173 .46 niflG = C i a G 4 C C' :(K,K)*PCiPtK,^l*.5 
174 S'JN=SUf-S+CI*G . 
175 k R I l E l b . l ? ) f . ITYPE(V),SL'f , IPCP ( K , ) , K = 1, 5 ) 
176 19 FCR"AT ( I F , 5 X , I 2, 1 5X , 1 2 , 10 X , F 7. 4 , 1 ,',X , 5 ( F 7. 4 , 2 X ) , / / » 
177 ?3 FCPCATUH ,'CENTRE r.C . • , 5X , • C EN'TR F TYPE'.SX,' E CCRHEL A.U.', 
178 1' IS 2S PX PY PZ ',/) 
179 TCT«L=TCTAL«SUK 
180 GO 9C 
131 20 CCNTINL'E 
182 21 FCPf«T(lF , MNVALIC CATA FCR CENTRE ',121 
183 V.RITF(C,21I f 
184 90 CCMINUE 
1»5 12 CCMIMJE 
186 WRITEI6.25) TOTAL 
187 25 FCP"AT(1H ,• TCTAL INTR AHCLECULAP. CCRREl AT ICN ENERGY = «,F7.4» 
lee hPITF»6.135) CH4PGE 
189 1 35 FCRfATdH , 4CX, 'CHECK TCTAL CHARGE = '.F7.4) 
19C - GC TC 5C0 
191 63 CALL EXIT 
192 EN'C 
193 tJLCCK L f t 
194 CCVwCK/eLKl/AH.AC.AN.AC.AF 
195 DM-FJ-.SICV A C ( 7 ) , A M 7 ) , A r ( 7 ) , . \ F ( 7 ) 
196 GATA AH/-.C4C9/, 
197 1 Ar./-.04C2,-.C014.-.CC12,-.0129.-.C118,-.C25E,-.C123/, 
198 1 AF/-.0398,-.CC14,-.0^16,-.C119,-.Cf?4 ,-. C 2 5 8 ,-. C 1 2?/, 
199 1 AC/-.04C9,-.C;i5,-.0015,-.C284 , - .01 39, - . C 2 5 (:, - . C 1 23/, 
20C 1 AK/-.r.4C9,-.CC13,-.CC14,-.C136,-.0139.-.C25e»-.C123/ 
201 ENC 
1 CFC^ETFY "MMMSATICN PRCGPAv SLBRCl'TINE M AIN' 
2 
3 PLCCK CAT A 
<t r.r^ucf./r!»E/rPH'4(;< 
5 CC^'Tf./PFRTPL/El *1P< 
6 CO'^N/CPTirN/nPT ICN.CPNCLC .HUCKEL.CNCC, INCCCICSECCPEN 
7 I f> TEGER CPT I ,-PNCLE.FUCK E L . C U G N , INCC , C I _ S E D , C P E N 
8 INTEGER rPE.EI. 
9 C6T< C C ^ / S C N n C S / 
1C CAT/ [NCT/o INDT5/ 
11 CATA CPEN/5CFFK;/ 
12 CAT A CLTSEC/iCLSHS/ 
13 DATA C K / i Salt? FXo,S FYS,3 PZi',S GZ2S,3 CXZc.S CYZS,SCX-Y£, 
1* 1 5 D X YS / 
15 DATA EL/5 I- a 13 H E ?•» S L 13 , 3 B E S i a E a , a C i i a N a » a C a» 
16 1 a Fata' N E 3»o N A a « 3 v G 3 f 3 A L a , a S I a , 3 P a t ! S i i i C L 31 
17 2 £ AR£/ 
18 E * C 
19 IMPLICIT REAl*6«A-h,C-Z) 
2C Cl7v^CK/ARR*YS/APC?l,;2CC< 
21 CCN,'CN/INF'-/NATC«'S<CHAPGE,k'l;LTIP,A\?.35<,C»35f 3< f r, 
22 CC M ur M/PFPTBL/EL<lE< 
23 C C I " ' : N / C R B / C K P ¥ S < 
2 4 ccN"Tr./nAR/)tYZ*2rcr< 
2 5 Cr'. ^<"f / i c i F O l / C Z ^ ^ u y p . r x . U L I"*35<,LLT **35<,f<FlECS,CC( A,CCCB 
26 CCCVCN/CPT ir\/CFTICN,CPNCLC,HUCKEL ,CNCC,I N'CC. CLC S E C. CPEN 
27 Cr^yCN/AUXIM/A»17<,e«17< 
28 rcvt'Cf./CAh/CCRP 
29 INTEGER HCPB 
3C INTEGER CBTirN.TPNCLCHJCKEL.CNDG, INOCfCLCSEOtCPEN 
31 INTEGER CRP,EL.AN,CHARGE,C 7.U, UL TM, CCC A,CCCP. 
32 DI"ENSI:< XP(fcC 1 . YP( 6C I , ZP(fcf) I ,R ( 60.fr-» , l^JT (60 ) ,NAf E (<; ) 
33 S I * ENS KK NAP<6'1 I .N'2P< 6C ) ,fXP(6*" I » N 0 0 ( 60) , ILAZYPI6C) 
34 CINENSICN THPCCP 16', ) , FFCPI6C ) . P C 0 P ( 6 C I 
3 5 Cr^f-CN/FLK/SCE" Z<2.3),PSCUN. IENSC 
36 INTEGER IENSC.WSCLN,IPZR 
37 OlPFhSICN "TF120) ,NTF(2CI 
38 CC»vrN/HEL/V.P(2r.),IPZP 
39 hRITE*7,98C< 
4 C <; = •: FCF''AT*4H < 
41 45 RtAC:f5,9"C<ICHG.?N»vF*I<,Hll,9< 
42 FCPVATSI2 , 9 A 4 < 
4? IF? ICFG.EC . 99<Gf TC 9 9 
4 4 l»PITE?6,95C<VA u c*!<. I«l,9<. I C H . C 
45 95C F<-ffNM«lH1.9A4,7MCFARGE#. I3< 
46 V.P.ITE!(7,9P1< IChG,?NAVE*K, I *1 ,9< 
47 981 FCP^ATSI2,HX,9AA< 
48 FEACl 5,4;)CFTICN.CFNCLC 
49 "tRITECS, 245 ICPT ITN,CPI*CLC 
50 C '-'CC1F1EC RFAC STATE^T 
51 REAC( 5,25C)NATl".wS,CI-APGE,"LLTIP,DCRR 
52 lFICrRB.FC.CI *P!TE(S, 14531 
53 IF(C:t-'^.EC.l » fcRITF(?,1454) 
54 1453 FfpwAT(5X , > C PPUITALS I \ * I 
55 1454 FC^ wATt5X,«C CFRTTALS C U T • I 
56 V.RITHS.fcCINAUwS. CHARGE, "LLTIP 
5 7 "FAT "II''CAT,! I Z i T < I ) , I = 1, 3 I , KWI K , P 12 ,P.23. THETAF 
58 901 F C F WAT'-I4 12,II,2F7.4.F14.7< 
59 U R IT F t * . 95 !<;.•.-AT. 3 I Z A T S K , I * l , 3 < , K r i I K 
60 951 Fr.P«AT TbFCKAT * 12. 14H tZAT»l< * 12, 14H IZATS2< « 12, 
61 114H I? AT 3 ?< * 12. 11H KWIK * 11< 
62 C CHANCE IN F A f' A '•' £• T E P f T C .NC .N CCL N ~! \>. F7.4 VARIABLE 
63 RSCL*=1 
64 967 V>P! TE (7,964 IPSCUN 
65 IF"SC=1 
66 P"=AC<5, 3171 IPZF 
67 31 7 F r p u a T d ? ) 
ee D : S * 3 I = I , I P Z R 
69 BCAC (5 .9f-*. ) V T P ( l ) . M P I l ) , f c P I H 
7t Gf-1 C r N T IN'UE 
71 476 C C 474 1= 1, IPZR 
72 l-T = v T F ( I ) 
73 MT = ;;TP(I) 
74 » = V>F(I) 
75 96C FCFKAT(2I2,F7.4) 
7 b C T E S T F C « E M ? CtHZ I F * = 99 S T C 
7 7 I F [ » T . E C . ? ? I GQ T C 9 9 
78 C TEST F R . R " IF »•' = C FIRST PL'N AND h=". " = 2 . 3 FULL PUN 
79 I F ( N T . E C . C ) GC TC 973 
eC I F ( M T - 3 K t l , 9 6 1 , 9 6 2 
fll 961 I F < N T - 7 ) 7 1 2 , 7 1 3 i 7 1 4 
62 712 R12=R12*h 
83 Br»U = P.l2 
8 4 r.r T C 4 7 4 
e5 7 1 3 R 2 3 = R 2 3 * ' x 
36 R C W = P 2 3 
87 GC TC 474 
88 714 THETAP=7HETAP+h 
e9 BCW=TFETAP 
90 G C TC 4 7 4 
91 962 I F ( \ T - e ) 722 ,723, 724 
92 722 IT.CF(«'Tl = RCCPlrTI*V> 
93 B C V . = PCDPI»M » 
9 4 GC T C 4 7 4 
95 723 TfHECCF<»'T)=TheCCPtr'T)4h 
9 6 P-rv. = TH3CCF (» 'T) 
5 7 GC TC 4 7 4 
9 S 724 P h C P ( P T I = P F C F ( P T ) * J > 
99 R T I » = PHDP ( y T ) 
100 C I I . ALL CASES P-T WILL 8E ECU I V A L E N T IZATdNC). 




105 9 7 3 KPITE(6,952 ) R 1 2 , R 2 3, T I-ET A P 
106 952 FCPWAT * 7 F P 1 2 « F 7 . 4 , 1CF P.23 « F7.4i 1 2 H TFFTA # E14.7< 
1C7 I F |KVt IK - 1< 1 , 2. 3 
I C R 1 CCCS«f-l./3. 
ICS SSIN«*2./3.<*SQRT12.< 
11C G O T O 4 
111 2 CCCS«-C.5 
112 S S IN«C.5*SCRT%3.< 
113 GC TC 4 
114 3 THFTA=TFET«F*3.1415926536/1EG. 
115 C C C S = CCr"S(TFETAl 
116 SSIK=rSIMTFETA) 
117 4 DC 51 IK1.3 
118 X P ( I I = C . T 
119 VPII)=C.C 
120 51 ?.PU)=:.0 
121 XP(2I=R12 
122 X P I 3 ) = P 1 2 - R 2 3 * C C C S 
123 Y P ( 3 I = P 2 3 * S S 1 N 
124 CO 5 I * 4 , NGAT 
125 5 xp( I ) = ioc:;c.c 
126 V*P!TE?6,95?< 
127 953 F C RM A T SeEFC N A KB NC N'O IZAT«NC< ILAZY RCO 
126 1 TF-KCC PHARCC/< 
129 DC 52 I 4 4 . N C A T 
13C C 
131 URITEI6 , 9 6 4)PSCUN 
132 964 FCP*AT1I2) 
1 3 3 C TT r.~ L C ? P W I T H N'EVi P A F A ^ F T F R T E S T F C R V A L L ' F C F f 
134 IF(*T.CE.l ) GC TC c« 
135 9 6 5 RFAC1 5.9C2INAPI 1 ) .hRPI I ) ,NCP( I ) , N C P ( I ) , IZAT ( I | , ILAZYP{ I ) , 
1 3 6 I P C C P ( n,Ti-ecr.p< i»,pf-csp( i > 
137 68 K A = K A P ( I I 
138 f.B = N f i P I I ) 
1 3 9 I.C = NCP(II 
140 N P = N D F ( I ) 
141 
1 4 2 I IA *Y=1LAZYP{ I J 
143 RCC=FCDP(II 
144 ThFCC=TF5CCP( I I 
145 PhAflCC^PFCPI I ) 
146 
1 4 7 9 ^ 2 F C R P A T S T I 2 , I ] . F 7 . 4 , 2 F 1 4 . 7 < 
148 C CHECK. TI-AT C.r.nRCINAT£S CF ATP«S N A , K B , N X HAVE BEEN CALCULATED 
1 4 9 C 
1 5 0 7 I F ( X P ( N A ) i X P ( N C ) t X P ( N E ) - 7 C C 0. C-1 £. 5 C , 5 C 
151 8 WRITE?*,55«<r - :A,vp 1r ,C.NC,IZ A7?ND<•I LAZY,RCH,THPCD,PFARCC 
152 954 FCR«AT % 3X, I 2, 3X, 12, 3X, 12, 3 X , I 2, 6 X , I 2, 10X, 11, 7 X , F 7. 4 i 8 X , El 4. 7,4 X , 
153 1E14.7< 
154 IF ? 11, a Z V - f < 79, 76, 7? 
155 7e f:eC = rSCRT ( ( XP ( NC I - X P ( Ne I ) **2* (YP (fJC I - YP ( N C ) ) * * 2* (ZP ( N C J-ZP (NB 
156 1<<**2< 
157 x p » N C < *XP3NC< • *XP»NC< - X P S N e < < * R C C / P . e C 
i s e vp>r.c< = YPiNC< • » > P ? N C < - Y P ? r * H < < * R C C / R E C 
159 ZP^.C< = ZP*NC< + *ZPiNC< - ZP?NP«*PCC/ReC 
16C GC TC 52 
161 C 
162 c M : V E A T C K C T G C P I C - I N 
163 " C 
164 79 XA = XF3NA< -XPJKf< 
165 YA = YP?NA< -YP?NC< 
166 ZA = Z P ? r A < - Z P m < 
167 xe = X P ; N E < - X P » N C < 
166 YB = Y P J \ ' P < - Y P » K C < 
165 Z D = ZP¥.\e< - ZP*NC< 
17C C 
171 C RCTATE ABCUT Z-AXIS TC VAKE YB « 0, X P «VE. IF XYe TCC S^ALLt 
172 C PCTATE FIRST 90 CEC-REES ABCUT Y AXIS 
173 C 
174 X Y B=CSQR1 ( X P**2*Ye**21 
175 K « 1 
176 IF JXYB - C.l< 9, 1C, 1C 
177 9 K « C 
w e XPA * ZA 
179 ZPA « - X A 
i e c XA * XPA 
131 ZA * ZPA 
182 XPB H Ze 
183 zpe « -xe 
164 X P n X P B 
i e 5 ze « Z P B 
166 XYP . = C S C R T(XE**2*YE**2) 
167 1C CCSTF .« XE/XYB 
188 SIMM 4 YB/XYB 
i e s X P A * X A * C C S T F & Y A » S I M F 
19C YPA « YA*CCSTH - XA*SINTH. 
191 C 
192 C RCTATE AECLT Y AXIS TC CAKE IB VANISH 
193 C 
194 11 P B C = C S C R T ( X E » * 2 + Y P + * 2 4 Z P * * 2 I 
195 S I f - F H * ZE/REC 
196 COSPh=CSCKTIl.-SINPF**2) 
197 XCA ti XFA*CCSPF <5 7A*SINPF 
198 ZCA H ZA*CCSPH - >PA*S^PH 
199 C 
2CC C RCTATE AECLT X AXIS TC fAKE 7A « C, YA <VE 
2C1 C 
2C2 12 YZA=CSCPTIYPA**2*ZCA**2> 
2C3 CCSKhHYPA/YZA 
204 SINKH « ZCA/YZA 
2C5 C 
2C6 C CCCPCMNATES A , S XCA , Y Z A , C< , 0. *P.PC,C,C<. C, S C , 0 , C < , NCNE -VE 
207 C CCCRCINATES CF C v;w CM.CIiLATEO If ; NEk F R * W E 
2C8 C 
2C9 IF 1ILAZV - 1< 13, 14, 15 
21C 13 C C S C * l . C 
211 SIf-'D * T 
212 C C TC 21 
213 14 CCSC i 0.5 
214 SIND*C.5*SCHTT,3.< 
215 G C T C 21 
216 15 IF JTLA7Y - ?< lf c , 17, 18 
217 16 CCSC * -C.5 
218 S INC*C.5»SCRT*3.< 
219 H C T C 21 
22C 17 CTSC * -1 . C 
221 SINE « 0 
222 G C T O 21 
223 IB IF ULAZY - 5< 19, Z C , 22 
224 19 C . C S C * -C.5 
225 SINC«-0.5*SCKT»3.< 
226 2 0 CCSD # C.5 
227 SINC*-C.5»S0RT»3.< 
22e 21 CCSA « -1.C/3.C 
225 SUA*?2./3.<*SORT»2.< 
2 2 0 GC TC 25 
231 22 IF 3 T LA JV - 7 < 23, 24, 26 
232 23 CCSC 4 1.0 
233 SINE * 0 
234 GC 1C 25 
235 24 C C S C 1 - l . C 
23t SINC « 0 
237 25 CCSfl * -C.5 
238 S ir-fl«C.5*SCRT?3.< 
23S GC TC 25 
24C 26 IF SIL4ZY - 5< 27, 28, 28 
241 27 CCNTINUE 
242 GC TC- 2? 
243 28 THeCC»Th8CC*3.14155265 36/1 EC. 
244 PHAeCCrfFh«eCC*3.141552£536/lfi0. 
2 4 5 s i M = n s i N n h e c c ) 
246 c c s A = c c c s m E C o i 
2 4 7 s i r c = n s i N ( P H * e c o ) 
24E CCSC = [;CCS(PHABCC) 
245 25 CCNTIMJE 
25c xn « P C C * C : S A 
251 YC * "Cn*S INA»C0SC 
252 ZD H RC0*SIKA*SINC 
253 C 
254 C TRA|\SFCRV CCCRCINATES CF D BACK TC CRIC-INAL SYSTEP 
255 C 
256 30 YPC « YC*CCSKH - ZC*SINKH 
257 7PC « ZC*CTSKH & YC^SINKI-
258 XPC « XOCCSFH - ZPC*SINPH 
259 ZCC * ZP0*CCSPH i XC*SINPH 
26C XCC » XPC*CCSTK - YFC*SINTh 
261 YOC « YPO+CCSTH i * P D*SINTH 
262 IF ?K - 1< 3 1 , 32, 31 
263 31 X P D * -ZCC 
264 ZPC * XQO 
2*5 XCC « XPD 
266 ZCfl U ZRO 
267 32 XP(N'C) = xrwO • XPINCI 
26P. YP*t-.C< = YCC • YP5NC< 
265 ZP*MK = ZCC + ZP?NC< 
27C 52 CCMIMIE 
271 wRnEtfc,55;:<SNAr'F?I<,ni.5<,ICHG 
272 WRITE?6,555< 
273 555 F r p v j T 173HCNG. CF ATC X-CCCRCINATE Y-CCCRD IN AT 
274 IE Z-CCORCINATE/< 
275 DC M I«1,NCAT 
276 h « n E ( 6 , - ? 5 f c ) I , X F m , Y F ( I ) , Z P U ) 
277 556 FHR^A TT! 1H , 5 X , I 2 , 1 5 * . F 1 C . 7 ,11X, F 1 0 . 7 . 1 1X , F 10. 7 < 
278 I F * IZAT*K.EC.55<CC TC 41 
275 h P I T E ( 7 , 5 6 2 ) I Z A T ( M , y p ( ! i , Y P ( I ) < Z P ( I ) 
2ec 532 FCPVAT(I4,3(3X,F12.71 ) 
231 41 CCt.TIKUE 
2E2 V>RnE?7,58C< 
283 5C W R I T E? 6 , 5 5 E < 
284 558 Frp"AT!flF0,3eHCCGPCS.CF 1 PEFEPENCF ATCf L'MVA 1L ABLE< 
285 K=l 
286 DC 6?4 I=1,NCAT 
287 I F < I Z A T I I l . E C . S f )GC TC 634 
288 AMK) = l Z A f ( i ) 
285 C ( K , 1 ) = X P ( I I 
25C C I K , 2 ) = Y F ( I | 
251 C ( K , 3 ) = Z P ( I ) 
252 
253 C CCNVEHSICN CF CCCRCIMTfS FRCM ANGSTRCVS T C ATCVIC UMTS 
254 nr 225 J = l , 3 
255 22? C(K,J)=C(K,J>/.5?5167RC 
256 K=K+1 
257 634 CCMINUE 
259 IFICPTICK.EC.CKCCI C-C Tf 226 
255 2 1 1 DC 225 I=l,hATCCS 
3CC I F ( A \ ' ( I ) . L E . 5 ) GO TC 224 
2C1 2 2 ? WRITE 16,223 » 
302 223 F I P y M l ^ ^ t h T t - ' I S PR<"GRAC CTfcS N r T <-"•- CALCS. FCR, 
303 1 5 1 H "CL ECL'LES CCNTAlMfcG FLEMQNTS H I G H E ? THAN F LUCRIN' E < 
204 STCP 
305 224 CONTINUE 
3C6 225 CCMINUE 
3C7 226 CCMIMJS 
308 hS ITF I 6 . 9 6 * IRSCUN 
3C9 CALL CCEFFT 
3 1 C C * I L IMGPL 
311 IF KF":CLC.FC.CPEf>< GC TC 9C 
312 3C CALL FLCKCl 
313 CALL SCFCLC 
314 WRITE(6,964)RSCljN 
315 CALL CPRINT 
316 GC TC ICC 
317 9C CALL KUCKCP 
318 CALL SCFCPK 
31= C A L L C P P I N T 
22C ICC CCMINUE 
321 IE'.SC=IENSC«1 
2 2 2 IF( IENSC.CE..41 GC T C 254 
323 hRITE<6,S64)RSCLK 
324 IFIRSCUN.LE.l) GC TC 967 
325 22C FCP"AT(2CA4I 
326 23C FCPPAT11H.5X,20A4) 
327 4C FCRCATHA4,1X , A 4 < 
329 245 FCPVAT(5X,A4,1X,A4» 
329 25C F 0 F U A T ( 3 I 4 , H X , I I ) 
330 6C F C R " A T ? / 5 X , 1 4 , 1 8 H ATCCS CHARGE #,I4,18H MULTIPLICITY «,I4/< 
331 7C F O P W A T S I 4 . 3 J 3 X , F 1 2 . 7 < < 
232 GC TC 476 
233 254 CCNT1NUE 
334 OlfENSICK PG(5 ),PC(5),SG(5),IG(5 ),DEN(3),DAN<3 ) , 
235 1 C I M 2 ) , F I M 3 ) . C I N < 3 ) 
2 3 6 nr. 64 1 = 1 , 2 
337 RGt I ) = SCFNZI2. 1 + 1 )-SCENZ ( 2 , I ) 
2 ? P 64 S G I I )=Sr.ENZ(l,l + ll-SCF\?(l»I) 
239 R G ( 2 ) = SCFf.Z{ 2 , 1 )-SCENZ ( 2 , 3 ) 
340 S G ( 3 J = S C F N Z ( 1 , 1 ) - S C E N Z ( 1 , 2 > 
241 DC 6 ? 3 1 = 1 , 3 
342 T G U > = SCEI*Z< 1 , I I 
243 622 P G I I I = S C F N 7 1 2 , 1 1 * * 2 
344 Cf 5 1 7 1 = 1 , 2 
345 RC ( I + 2)=RC-( I ) 
346 S C - ( I + 3)=SG( I ) 
347 PG ( I + 3 ) = P C m 
348 517 TGI I • 3 ) = T G { I I 
349 DC 3C1 1 = 1 , 3 
25C CEM I)=TG( I)*RG I I + 1 )+TG < I + 1 ) * R G ( I + 2 ) + T G I I + 2)*RG( I ) 
351 
. 252 0 A \ ( I ) = PG( I ) * " G ( H I ) + PG < 1 + l - ) - * R G"< H 2 ) •» P G ("I~+ 2 ) *RG"( I ) ~ 
353 niN< I ) = o & < I ) * S G < 1 + 1 l + P G < 1 + 1 1 * S G ( 1 + 2 » + P G ( 1 + 2 I *SGI 1) 
354 F|M||=CfMll/C«Mll 
255 301 C l M I ) = C I M n / l D E N ( I ) * ( - 2 . D C ) ) 
356 kP|TE ( E,743) 
257 742 FCP«ATI//32F VT NT CO^fJCINATE CHANGE) 
256 C? 744 1 = 1 . I P Z K 
259 WRITE(3,74 5 ) V T P ( I ) , N T P ( I ) , k P l I ) 
260 745 F r p " A T l / l H , 2X , I 2 . 4X, I 2 , 7 X , F 9 . 4 ) 
361 744 CONTINUE 
262 CC 74fi 1 = 1 , 3 
363 74c FCF"ATI / 1 H , 5 X , F U . K . 4 X , F 9 . 4 , 4 X , 1 PC 1 4 . 7 , 4 X , - I P F ? . 4 ) 
364 748 WRITEI8. 749 )SCEMZ (1 , D.SCEKZI2 , I ) , F I M I I . C I N C I ) 
265 FC=< F I M 1 MF IfM 2 ) + F I M 2 ) )/2 
266 C*Mr\ = ( C I M I ) + C I M 2 ) + C I M 2 ) )/3 
367 KPITE( 3, 7 4 7 ) ( . K I \ . F C 
266 7 * 7 FCRVATI/1H , 1C X , 1 CH M M = , F9 . 4 , 5X , 5F FC = ,1PD14 . 7 ) 
269 «T = i"TP( IPZR I 
37C M = MPITFZP| 
271 IF(»T -3)4A1,441.442 
3 7 2 4 4 1 I F ( r a - 7 ) 4 4 ? , 4 4 4 , 4 4 5 
273 442 GAR=CMN-R12 
274 GC Tr 449 
275 4 4 4 G A R = CMN-P22 
376 GO TO 445 
377 445 GAP. = C - THFTiP 
376 GC I T 445 
375 442 IF|NT-P)44fi,447,«4E 
280 446 G A R = C!' ! I\ - F C C F 1 f T ) 
381 GG TC 4 45 
382 447 GAR = C^^-T(-ECOP(«T) 
3E3 GC Tr 445 
384 4*8 GAP = CNIi\-PHCP(PT) 
3es 445 r.r 351 i = i , l P ? R 
286 ^T = .»TP< I ) 
387 K T = N T P ( I ) 
3ee V« = k F ( l ) 
385 I F ( f T - 3 ) 4 6 1,461,462 
35C 461 IFJNT-7)412,412,414 
351 41? R 12 = P1 2+GAR*o/kP( IPZRI 
352 GC TC 351 
253 412 R22=R23«GAP*W/«P(IF7R) 
354 Qr TC 351 
355 414 TKETAP=THcTAP+GAP*h/fcP<IPZPI 
396 GC. TC 351 
257 462 IF(\T-8)422.423,424 
358 422 PCCP('T) = FCCP("TMCAR*h/V<P(IP7R) 
355 CC 1C 351 
4CC 422 THPCDP( VT )=Th6CCP(*T ) +GAP*V./WP( IPZR ) 
401 GC TC 351 
4C2 424 PHDF( «T) =FHCF (^T | 4GAR*V«/hP( IPZP ) 
4C3 351 CCNT IMJE 
40 4 GC 1C 567 
405 55 STCP 
4C6 E*!C 
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